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Zusammenfassung
¨ Ubersicht
In dieser Arbeit werden die Eigenschaften und die dynamische Entwicklung des Quark-
Gluon-Plasmas, wie es in Schwerionen-Kollisionen erzeugt wird, behandelt. Insbesondere
wird untersucht welche Rolle instabile kollektive Moden bei der Isotropisierung und Ther-
malisierung des Systems spielen k¨ onnen. Dazu wird zun¨ achst der Einﬂuss von Kollisio-
nen zwischen Teilchen im Medium auf die Wachstumsraten dieser Instabilit¨ aten sowohl in
einer Modellrechnung als auch in einer dynamischen Wong-Yang-Mills Realzeit-Gitter-
Rechnung bestimmt. Diese Simulation beinhaltet neben direkten elastischen Teilchen-
Kollisionen auch die Wechselwirkung der Teilchen mit selbstkonsistent generierten Farb-
feldern. Sie wird weiterhin benutzt, um dynamisch den Energieverlust und die Aufweitung
von Jets (Teilchen(-schauer) mit hohem Transversalimpuls) zu betrachten. Insbesondere ist
es auf diese Weise m¨ oglich, den Transportkoeﬃzienten ˆ q zu bestimmen, wobei das Ergebnis
weitgehend von der Gittergr¨ oße unabh¨ angig ist. Des Weiteren wird die Jet-Propagation
in Nichtgleichgewichts-Systemen untersucht. So wird ein anisotropes System in dem eine
Chromo-Weibel-Instabilit¨ at auftritt simuliert, und der Einﬂuss der dadurch entstehenden
großen Dom¨ anen von starken Farbfeldern auf die propagierenden Jet-Teilchen bestimmt.
Weiterhin werden fermionische Moden in anisotropen Systemen untersucht. Dabei wird
gezeigt, dass zumindest in der Hard-Loop-N¨ aherung keine instabilen fermionischen Moden
auftreten. Schließlich wird die M¨ oglichkeit studiert, ob hochenergetische Photonen zur Be-
stimmung der Impulsraum-Anisotropie des in Schwerionen-Kollisionen erzeugten Systems
verwendet werden k¨ onnen. Das Ausmaßder auftretenden Anisotropie ist entscheidend f¨ ur
die Rolle, welche Instabilit¨ aten f¨ ur Isotropisierung oder gar Thermalisierung spielen k¨ onnen,
denn je gr¨ oßer die Anisotropie, desto gr¨ oßer sind die Wachstumsraten der instabilen Moden.
Daher ist ihre Kenntnis extrem wichtig.
Einleitung
Vor bereits ¨ uber dreißig Jahren wurde vorgeschlagen sich einen tieferen Einblick in die
Natur der starken Wechselwirkung zu verschaﬀen, indem man “hohe Energie oder hohe
Nukleonendichten ¨ uber ein relativ großes Volumen” [1] verteilt. Erst sp¨ ater wurde reali-
siert, dass die asymptotische Freiheit [2, 3] der Theorie der starken Wechselwirkung (QCD)
impliziert, dass bei hohen Energiedichten ein Zustand mit freien Quarks und Gluonen er-
reicht werden kann, welcher sp¨ ater Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] genannt
wurde. Die einzige M¨ oglichkeit, auf der Erde ausgedehnte Systeme mit entsprechend ho-
hen Energiedichten zu erzeugen, sind Schwerionen-Kollisionen. Erste systematische Studien
fanden am BEVALAC in Berkeley [9] statt, gefolgt von Experimenten am Alternating Gra-
dient Synchrotron (AGS) [10] im Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), am CERN Superiv Zusammenfassung
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [11] sowie am Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [12] am
BNL. In naher Zukunft werden noch h¨ ohere Energien am CERN Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [13] untersucht werden, sowie hohe Netto-Baryonendichten am RHIC und am inter-
nationalen Beschleunigerzentrum FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Reasearch at GSI,
Darmstadt).
Besonders die Experimente am RHIC haben wichtige Ergebnisse ¨ uber die Erzeugung und
die Eigenschaften des QGPs geliefert. Neben vielen Indizien f¨ ur ein Entstehen des QGPs
in Schwerionen-Kollisionen bei RHIC-Energien, deutet der starke elliptische Fluss auf eine
fr¨ uhe Thermalisierung und eine sehr niedrige Viskosit¨ at des Mediums hin. Weiterhin l¨ asst
die starke Unterdr¨ uckung von Jets auf einen hohen Energieverlust der Partonen (Quarks
und Gluonen) im Medium schließen.
In dieser Arbeit wird insbesondere die M¨ oglichkeit der schnellen Isotropisierung und Ther-
malisierung durch Plasma-Instabilit¨ aten n¨ aher untersucht. Sie bieten eine Erkl¨ arung f¨ ur
schnelle Equilibrierung, auch ohne die Annahme eines stark-gekoppelten QGPs, welche
der asymptotischen Freiheit bei hohen Energiedichten widersprechen w¨ urde. Des Weiteren
wird die Wechselwirkung von hochenergetischen Partonen mit dem Medium untersucht.
Dabei wird besonderer Wert auf die Bestimmung des Einﬂusses der instabilen Moden in
Nichtgleichgewichtssystemen gelegt.
Theoretischer Hintergrund
Zun¨ achst werden die kinetischen Gleichungen f¨ ur ein System von Quarks und Gluonen aus
den Kadanoff-Baym-Gleichungen abgeleitet. Dazu wird eine Mean-ﬁeld N¨ aherung sowie
eine Gradienten-Entwicklung herangezogen. Man erh¨ alt so eine eﬀektive Theorie f¨ ur die
kollektiven Moden des Systems bei der Skala gT, wobei T die Temperatur ist und g die
zun¨ achst als inﬁnitesimal klein angenommene Kopplungskonstante. Im Limes unendlich
hoher Energien ist diese Annahme korrekt. Im kollisionslosen Fall ﬁndet man auf diese
Weise folgende Vlasov-Gleichungen f¨ ur Gluonen bzw. Quarks
[V   DX,δng(k,X)] + gV F ν∂νng(K) = 0,
 
V   DX, δnq/¯ q(k,X)
 
± g V F ν(X)∂νn(K) = 0, (0.1)
wobei DX = ∂X + igAX die kovariante Ableitung bez¨ uglich der Koordinate X bezeich-
net, V   die Vierergeschwindigkeit der Teilchen, ni die Hintergrunds-Verteilungsfunktion
der Gluonen (i = g) bzw. Quarks (i = q/¯ q), sowie δni die entsprechenden Abweichungen
vom statischen (zum Beispiel Gleichgewichts-) Hintergrund. F ν ≡ [D ,Dν]/(ig) ist der
Feldst¨ arketensor des Eichfeldes. Die Vlasov-Gleichungen beschreiben die zeitliche Ent-
wicklung eines Teilchensystems unter dem Einﬂuss selbstkonsistent erzeugter Farbfelder.
L¨ ost man die kinetischen Gleichungen f¨ ur die “harten” Teilchen, d.h. solche mit hohem
Impuls, so l¨ asst sich der induzierte Strom allein durch die Freiheitsgrade niedrigen Impulses
darstellen. Dies f¨ uhrt letztlich zu einer eﬀektiven Theorie f¨ ur die kollektiven Moden mit
Impulsen der Gr¨ oßenordnung gT. Aus dem induzierten Strom erh¨ alt man die Selbstenergie
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, (0.2)Zusammenfassung v
das selbe Ergebnis, wie man es mittels der diagrammatischen Methode in der so genann-
ten “hard-thermal-loop”-N¨ aherung erh¨ alt, in der alle externen Impulse als klein gegen¨ uber
den Loop-Impulsen angenommen werden. Mit Hilfe der Selbstenergie (0.2) lassen sich die
Dispersionsrelationen der kollektiven Moden bestimmen. Dies wird neben einem isotropen
System auch f¨ ur ein System mit einer Impulsraum-Anisotropie durchgef¨ uhrt. Man ﬁndet,
dass in diesem Falle auch instabile Moden auftreten, welche der Weibel-Instabilit¨ at in
elektro-magnetischen Plasmen entsprechen. Die anisotrope Verteilung wird in den expliziten
Rechnungen durch Strecken bzw. Stauchen einer isotropen Verteilung erhalten:
f(p) = N(ξ)fiso
 
p2 + ξ(p   ˆ n)2 
(0.3)
Die Richtung der Anisotropie ist durch ˆ n gegeben, ξ > −1 ist ein ver¨ anderlicher Anisotropie-
parameter und N(ξ) ein Normierungsfaktor. Neben der Ableitung der Wachstumsraten
dieser Instabilit¨ aten unter der Annahme der oben angegebenen Art von Anisotropie, werden
die physikalischen Mechanismen besprochen, die zu einer solchen Instabilit¨ at f¨ uhren.
Um numerische Simulationen mittels Testteilchen durchzuf¨ uhren, werden die Wong-
Gleichungen abgeleitet, welche, gekoppelt an die Yang-Mills-Gleichungen f¨ ur die Felder
D F ν = Jν = g
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i δ(x − xi(t)), (0.4)
die Entwicklung eines mikroskopischen Systems individueller Teilchen beschreiben. Sie
lauten
˙ xi(t) = vi(t), (0.5)
˙ pi(t) = gqa
i (t)(Ea(t) + vi(t) × Ba(t)) , (0.6)
˙ qi(t) = −igv
 
i (t)[A (t),qi(t)]. (0.7)
Besonders interessant ist die letzte Gleichung, die es in der Elektrodynamik nicht gibt.
Sie beschreibt die Rotation der Farbladung q (Farbvektor) durch die Farbfelder. Es wird
gezeigt, dass die Wong-Gleichungen ¨ aquivalent zu den Vlasov-Gleichungen sind, sofern
man die kontinuierliche Teilchenverteilung n durch eine große Menge Testteilchen ersetzt.
Nach der detaillierten Beschreibung der numerischen Simulation wird erl¨ autert, wie bin¨ are
Kollisionen in die Simulation, welche zun¨ achst nur Teilchen-Feld-Wechselwirkungen be-
schreibt, aufgenommen werden k¨ onnen. Mittels der stochastischen Methode wird anhand
der Wirkungsquerschnitte f¨ ur Kollisionen zwischen zwei Teilchen bestimmt, ob eine Kollision
stattﬁndet und welcher Impuls ausgetauscht wird.
Da die Wechselwirkung ¨ uber die Felder sozusagen schon niedrige Impulsaust¨ ausche zwi-
schen Teilchen enth¨ alt (ein Teilchen erzeugt durch seine Farbladung ein Feld, in dem ein
anderes Teilchen abgelenkt wird), werden nur solche Kollisionen implementiert, deren Im-
pulsaustausch gr¨ oßer ist als der Impuls der maximalen Feldmode auf dem Gitter k∗ ∼ π/a,
wobei a der Gitterabstand ist.
Physikalisch ist es sinnvoll, k∗ so zu w¨ ahlen, dass es im Bereich der Temperatur (f¨ ur ein
System im Gleichgewicht), welche die Impulsskala der Teilchen festlegt, liegt, denn oberhalb
der Temperatur ist eine Beschreibung mittels klassischer Felder nicht mehr anwendbar.
Die Simulation erlaubt das Studium von Nichtgleichgewichtssituationen, da die Infrarot-
divergenz der Kollisionsterme nicht k¨ unstlich mit Hilfe von Gr¨ oßen aus der Gleichgewichts-
beschreibung, wie der Debye-Masse, reguliert werden m¨ ussen.vi Zusammenfassung
Ergebnisse
Modell-Beschreibung des Eﬀekts von Kollisionen auf Plasma-Instabilit¨ aten
Kollisionen zwischen den “harten” Teilchen werden mittels eines zus¨ atzlichen Kollisions-
terms in den Gleichungen (0.1) eingef¨ uhrt:
V   ∂Xδfi
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a(p,X), (0.8)
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Dieser der Relaxationszeit-N¨ aherung ¨ ahnliche Term beschreibt, wie die Kollisionen das Sys-
tem innerhalb einer Zeit proportional zur inversen Kollisionsrate ν−1 ins Gleichgewicht
bringen. Gleichung (0.8) gilt im eﬀektiv Abelschen Limes, welcher gilt, solange die Felder
A nicht zu großwerden. Daher DX → ∂X, F ν → ∂ Aν − ∂νA , und die Gleichungen f¨ ur
die einzelnen Farbkomponenten entkoppeln. Die f bezeichnen hier die Komponenten der
Teilchenverteilungen, feq ist die Verteilung im Gleichgewicht.
Nun k¨ onnen die kinetischen Gleichungen gel¨ ost werden und analog zum kollisionslosen
Fall der induzierte Strom und daraus die Selbstenergie der kollektiven Moden bestimmt wer-
den. Nachdem der Einﬂuss des Kollisionsterms auf die stabilen Moden besprochen wurde,
wird die Unterdr¨ uckung der Wachstumsrate der instabilen Moden bestimmt. Fig. 0.1
zeigt die Abh¨ angigkeit der maximalen Wachstumsrate von der Kollisionsrate in Einheiten
der Debye-Masse f¨ ur unterschiedliche Anisotropieparameter ξ. Es stellt sich heraus, dass
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Figure 0.1: Die maximale Wachstumsrate der Instabilit¨ at als Funktion der Kollisionsrate ν.
abh¨ angig vom Grad der Anisotropie maximale Kollisionsraten existieren, oberhalb derer
keine Instabilit¨ aten mehr auftreten.
Die Absch¨ atzung der Kollisionsrate ν wird dadurch erschwert, dass alle bisherigen Rech-
nungen strikt perturbativ sind und bei f¨ ur Schwerionen-Kollisionen relevanten Kopplungskon-
stanten αs ≈ 0.2 − 0.3 nicht uneingeschr¨ ankt verwertbar sind. Eine grobe Absch¨ atzungZusammenfassung vii
jedoch f¨ uhrt auf ν ≈ 0.1 − 0.2mD, was f¨ ur starke Anisotropien deutlich unterhalb der
kritischen Kollisionsrate liegt, oberhalb derer keine Instabilit¨ aten mehr auftreten.
Wong-Yang-Mills Simulation
Die eingangs bereits beschriebene numerische Simulation eines nicht-Abelschen Plasmas
einschließlich Feld-Teilchen und Teilchen-Teilchen-Wechselwirkung erlaubt das Studium von
Plasmen im und weit entfernt vom Gleichgewicht. Im Falle eines isotropen Plasmas wird
die Impulsdiﬀusion von Teilchen mit hohem Impuls (Jets) untersucht. Es stellt sich heraus,
dass wenn die Energiedichte und das Spektrum der Felder der Teilchenverteilung korrekt
angepasst wird, weitgehend Gitter-unabh¨ angige Ergebnisse f¨ ur den Transportkoeﬃzienten
ˆ q, deﬁniert als
ˆ q =
1
σλ
 
d2p⊥p2
⊥
dσ
dp2
⊥
, (0.10)
erzielt werden. Letztlich ist dies die Steigung des akkumulierten  p2
⊥ (t), gezeigt in Fig. 0.2.
Je gr¨ oßer das Gitter, desto gr¨ oßer der Anteil der Felder an der Wechselwirkung zwischen
den Jet-Teilchen und dem Medium. Je kleiner das Gitter, desto gr¨ oßer der Anteil der
direkten Kollisionen. Dennoch ist deutlich zu sehen, dass bei verschiedenen Gittergr¨ oßen,
also unterschiedlichen k∗, das gleiche Ergebnis f¨ ur  p2
⊥ (t) erhalten wird.
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Figure 0.2: Jet Impulsraum-Diﬀusion bedingt durch unterschiedliche Anteile Feld-Teilchen
Wechselwirkung und direkter bin¨ arer Kollisionen. T = 4 GeV, g = 2, ng = 10/fm3, m∞ =
1.4/fm.
Wie bereits erw¨ ahnt k¨ onnen auch Nichtgleichgewichtssituationen simuliert werden. F¨ ur
den Fall eines Teilchenhintergrundes mit anisotroper Impulsverteilung treten auch in derviii Zusammenfassung
Simulation Plasma-Instabilit¨ aten auf. Erlaubt man Kollisionen zwischen den Teilchen wird
eine Verringerung der mittleren Wachstumsrate um zwischen 10 und 15% festgestellt. In
diesem Fall ist das Ergebnis abh¨ angig von der Wahl von k∗. Dieses sollte jedoch wie oben
erw¨ ahnt aus physikalischen Gr¨ unden in den Bereich des mittleren Impulses der Teilchen
gelegt werden. Kollisionen reduzieren das Anwachsen von Instabilit¨ aten also nicht drama-
tisch, wie bereits aufgrund von Ergebnissen der Modell-Rechnung geschlossen werden konn-
te.
Betrachtet man nun, wie im isotropen Fall zuvor, Jets und misst ihren transversalen Im-
puls, stellt sich heraus dass dieser entlang der Richtung der Anisotropie ˆ n st¨ arker anw¨ achst
als senkrecht dazu. Im Falle einer Schwerionen-Kollision entspricht dies einer st¨ arkeren
Aufweitung des Jets in Richtung der Strahlachse (z) als senkrecht zu dieser. Dies wurde
auch experimentell in Zwei-Teilchen-Korrelationen gefunden. Fig. 0.3 zeigt, wie w¨ ahrend
der Zeit in der die Instabilit¨ at anw¨ achst,  p2
z  deutlich st¨ arker ansteigt als  p2
⊥ . Der Grund
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Figure 0.3: Impulsaufweitung von Jets in die Richtungen senkrecht zu seinem anf¨ anglichen
Impuls. pz zeigt entlang der Strahlrichtung, p⊥ steht senkrecht zum Strahl.
f¨ ur diesen Eﬀekt ist das Entstehen ausgedehnter Dom¨ amen von starken Farbfeldern mit
Ez > Bz und B⊥ > E⊥ durch die Instabilit¨ at, wodurch eine st¨ arkere Ablenkung in die
z-Richtung bewirkt wird. Dass dies geschieht ist nicht trivial, denn im nicht-Abelschen
Fall wachsen im Gegensatz zum Abelschen Fall alle Komponenten des Farbfeldes an. Der
Quotient der Steigungen von  p2
z  und  p2
⊥  im Bereich der Instabilit¨ at betr¨ agt ca. 2.3,
was f¨ ur die Messgr¨ ße  ∆η / ∆φ  ≈ 1.5 ergibt, wobei η die Pseudorapidit¨ at und φ der amz-
imuthale Winkel ist. Chromo-Weibel-Instabilit¨ aten im anisotropen Plasma bieten also zu-
mindest qualitativ eine m¨ ogliche Erkl¨ arung f¨ ur die experimentell bestimmte asymmetrische
Aufweitung von Jets in Schwerionen-Kollisionen.Zusammenfassung ix
Fermionische kollektive Moden
Um zu bestimmen, ob auch instabile fermionische kollektive Moden zur Isotropisierung
des Plasmas beitragen k¨ onnen werden diese im Rahmen der “hard-loop” (HL) N¨ aherung
untersucht. Es wird sowohl numerisch als auch f¨ ur bestimmte F¨ alle analytisch mit Hilfe
komplexer Kontur-Integration gezeigt, dass zumindest im Rahmen der HL-N¨ aherung keine
fermionischen Instabilit¨ aten im QGP auftreten.
Photonenproduktion als Maß f¨ ur die Anisotropie des Quark-Gluon-Plasmas
Wie eingangs erw¨ ahnt ist die St¨ arke der Impulsraum-Anisotropie des Systems entscheidend
f¨ ur die Rolle, welche Instabilit¨ aten f¨ ur Isotropisierung und Thermalisierung spielen k¨ onnen.
Zudem gibt es keinen theoretischen Beweis daf¨ ur, dass das System tats¨ achlich so schnell
isotropisiert, wie aus der Anwendbarkeit idealer Hydrodynamik auf die Beschreibung ex-
perimenteller Daten geschlossen wurde.
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Figure 0.4: Photonenrate f¨ ur ξ = {0,1,10} als Funktion des Winkels zwischen Photon und
Strahlachse, θq, f¨ ur E/phard = 5 und αs = 0.3.
Daher ist man gezwungen nach Observablen zu suchen, welche sensitiv auf fr¨ uhe An-
isotropien in den Quark und Gluon Verteilungsfunktionen sind. Ideale Kandidaten sind
elektromagnetische Observable, wie hochenergetische Dileptonen oder Photonen. Ihre hohe
Energie l¨ asst darauf schließen, dass sie fr¨ uhzeitig in der Kollision entstanden sind. Weiterhin
wechselwirken sie nur elektromagnetisch mit dem Medium, haben daher eine lange mittlere
freie Wegl¨ ange und k¨ onnen das Medium nahezu immer ohne weitere Wechselwirkung ver-
lassen. Daher bieten sie ungest¨ orte Informationen ¨ uber die fr¨ uhen Stadien des in Schwer-
ionen-Kollisionen erzeugten Mediums.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Produktion von Photonen in einem Quark-Gluon-Plasma mit
einer Impulsraum-Anisotropie, wie sie im fr¨ uhen Stadium einer Schwerionen-Kollision auf-x Zusammenfassung
grund der longitudinalen Expansion erwartet wird, berechnet. Dabei werden sowohl der
Mechanismus der Compton-Streuung, q(¯ q)g → q(¯ q)γ, als auch der Quark-Antiquark-An-
nihilation, q ¯ q → gγ, einbezogen.
Es wird gezeigt, dass die Braaten-Yuan-Methode zur Regulierung der Infrarot-Divergenz
der Photonenrate auch im anisotropen Fall angewandt werden kann. F¨ ur kleine Kop-
plungskonstanten g ≪ 1 ist im Bereich des geometrischen Mittels zwischen der harten
Impulsskala T und der Skala der niedrigen Impulse gT die totale Rate nahezu unabh¨ angig
von der Lage der Separation zwischen den beiden Bereichen. F¨ ur gr¨ oßere g ﬁndet sich
dort anstelle eines Plateaus nur ein Minimum. In diesem Bereich kann die totale Rate
berechnet werden. Fig. 0.4 zeigt die Winkelabh¨ angigkeit der Rate in Plasmen mit un-
terschiedlichen Anisotropieparametern ξ. Man erkennt eine starke Winkelabh¨ angigkeit
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Figure 0.5: Photonen-Yield bei festen Anfangsbedingungen.
√
s = 5.5 TeV, T0 = 845 MeV,
yγ = 0. Die Rechnungen f¨ ur τiso = τ0 = 0.11 fm/c (reine hydrodynamische Expansion) und
τiso = 2 fm/c werden mit den Ergebnissen von Turbide et al. [14] verglichen, wobei bei diesen
das Ergebnis f¨ ur den thermischen QGP-Beitrag (auch mit τiso = τ0 = 0.11 fm/c) zus¨ atzlich
Bremsstrahlung und inelastische Paar-Annihilation in f¨ uhrender Ordnung enth¨ alt.
der Rate in anisotropen Plasmen. Observabel ist aber nur der totale Ertrag an Pho-
tonen, den wir erhalten, wenn wir die Rate ¨ uber die gesamte Raum-Zeit-Geschichte der
Schwerionen-Kollision integrieren. Fig. 0.5 zeigt das Ergebnis f¨ ur den Yield bei instan-
taner Isotropisierung und einer Isotropisierungszeit von 2 fm, in der das System vom frei
str¨ omenden Zustand in hydrodynamische Expansion ¨ ubergeht. Zum Vergleich sind weitere
Beitr¨ age, auch aus der Hadronengas-Phase aufgef¨ uhrt.
Insgesamt zeigt sich, dass obwohl die starke Abh¨ angigkeit der Rate von der St¨ arke der
Anisotropie sich nicht in der Gesamtzahl der Photonen widerspiegelt, ein Eﬀekt in der mess-
baren Photonen-Ausbeute bestehen bleibt. Die experimentelle Extraktion der berechneten
Unterschiede im Bereich eines Faktors 2-6 ist aufgrund des starken Hintergrundes, besonders
auch von Photonen aus Pion-Zerf¨ allen, ein schwieriges Unterfangen. Weitere Untersuchun-Zusammenfassung xi
gen des Einﬂusses einer Impulsraum-Anisotropie auf die anderen Beitr¨ age zur Photonenpro-
duktion k¨ onnten weiteren Aufschluss geben und werden in Zukunft durchgef¨ uhrt werden.xii Zusammenfassungxiii
Abstract
In this work we study the non-equilibrium dynamics of a quark-gluon plasma, as created
in heavy-ion collisions. We investigate how big of a role plasma instabilities can play in
the isotropization and equilibration of a quark-gluon plasma. In particular, we determine,
among other things, how much collisions between the particles can reduce the growth rate of
unstable modes. This is done both in a model calculation using the hard-loop approximation,
as well as in a real-time lattice simulation combining both classical Yang-Mills-ﬁelds
as well as inter-particle collisions. The new extended version of the simulation is also
used to investigate jet transport in isotropic media, leading to a cutoﬀ-independent result
for the transport coeﬃcient ˆ q. The precise determination of such transport coeﬃcients is
essential, since they can provide important information about the medium created in heavy-
ion collisions. In anisotropic media, the eﬀect of instabilities on jet transport is studied,
leading to a possible explanation for the experimental observation that high-energy jets
traversing the plasma perpendicular to the beam axis experience much stronger broadening
in rapidity than in azimuth. The investigation of collective modes in the hard-loop limit
is extended to fermionic modes, which are shown to be all stable. Finally, we study the
possibility of using high energy photon production as a tool to experimentally determine
the anisotropy of the created system. Knowledge of the degree of local momentum-space
anisotropy reached in a heavy-ion collision is essential for the study of instabilities and their
role for isotropization and thermalization, because their growth rate depends strongly on
the anisotropy.xivxv
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1 Introduction
Auf diesem beweglichen Erdball ist doch nur in der
wahren Liebe, der Wohlt¨ atigkeit und den Wissenschaften
die einzige Freude und Ruhe.
an Charlotte von Stein, 6. Dezember 1781
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
1.1 Nuclear matter under extreme conditions
Over thirty years ago (1974) [1], it was suggested to explore new phenomena “by distributing
high energy or high nucleon density over a relatively large volume”, to temporarily restore
broken symmetries of the physical vacuum and possibly create novel states of nuclear matter
[15]. At this point, the idea of quark matter as the ultimate state of nuclear matter at high
energy density had not taken hold. However, concurrently Collins and Perry and others
[16, 17, 18, 19] realized that the asymptotic freedom of the theory of strong interactions,
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), shown in 1973 by Gross, Wilczek and Politzer [2, 3]
1, implies the existence of an ultra-dense form of matter with deconﬁned quarks and gluons,
later called the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Fig. 1.1 shows the experimental
veriﬁcation of the running of αs and of asymptotic freedom in excellent agreement with the
predictions from QCD.
The possibility of accelerating and colliding uranium ions in the CERN 2 Intersecting
Storage Rings (ISR) to create states of high energy density was contemplated already in the
late 1960’s. In the following years, due to the arising expectations described above, heavy-ion
physics was moved to the forefront as a research tool. Heavy-ion experiments have sometimes
been referred to as little Big-Bangs in the laboratory because the produced conditions are
also expected to have existed for a brief time shortly after the Big Bang, with temperatures
exceeding 200 MeV (about 2×1012 K, which is about 100,000 times the temperature of the
core of the sun [23]) for the ﬁrst 10  s in the history of our universe. Systematic studies
with heavy-ions started with experiments at the BEVALAC [9] 3 at Berkeley, followed
by the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) [10] at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) and the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [11], culminating at present at
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [12] at BNL. In the near future, even higher
energies will be explored at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [13], and large net
1Gross, Politzer and Wilczek won the 2004 Nobel Prize in physics “for the discovery of asymptotic freedom
in the theory of the strong interaction”[20]
2European Organization for Nuclear Research, acronym derived from the name of the council formed to set
up the laboratory: Conseil Europ´ een pour la Recherche Nucl´ eaire (CERN)
3The references indicated after the facilities’ names are brief descriptions of the respective facility.2 1 Introduction
Figure 1.1: Summary of measurements of αs(Q) as a function of the respective energy scale
Q. Open symbols indicate (resummed) next-to-leading-order (NLO), and ﬁlled symbols
next-to-NLO (NNLO) QCD calculations used in the respective analysis. The curves are the
QCD predictions for the combined world average value of αs(MZ0) = 0.1189 ± 0.0010 [21]
(the value of the strong coupling constant at the Z0-boson mass MZ0 = 91.1876 ± 0.0021
GeV [22]), in 4-loop approximation and using 3-loop threshold matching at the heavy quark
pole masses Mc = 1.5 GeV and Mb = 4.7 GeV. Figure taken from [21]. Please see [21] for
the references to the respective experiments.
baryon densities will be studied at RHIC and, later, at GSI-FAIR 4 [24]. At RHIC, a vast
data base [25] on p+p, D+Au, and Au+Au at a center of mass energy
√
s = 20−200 AGeV
(GeV per nucleon) has been harvested. Energies at the LHC will reach up to
√
s = 5.5 TeV
for Pb + Pb collisions.
To estimate when the transition to the QGP takes place, one can calculate the pressure
depending on the degrees of freedom in a hadron gas and in the QGP using the bag model.
When the pressures become equal, a phase transition occurs. The degrees of freedom for a
gas of massless pions are 3, for a QGP with 2 active light ﬂavors (u and d) they are 16 for
the gluons and 24 for the quarks and antiquarks together. Equating the resulting pressures
leads to a transition temperature Tc ≈ 160 MeV at zero quark chemical potential. This
corresponds to an energy density of ε ≈ 1 GeV fm−3, roughly 7.5 times that of normal
nuclear matter (ε0 ≈ 0.135 GeV fm−3). To obtain more reliable information about the
equation of state of QCD matter or to ﬁnd out in which temperature domain the above
4Gesellschaft f¨ ur Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Germany. Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research at
GSI.1.1 Nuclear matter under extreme conditions 3
rough estimate applies, one must turn to exact calculations of the energy density. At
present, this requires massive computer simulations of QCD discretized on a lattice. Over
the past few years, increasingly precise lattice calculations of thermal QCD, extrapolated to
the continuum and thermodynamic limits and to small quark masses, have become available
[26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Such computations show that there is a rapid rise of
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Figure 1.2: The energy density as a function of temperature scaled by T4 from lattice QCD
[26, 27, 28], taken from [35]. Various number of species of quarks are considered, including
the realistic case of 2+1 ﬂavors. An estimate of the typical temperature reached at SPS
and RHIC, and estimated for LHC is included in the ﬁgure.
the energy density ε(T) of matter when the temperature reaches T ≈ Tc ∼ 160 MeV, about
the same temperature found for the phase transition using the rough estimate. The energy
density changes about an order of magnitude in a narrow range of temperatures ∆T ∼ 10-20
MeV as can be seen from Fig. 1.2. Since the energy density, pressure and entropy are all
roughly proportional to the number of degrees of freedom, one can understand this rapid
rise in the energy density over a narrow range of temperature as a change in the degrees
of freedom between the conﬁned and deconﬁned states. The system above Tc is called a
plasma because the degrees of freedom carry the non-Abelian analog of charge, the so-
called color-charge. Note that the transition between the conﬁned hadronic state and the
deconﬁned QGP may or may not be a phase transition in the strict statistical mechanical
sense. Strictly speaking, a phase transition requires a mathematical discontinuity in the
energy density or one of its derivatives in the inﬁnite volume limit. The QGP transition
may in fact be a “cross over”, or rapid change, as is suggested by numerical computations
and a number of theoretical arguments. Nevertheless, the change as measured in numerical
computation is very abrupt as seen in Fig. 1.2. Note that the lattice calculations are
performed for matter with an equal number of baryons and anti-baryons, i.e., for vanishing
baryo-chemical potential  b. The ab-initio evaluation of the phase boundary in the (T, b)-
plane poses major numerical diﬃculties, related to the Fermi-Dirac-statistics of the quarks4 1 Introduction
(fermion-sign problem). Only recently new methods have been developed to investigate the
region of ﬁnite  b [26, 36, 37]. To derive the full structure of the phase diagram one has
to rely on a combination of information from several models. The bag-model (see [38])
predicts that the critical temperature decreases with increasing  b. It describes a ﬁrst-order
phase transition for all chemical potentials by construction. There are also indications from
various QCD-inspired model studies, mainly the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model, that
the (chiral) phase transition is indeed a ﬁrst-order one. Since the lattice results discussed
above indicate a cross over at small  b, this would imply the existence of a critical endpoint
in the phase diagram (see [39] for details). Fig. 1.3 shows a contemporary sketch of the
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Figure 1.3: Semi-quantitative QCD-phase-diagram. Figure taken from [40].
phase diagram of strongly-interacting matter, including color-super-conducting phases at
high  b (particularly the color-ﬂavor-locked (CFL) phase, shown to be present for QCD
with 3 quark ﬂavors; see [41] for more details). For a recent overview of the properties of
the phase-diagram of strongly interacting matter, see [42].
1.2 Important results from RHIC
Due to the many insights into the nature of the quark-gluon plasma the ﬁrst phase of RHIC
has become a great success. In its ﬁrst six runs (2000-2006), RHIC has collected data on
four diﬀerent collision systems (Au+Au, d+Au, Cu+Cu, and p+p) at a variety of energies,
ranging from nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energies of 19.6 to 200 GeV. The largest data
samples were collected at the highest energy of 200 GeV, where the accelerator has achieved
sustained operation at four times the design luminosity. The ability to study proton-proton,
deuteron-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus collisions at identical center-of-mass energies with
the same detectors allows for systematic control of the measurements to large extent. The
experiments also measure the impact parameter (distance of closest approach) and the
orientation of the reaction plane in each event. This detailed categorization of the collision
geometry provides a wealth of diﬀerential observables, which have proven to be essential
for a precise, quantitative study of the plasma. The results obtained by the four RHIC1.3 Thermalization of the QGP and plasma instabilities 5
experiments (BRAHMS, PHENIX, PHOBOS, and STAR), summarized in [43, 44, 45, 46]
are in remarkable quantitative agreement with each other. The initial set of heavy-ion results
from RHIC has provided evidence for the creation of a new state of thermalized matter at
an unprecedented energy density of (30 - 100)ε0, which exhibits almost ideal hydrodynamic
behavior. Important results from the RHIC experiments include [47, 48]
• chemical (ﬂavor) and thermal equilibration of all observed hadrons including multi-
strange baryons; only the reaction gg → ¯ ss is known to achieve this on the time-scale
of the nuclear reaction
• strong elliptic ﬂow, indicating early thermalization (at times on the order of 1 fm/c)
and a very low viscosity of the produced medium
• collective ﬂow patterns described well by the recombination model, related to inde-
pendently ﬂowing valence quarks, not hadrons
• strong jet quenching, implying a very large parton energy loss in the medium and a
high color opacity of the produced matter
• strong suppression of open heavy ﬂavor mesons at high transverse momentum, imply-
ing a large energy loss of heavy (c and b) quarks in the medium
• direct photon emission at high transverse momentum that remains unaﬀected by the
medium
• charmonium suppression eﬀects, likely due to the screening of color charges, that are
similar to those observed at the lower energies of the CERN SPS.
In the following we will concentrate mainly on the second and fourth point, because this
work deals particularly with the theoretical explanation of the apparent fast isotropization
and/or thermalization, and the observed energy loss and broadening of jets.
1.3 Thermalization of the QGP and plasma instabilities
The matter created in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at RHIC manifests a strongly collective
hydrodynamic behavior [49] which is particularly evident in studies of the so-called elliptic
ﬂow [50]. When the heavy nuclei do not collide head-on, the initial energy density is not
azimuthally isotropic. As ﬂow follows the energy density gradient, it will be stronger along
the short overlap direction (so-called in-plane) than along the long overlap direction (out-
of-plane), leading to an azimuthal momentum anisotropy of the particle emission. This
anisotropy is quantiﬁed by decomposing the particle azimuthal momentum distribution in
Fourier coeﬃcients such as [51]
dN
dp⊥dϕ
=
dN
dp⊥
(1 + 2v1 cos(ϕ) + 2v2 cos(2ϕ) + 2v4 cos(4ϕ) + ...), (1.1)
where v2 is the elliptic ﬂow coeﬃcient. For ideal hydrodynamic models to apply, it is as-
sumed that the stress-energy tensor is isotropic in momentum space, since having a local6 1 Introduction
momentum-space anisotropy requires the inclusion of shear viscosity. Furthermore the as-
sumption of local thermal equilibrium is required, because an equilibrium equation of state
(EOS) is used. Therefore, the success of ideal hydrodynamic models in describing the mea-
sured elliptic ﬂow implies that the equilibration time of the system is as short as 1 fm/c [52].
Note, however, that it has also been argued [53] that the hydrodynamic collective behav-
ior does not require local thermodynamic equilibrium but merely an isotropic momentum
distribution of liquid components, meaning that the pressure in Tij = pδij does not have to
be the equilibrium pressure. Thus, the above mentioned estimate of 1 fm/c would apply to
the isotropization rather than to the equilibration time.
Such a fast isotropization or even equilibration can be explained assuming that the quark-
gluon plasma is strongly-coupled [54]. However, it can not be excluded that due to the high-
energy density at the early stage of the collision, when the elliptic ﬂow is generated [55], the
plasma is weakly-coupled because of asymptotic freedom. Thus, the question arises whether
the weakly-coupled plasma can be equilibrated or at least isotropized within 1 fm/c.
Models that assume parton-parton collisions to be responsible for the thermalization of
weakly-coupled plasmas lead to a longer equilibration time. Calculations performed within
the “bottom-up” thermalization scenario [56], where binary and 2 → 3 collision processes
are taken into account, give an equilibration time of at least 2.6 fm/c [57]. Numerical
parton-cascade simulations also including 2 ↔ 3 collisions lead to a value of ∼ 1 fm/c for
the equilibration time [58]. To thermalize the system one needs either a few hard collisions
of momentum transfer of order of the characteristic parton momentum, usually denoted
by phard or T as the temperature of an equilibrium system, or many collisions of smaller
momentum transfer. For small coupling g, the orders of g are used to classify the diﬀerent
time scales in the system. When only regarding binary collisions, the inverse equilibration
time is of order g4ln(g)T (with g being the QCD coupling constant) [59].
However, it has been proven recently that the previous calculations of the isotropization
and equilibration times had overlooked an important aspect of non-equilibrium gauge ﬁeld
dynamics, namely the possibility of plasma instabilities [60, 61, 53]. These unstable col-
lective modes cause the early stage QGP to have non-perturbative occupation numbers for
soft ﬁelds. These non-perturbatively large ﬁeld amplitudes (f ∼ 1/αs, with αs = g2/4π)
mean that even at small values of the strong coupling constant the system can be strongly-
interacting due to strong possible coherent particle-ﬁeld interactions. The possibility of
generating strongly-coupled systems from a system which does not necessarily have a strong
coupling constant is familiar from studies of conventional QED plasmas where the electro-
magnetic coupling is very small and still the system can be strongly-coupled via collective
modes.
One of the chief obstacles to thermalization in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the
intrinsic expansion of the produced matter. If the matter expands too quickly then there
will not be time enough for its constituents to interact before ﬂying apart and therefore
the system will not reach thermal equilibrium. In a heavy-ion collision the longitudinal
expansion (along the beam-line) is the most relevant, because at early times it is much
faster than the radial expansion. At weak coupling this longitudinal expansion causes the
system to quickly become much “colder” in the longitudinal than in the transverse (radial)
direction,  pL  ≪  p⊥ .
The question is now how long it would take for interactions to restore isotropy in the
p⊥ − pL plane. In the bottom-up scenario [56] isotropy is reached through hard collisions1.4 Hard observables 7
between the high-momentum modes (particles) which interact via an isotropically screened
gauge interaction (Debye-screening). In deriving the results, it was assumed that the
underlying soft gauge modes responsible for the screening were the same in an anisotropic
plasma as in an isotropic one. In fact, this turns out to be incorrect and in anisotropic
plasmas the most important collective mode corresponds to an instability to transverse
magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations [61, 53].
Equilibration is sped up by these instabilities, as growth of the unstable modes is associ-
ated with the system’s isotropization. This is due to the fact that the unstable modes gen-
erate large longitudinal pressure, which compensates for the decreased longitudinal pressure
due to expansion. The characteristic inverse time of instability development is roughly of
order gT for a suﬃciently anisotropic momentum distribution [61, 53, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Thus,
the instabilities are much faster than the collisions in the weak coupling regime (recall that
the inverse equilibration was determined to be of order g4ln(g)T for binary collisions).
Note again that the isotropization should be clearly distinguished from the equilibration.
The instabilities driven isotropization is a mean-ﬁeld reversible phenomenon which is not
accompanied by entropy production [61, 66]. Therefore, the collisions, which are respon-
sible for the dissipation, are needed to reach the equilibrium state of maximal entropy.
The instabilities contribute to the equilibration indirectly, shaping the parton momentum
distributions.
To understand the full dynamics, in this work we study the interplay between collisions
and instabilities for the realistic situation in heavy-ion collisions, when the coupling is not
arbitrarily small, both in an analytic model calculation as well as in a detailed microscopic
simulation including binary hard momentum exchange collisions as well as particle ﬁeld
interactions.
1.4 Hard observables
Via the hard scattering of incoming quarks and gluons and their subsequent fragmentation
into directionally aligned hadrons, so-called jets are created. The rates for jet production
and other hard-scattering processes grow rapidly with increasing collision energy, which
was a primary motivation for constructing RHIC with high center-of-mass energy. The
investment paid oﬀ with the discovery of jet quenching and its development as a quantitative
tomographic probe of the QGP. Jet quenching means the suppression of high transverse
momentum hadrons, such as π0 and η mesons in central Au+ Au collisions compared with
expectations from measurements in p + p collisions. Whereas pions and η mesons show
the same amount of suppression at high p⊥, where quark fragmentation is the dominant
production mechanism, direct photons were found to be unsuppressed5. This indicates that
the suppression is a ﬁnal-state eﬀect related to the absorption (energy loss) of energetic
partons in the medium. A quantitative measure of jet quenching, shown in Fig. 1.4 as
a function of p⊥, is the nuclear modiﬁcation factor RAA, the measured yield of hadrons
relative to the expected yield from proton-proton reactions scaled by the ratio of the incident
5Note that when using the measured p+p direct-photon data as reference, direct photons are also suppressed
at high p⊥ (preliminary data presented at QM2006, see e.g. [67]). If R
π
AA = R
γ
AA, the whole concept
of energy loss changes, since then the modiﬁcation is more likely to be an initial state eﬀect due to the
modiﬁcation of the parton distribution functions.8 1 Introduction
parton ﬂux of two gold nuclei to that of two protons. In contrast to the direct-photon data,
a suppression by a factor of 5 is observed for the hadrons.
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Figure 1.4: RAA(p⊥) measured in central Au+Au at
√
s = 200 GeV for: direct photons [68],
inclusive charged hadrons [69], π0, and η [70] compared to theoretical predictions for parton
energy loss in a dense medium with dNg/dy = 1100 [71]. The shaded band at RAA = 1
represents the overall fractional uncertainty of the data. The baseline p+p reference of the
direct γ Au+Au data is a NLO calculation whose uncertainties are indicated by the dotted
lines around the points [68]. Figure taken from [72].
Additional evidence for the color opacity of the medium is seen in studies of the angular
correlation of the radiation associated with a high-p⊥ trigger particle [73, 74]. In p+ p and
d + Au collisions, a hard recoiling hadron frequently occurs at 180 degrees in azimuth to
the trigger, showing the back-to-back nature of jets in leading order QCD. In contrast to
this, central Au + Au collisions show a strong suppression of such recoils, accompanied by
an enhancement and broadening of low-p⊥ particle production. Detailed analyses indicate
that the response of the medium to the passage of an energetic parton may be of a charac-
teristic hydrodynamical nature: the energy lost by a high-energy parton may re-appear as
a collective Mach cone [75, 76, 77].
Furthermore, recent measurements of di-hadron correlations provide evidence for an asym-
metric broadening of jet proﬁles in the plane of pseudo-rapidity (η) and azimuthal angle
(φ). The interaction with the medium causes a much stronger broadening in η than in φ
[78, 79], the so-called “ridge”. The detailed origin of this eﬀect is yet unknown, and in this
work we study the inﬂuence of plasma instabilities on jet broadening that can lead to an
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1.5 Electromagnetic probes
Photons, as well as dileptons, interact only electromagnetically with the surrounding matter
during the evolution of the plasma and subsequent hadronic phases. Due to the smallness
of the electromagnetic coupling they have a very long mean-free-path and can leave the
reaction region without further interaction. This makes them a valuable tool for gaining
undistorted information on the early stages of a heavy-ion reaction. For this reason isotropic
thermal photon production [5, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93] as well
as dilepton production [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104] has been studied
extensively.
Low-mass dileptons, for example, may provide information on chiral symmetry restoration
via the measurement of the ρ meson and its medium modiﬁcations. It is expected to become
degenerate with the a1 meson, i.e., the two masses should approach each other when chiral
symmetry is restored [105, 106]. This is complicated by the fact that the a1 decays solely
into hadrons, however, the ρ-meson (as well as others, like the ω- and φ- or J/Ψ-meson)
has a ﬁnite branching ratio for decays into dileptons and thus may be investigated using
e+ − e− or  + −  − measurements (see e.g. [107, 108]).
Coming back to the isotropization and thermalization of the QGP, it would be useful
to have an experimental observable, which is sensitive to a momentum-space anisotropy in
the quark and gluon distribution functions. One such observable is the high-energy photon
production. In this work we will calculate the photon production from an anisotropic QGP
and discuss under which circumstances it may provide a means to estimate the evolving
anisotropy of the system. Knowledge of the degree of local momentum-space anisotropy
reached in a heavy-ion collision is essential for the study of instabilities and their role for
isotropization and thermalization, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.4.
1.6 Outline of this work
This work is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce the kinetic theory for QCD
plasmas and present a derivation of the non-Abelian Vlasov equations for quarks and
gluons. In Chapter 3, we show how by solving the kinetic equations an eﬀective theory for
the soft plasma modes, the so-called hard-thermal-loop eﬀective theory, can be obtained.
We extend the discussion to anisotropic plasmas in Chapter 4, and discuss in detail the
appearing unstable modes and the physical processes leading to them. In addition, we
present recent development, mostly of the numerical simulations of instabilities in non-
Abelian plasmas.
In Chapter 5, we investigate the question whether collisions, which can become impor-
tant for a coupling that is not arbitrarily small, reduce the growth of the unstable modes.
Therefore we present a model for the inclusion of collisions to the non-Abelian Vlasov
equations, and study their eﬀect on instability growth. Without collisions the system will
never thermalize because the pure Vlasov-equation is time reversible. Hence, to achieve
fast thermalization the instability and the collisions are needed, and it is necessary to un-
derstand the dynamics including both processes.
This study is then extended to a microscopic computation, a so-called Wong-Yang-
Mills simulation, in which we included the possibility of hard binary scatterings among10 1 Introduction
particles in addition to the particle-ﬁeld interactions. The used techniques and implemen-
tation of the collision term are discussed, together with the investigation of jet transport in
isotropic media in great detail in Chapter 6, whereas the simulation of instabilities including
collisions is covered in Chapter 7. Here we also present results on the inﬂuence of instabil-
ities on jet transport and a potential explanation for the observed asymmetric broadening
of jets along the longitudinal and transverse direction in heavy-ion collisions.
We complete the discussion of collective modes in Chapter 8, where we present stud-
ies of the fermionic modes and show that in the hard-loop approximation no unstable
modes appear. Finally to experimentally determine how strong the parton momentum-
space anisotropy becomes in a heavy-ion collision, and by that how much potential there is
for instabilities, we study the photon production from an anisotropic QGP and determine
to what extent the resulting yield can provide information on the system’s anisotropy in
Chapter 9.11
2 Kinetic theory for hot QCD plasmas
Wenn man sich nur bewegt, andere in Bewegung bringt,
so f¨ ugt sich gar manches sch¨ on und gut.
an Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi, 18. Oktober 1784
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
Kinetic theory, as derived from quantum ﬁeld theory, is a powerful tool to construct
eﬀective theories for the soft modes of a QCD plasma, which then can be treated non-
perturbatively [109, 110, 111, 112, 113]. Therefore, kinetic theory is an ideal tool to inves-
tigate plasma instabilities.
For now, we assume the temperature T to be high enough such that g(T) ≪ 1 and a weak
coupling expansion can be performed. The plasma constituents, i.e., the quarks and gluons,
have typical momenta k ∼ T and take part in collective excitations, which typically develop
on a space-time scale λ ∼ 1/(gT) (The mean particle distance is ¯ r ∼ 1/T). Those excitations
are similar to the familiar charge oscillations of the electromagnetic plasma [114], and can
indeed be described by simple kinetic equations of the Vlasov type. By formally solving
these equations for the hard particles, one can express the induced current in terms of the
soft gauge ﬁelds and thus obtain an eﬀective Yang-Mills equation, which involves the
soft ﬁelds alone. At the softer scale g2T the non-Abelian plasmas enter a non-perturbative
regime where the coupling constant is small but the ﬁeld strengths are large such that
perturbation theory breaks down due to non-linear eﬀects [115].
Following [113], in this chapter we will derive the collisionless kinetic equations from the
Kadanoff-Baym equations in the mean-ﬁeld approximation using a gradient expansion.
This leads to an eﬀective theory for the collective modes at the scale gT. We will also derive
the response function of a QCD plasma and the induced current.
2.1 Non-Abelian plasmas
For suﬃciently weak gauge ﬁelds A
 
a the linear response approximation is valid even for a
non-Abelian theory as QCD and the induced current is of the form
J
 a
ind(x) =
 
d4y Π
 ν
ab (x,y)Ab
ν(y), (2.1)
where the polarization tensor Π
 ν
ab is diagonal in color Π
 ν
ab (x,y) = δabΠ ν(x,y) and receives
contributions from all colored particles. Considering the scale gT, at which collective mo-
tion ﬁrst appears, to leading order in g the color channels are decoupled and individually
conserved: ∂ J
 a
ind = 0. Note, however, that in QCD the ﬁelds have to be much weaker
than in QED for the linear approximation to hold, because J
 a
ind needs to be covariantly12 2 Kinetic theory for hot QCD plasmas
conserved, i.e.,
[D ,J
 
ind] = 0, (2.2)
with the covariant derivative D  = ∂  + igA , and a commutator of the color generators.
J
 
ind = J
 a
indTa, with the generator Ta in the appropriate representation for gluons (adjoint)
or quarks (fundamental). The linearized conservation law ∂ J
 
ind = 0 is only a good ap-
proximation to the exact law [D ,J
 
ind] = 0 when the ﬁelds are so weak that the term gA 
in the soft covariant derivative can be neglected over the derivative ∂x ∼ gT. This requires
A ≪ T, a limit in that all non-linear terms in the Yang-Mills equation
[Dν,Fν ]a(x) = J
 a
ind(x) (2.3)
can be neglected and the equation reduces to a set of uncoupled Maxwell equations.
This means that the linear approximation is only good if the theory is eﬀectively Abelian.
Otherwise, in non-Abelian theory, linear response is not suﬃcient: constraints due to gauge
symmetry force us to take into account speciﬁc non-linear eﬀects and a more complicated
formalism needs to be worked out. Still, simple kinetic equations can be obtained in this
case also, but in contrast to QED, the resulting induced current is a non-linear functional
of the gauge ﬁelds. It may be expanded in powers of A , thus generating the one-particle
irreducible amplitudes of the soft gauge ﬁelds:
Ja
  = Πab
 νAν
b +
1
2
Γabc
 νρAν
bAρ
c + ... (2.4)
The additional terms represent vertex corrections. These amplitudes are the “hard thermal
loops” (HTL) [116, 117] which deﬁne the eﬀective theory for the soft gauge ﬁelds at the scale
gT. In the following we present a derivation of the kinetic equations and the induced current
beyond the linear approximation, leading to the same result as the diagrammatic approach
which isolates the leading order contributions to one-loop diagrams with soft external lines.
2.2 Derivation of the kinetic equations in background ﬁeld gauge
To preserve explicit gauge covariance with respect to the background ﬁelds in the derivation
of the kinetic equations we follow [113] and introduce the background ﬁeld gauge [118, 119,
120, 121]. We express the generating functional Z[J] as the following functional integral in
imaginary time:
Z[J] =
 
DA det
 
δGa
δθb
 
exp
 
−
 
d4x
 
1
4
(Fa
 ν)2 +
1
2λ
(Ga[A])2 + Ja
 A 
a
  
, (2.5)
where Ga[A] is the gauge ﬁxing term (e.g. Ga = ∂ Aa
  for covariant gauges or Ga = ∂iAa
i
for Coulomb gauges). Fa
 ν = ∂ Aa
ν −∂νAa
  −gfabcAb
 Ac
ν is the gauge ﬁeld strength tensor,
λ is the free gauge ﬁxing parameter, and θa(x) the parameter of the inﬁnitesimal gauge
transformations
Aa
  → Aa
  −
1
g
∂ θa + fabcAb
 θc = Aa
  −
1
g
[D ,θ]a . (2.6)
The gauge ﬁxed Lagrangian in Eq. (2.5) is not gauge invariant and hence the corresponding
equations of motion do not have simple transformation properties under the gauge trans-
formations of the external sources or the average ﬁelds. In order to derive equations of2.2 Derivation of the kinetic equations in background ﬁeld gauge 13
motion which do fulﬁll these properties, we use the method of the background ﬁeld gauge
[118, 119, 120], in which the gauge ﬁeld is split into a classical background ﬁeld Aa
  and a
ﬂuctuating quantum ﬁeld aa
 . The corresponding generating functional is then deﬁned to
be
Z[J,A] =
 
Da det
 
δGa
δθb
 
exp
 
−
 
d4x
 
1
4
(Fa
 ν[A + a])2 +
1
2λ
(Ga[a])2 + Jb
 a
 
b
  
,
(2.7)
where the new gauge ﬁxing term Ga is chosen to be covariant under the gauge transforma-
tions of the background ﬁelds. We show explicitly in Appendix A that the Coulomb type
gauge ﬁxing term
Ga ≡
 
Di[A],ai a
= ∂iaa
i − gfabcAb
iaic (2.8)
transforms covariantly under the following gauge transformations of the ﬁelds
A  → hA h† −
i
g
h∂ h† ,
a  → ha h† , (2.9)
with
h(x) = exp(iθa(x)Ta) = 1 + iθa(x)Ta + O(θ2). (2.10)
These are accompanied by the transformations
J  → hJ h† , ζ → hζh† and ¯ ζ → h¯ ζh† (2.11)
of the current J  and the anticommuting ghost ﬁelds in the adjoint representation, ζa and ¯ ζa,
which appear when we rewrite the Faddeev-Popov determinant as a functional integral:
det
 
δGa
δθb
 
=
 
D¯ ζ Dζ exp
 
−
 
d4x ¯ ζa
 
Di[A]Di[A + a]
 
ab
ζb
 
. (2.12)
We thus obtain:
Z[J,A] =
 
DaD¯ ζ Dζ exp
 
−SFP[a,ζ, ¯ ζ;A] −
 
d4xJb
 a
 
b
 
, (2.13)
with the Faddeev-Popov action:
SFP[a,ζ, ¯ ζ;A] =
 
d4x
 
1
4
 
Fa
 ν[A + a]
 2
+
1
2λ
 
Di[A]ai
 2
+ ¯ ζa
 
Di[A]Di[A + a]
 
ab
ζb
 
.
The complete action in the generating functional (2.13) is invariant with respect to the gauge
transformations (2.9) and (2.11), and so is the generating functional itself, which can be seen
when transforming the integration variables as well. This symmetry of Z[J,A] guarantees
the covariance of the Green functions under the gauge transformations (2.9) and (2.11)
of the external ﬁeld and current [113], which was the desired property and reason for the
introduction of the background ﬁeld gauge. After adding fermionic ﬁelds and sources, the
full generating functional reads
Z[j,η, ¯ η,A,Ψ, ¯ Ψ] =
 
DaD¯ ζDζD ¯ ψDψ exp
 
−SFP −
 
d4x
 
jb
 a
 
b + ¯ ηψ + ¯ ψη
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with
SFP ≡
 
d4x
 
1
4
 
Fa
 ν[A + a]
 2 +
 ¯ Ψ + ¯ ψ
 
(−i / D[A + a])(Ψ + ψ)
+
1
2λ
 
Di[A]ai
 2
+ ¯ ζa
 
Di[A]Di[A + a]
 
ab
ζb
 
.
(2.15)
At ﬁnite temperature, the gluonic ﬁelds to be integrated over are periodic in imaginary
time with period β = 1/T: a (τ = 0) = a (τ = β). The fermionic ﬁelds ψ, ¯ ψ satisfy
antiperiodic boundary conditions (e.g., ψ(τ = 0) = −ψ(τ = β)), and the ghost ﬁelds ζ and
¯ ζ are again periodic in spite of their Grassmannian nature: this is because the Faddeev-
Popov determinant is deﬁned on the space of periodic gauge ﬁelds. The full generating
functional (2.14) is invariant under the gauge transformations (2.9) and (2.11) together with
the transformations of the fermionic ﬁelds and sources:
Ψ → hΨ, ¯ Ψ → ¯ Ψh−1,
η → hη, ¯ η → ¯ ηh−1. (2.16)
The associated Green functions are covariant under the same transformations. Finally, the
classical ﬁelds A, Ψ, and ¯ Ψ can be identiﬁed with the respective average ﬁelds by requiring
that
 a   =  ψ  =   ¯ ψ  = 0, (2.17)
which are conditions that have a gauge invariant meaning because the average values of the
quantum ﬁelds transform covariantly [113].
With the full generating functional (2.14) at hand, we can derive the mean ﬁeld kinetic
equations. First, we choose to work in Coulomb gauge, which can be deﬁned by imposing
the transversality constraint
Di[A]ai = 0, (2.18)
within (2.15). In this gauge the gluon Green functions are transverse, meaning that
Di
x[A]Giν(x,y) = 0. (2.19)
Only the physical transverse gluons are present in this gauge at tree level, which is convenient
because in other gauges contributions from present longitudinal gluons and ghosts cancel in
the ﬁnal result [117, 110, 111]. Hence ghosts shall be ignored from now on.
Ignoring the ghost ﬁelds as motivated above, the equations of motion following from (2.14)
read  
Dν
ab[A + a]Fb
ν [A + a]
 
− g
 
(¯ Ψ + ¯ ψ)γ ta(Ψ + ψ)
 
= Ja
 (x), (2.20)
i
 
/ D[A + a](Ψ + ψ)
 
= η(x), (2.21)
together with the hermitian conjugate equation for ¯ Ψ. Note that the ﬁrst term on the left
hand side of Eq. (2.20) is to be understood as
 
Dν
ab[A + a]Fb
ν [A + a]
 
=
 
( ∂νδab + ig(Ac
ν + ac
ν)(Tc)ab)
×
 
∂ν(A + a)
 
b − ∂ (A + a)ν
b − g(A + a)ν
e(A + a)
 
dfedb
  
,
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where (Tc)ab = −ifabc. After imposing the conditions (2.17) we obtain the physically
relevant equations
[Dν, Fν (x)]
a − g¯ Ψ(x)γ taΨ(x) = Ja
 (x) + Jinda
  (x), (2.23)
i / DΨ(x) = η(x) + ηind(x), (2.24)
where D  and F ν are the covariant derivative and ﬁeld strength tensor associated with the
background ﬁeld only. The induced currents on the right hand side follow from the non-
vanishing correlators of two or three ﬂuctuating quantum ﬁelds in Eqs.(2.20) and (2.21).
In detail, we can write
Jind 
a (x) = J
 
f a(x) + J 
g a(x), (2.25)
with the quark and gluon contributions
J
 a
f (x) = g
  ¯ ψ(x)γ taψ(x)
 
, (2.26)
J a
g (x) = gfabc Γ ρλν
 
ab
ν (Dλaρ)
c
 
+ g2fabcfcde
 
ab
νa
 
daν
e
 
, (2.27)
where Γ ρλν ≡ 2g ρgλν − g λgρν − g νgρλ. The induced fermionic source reads
ηind(x) = gγνta aa
ν(x)ψ(x) . (2.28)
In equilibrium, symmetry causes both the mean ﬁelds and the induced sources to vanish,
because the expectation values are then thermal averages over color singlet states. We
now introduce notations for the appearing two-point functions (The appearing three-point
function in (2.27) is negligible at leading order because it contains at least two more powers
of g than the other terms). The usual quark and gluon propagators read
Sij(x,y) ≡  Tψi(x) ¯ ψj(y)  = −
δ ψi(x) 
δηj(y)
,
Gab
 ν(x,y) ≡  Taa
 (x)ab
ν(y)  = −
δ aa
 (x) 
δjν
b (y)
, (2.29)
with the time-ordering operator T. We shall also deﬁne the following “abnormal” propaga-
tors:
Kb
iν(x,y) ≡  Tψi(x)ab
ν(y)  = −
δ ψi(x) 
δjν
b (y)
= −
δ ab
ν(y) 
δ¯ ηi(x)
,
Hb
νi(x,y) ≡  Tab
ν(x) ¯ ψi(y)  = −
δ  ¯ ψ(y) 
δjν
b (x)
=
δ aν(x) 
δη(y)
, (2.30)
which mix fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom and vanish in equilibrium.
We can express the time-ordered propagators by
Sij(x,y) = θ(τx − τy)S>
ij(x,y) − θ(τy − τx)S<
ij(x,y),
Gab
 ν(x,y) = θ(τx − τy)G>ab
 ν (x,y) − θ(τy − τx)G<ab
 ν (x,y), (2.31)
and ﬁnd analogous expressions for K and H.16 2 Kinetic theory for hot QCD plasmas
The induced sources in (2.26) - (2.28) involve products of ﬁelds with equal time arguments
and may be expressed by
J
 a
f (x) = g Tr
 
γ taS<(x,x)
 
,
J a
g (x) = ig Γ ρλν Tr Ta Dx
λ G<
ρν(x,y)|y→x+,
ηind(x) = gγνtaK<
aν(x,x). (2.32)
To arrive at the second equation it was used that
iTr
 
TaDxG<(x,y)
 
= iNDxG<a(x,y) = i(Ta)bcDx(G<a(x,y)Ta)cb
= fabcDxG<cb(x,y) = fabc a(y)b(Da(x))c ,
because TaTa = N.
2.2.1 Mean ﬁeld approximation
Approximations are needed to develop kinetic equations for the QCD plasma. The ﬁrst
approximation is a mean ﬁeld approximation, equivalent to the one-loop approximation in
the diagrammatic approach. First, let us write down the general equation of motion for the
quark propagator, found by diﬀerentiating Eq. (2.21) with respect to η(y):
− i / DxS(x,y) − gγνtaΨ(x)Ha
ν(x,y) +
 
d4z Σ(x,z)S(z,y) = δ(x − y) (2.33)
with the quark self-energy Σ(x,y), deﬁned as
 
d4z Σ(x,z)S(z,y) ≡
δηind(x)
δη(y)
= g T/ a(x)ψ(x) ¯ ψ(y) c . (2.34)
The equations of motion for the other propagators are found analogously. To justify the
mean ﬁeld approximation, where the hard particles only interact via the soft mean ﬁelds, i.e.,
where we neglect the last term in Eq. (2.33), let us analyze the magnitude of the diﬀerent
terms in the equations of motion. For simplicity let us consider the gluon propagator
G(x,y) in a soft color background ﬁeld A
 
a(x). Its Wigner transform will obey a kinetic
equation, which involves a drift term (K   ∂X)G<, a mean ﬁeld term and a collision term
C(K,X) = −(G>Σ<−Σ>G<).1 Both the drift and the collision term vanish in equilibrium
[113]. Considering small ﬂuctuations of the Green function and self energy
G<(K,X) = Geq(K) + δG<(K,X)
Σ<(K,X) = Σ<
eq(K) + δΣ<(K,X),
the drift term becomes (K   ∂X)δG<, while the collision term reads
C(K,X) = −(Σ<
eqδG> − Σ>
eqδG<) + (δΣ>G<
eq − δΣ<G>
eq)) + ... , (2.35)
where the dots stand for higher order deviations from equilibrium. The order Σeq(k) ∼ g2T2
is ﬁxed by the physics in equilibrium, such that the order of the drift term, which is given
1Note, that we will use capital letters for four-momenta to avoid confusion with the absolute values of
three-momenta, for which we will use lower case letters.2.2 Derivation of the kinetic equations in background ﬁeld gauge 17
by the scale ∂X of inhomogeneities, determines the relative importance of the two terms.
For ∂X ∼ gT the collision term is suppressed by one order of g relative to the drift term,
whereas for ∂X ∼ g2T or less, the collisions are as important as the drift term. Alterations
of this argument due to accidental cancellations are discussed in [113]. Regarding strict
perturbation theory to leading order for the collective dynamics at the scale gT the collision
terms can be neglected and the mean ﬁeld approximation is valid. That is, the hard particles
only interact with the soft mean ﬁelds and do not collide among each other. In this limit,
the relevant equations for the two-point functions read in Coulomb gauge:
/ DxS<(x,y) = igγνtaΨ(x)H<a
ν (x,y), (2.36)
/ DxK<b
ν (x,y) = −igtaγ Ψ(x)G<ab
 ν (x,y), (2.37)
 
g νD2 − D Dν + 2igF ν
 ab
y
K<ν
b (x,y) = −gS<(x,y)γ taΨ(y), (2.38)
 
gρ
 D2 − D Dρ + 2igF ρ
 
 ac
x
G<cb
ρν (x,y) = g¯ Ψ(x)γ taK<b
ν (x,y) + gH<b
ν (y,x)γ taΨ(x).
(2.39)
The Coulomb gauge ﬁxing conditions read
Di
xG<
iν(x,y) = 0, G<
 j(x,y)Dj†
y = 0,
Di
xH<a
i (x,y) = 0, Di
yK<a
i (x,y) = 0, (2.40)
and the initial conditions are to be chosen such that without external sources the system is in
equilibrium: The mean ﬁelds vanish and the two-point functions reduce to their equilibrium
form, which, to the order of interest, are the free functions.
Under the gauge transformations (2.9) and (2.16) the equations (2.36) - (2.39) transform
covariantly. Solving these equations without further approximations would yield the induced
sources to one-loop order. However, by itself the mean ﬁeld approximation is not consistent:
Additional powers of g are hidden in the soft non-equilibrium inhomogeneities. These can
be isolated by the gradient expansion.
2.2.2 Gradient expansion
To set the stage for the gradient expansion we ﬁrst rewrite the two-point functions in terms
of Wigner functions. Let Gab(x,y) be a generic two-point function. Its Wigner transform
is
Gab(K,X) =
 
d4sGab
 
X +
s
2
,X −
s
2
 
, (2.41)
with
s  = x  − y , X  =
x  + y 
2
. (2.42)
The problem with this deﬁnition is that unlike Gab(x,y), which is gauge covariant at x and y
separately, Gab(K,X), which mixes x and y in its deﬁnition, is not covariant. It is, however,
possible to construct a gauge covariant Wigner function. First we deﬁne
˜ Gab(s,X) = Ua¯ a
 
X,X +
s
2
 
G¯ a¯ b
 
X +
s
2
,X −
s
2
 
U¯ bb
 
X −
s
2
,X
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using the non-Abelian transporter or Wilson line
U(x,y) = P exp
 
−ig
 
C
dz  A (z)
 
, (2.44)
where C is an arbitrary path going from y to x, A  = Aa
 Ta, and the symbol P denotes the
path ordering of the color matrices in the exponential. Under the gauge transformations of
A  the Wilson line transforms as
U(x,y) → h(x)U(x,y)h†(y), (2.45)
such that the function (2.43) transforms covariantly at X for any given s:
˜ G(s,X) → h(X) ˜ G(s,X)h†(X) (2.46)
Its Wigner transform
Gab(K,X) =
 
d4seiK s ˜ Gab(s,X) (2.47)
transforms covariantly as well: For any given k we have
G(K,X) → h(X)G(K,X)h†(X), (2.48)
and this Wigner function will satisfy a gauge covariant equation of motion, which makes
the physical interpretation more transparent than one that is not gauge covariant. This
way all two-point functions can be expressed by the corresponding gauge covariant Wigner
functions, where we will not use diﬀerent notations, because their arguments clearly identify
them.
The induced sources (2.32) can now be expressed in terms of the newly deﬁned Wigner
functions:
J
 a
f (X) = g
 
d4k
(2π)4 Tr
 
γ taS(K,X)
 
, (2.49)
J a
g (X) = g Γ ρλν
 
d4k
(2π)4 TrTa
 
kλGρν(K,X) +
i
2
 
DX
λ , Gρν(K,X)
  
, (2.50)
ηind(X) = g
 
d4k
(2π)4 γ taKa
 (K,X). (2.51)
The path C is still arbitrary and in fact, the results will not depend on the exact form of
the path, because we need U(x,y) only in situations where x is close to y as we will argue
below. Choosing C to be a straight line connecting y and x, the transition from the non-
covariant to the gauge covariant Wigner function corresponds to the replacement of the
canonical momentum K  = i∂s by the kinetic momentum P  = K  −gA (X) as discussed
in [122],[123] (also see [124] for details). For soft and rather weak background ﬁelds, ˜ G(s,X)
stays close to its equilibrium value, meaning that it is peaked at s = 0 and vanishes for
s & 1/T. Over this short range the mean ﬁeld does not vary signiﬁcantly and we may write
g
 
C
dz  A (z) ≈ g(s   A(X)), (2.52)2.2 Derivation of the kinetic equations in background ﬁeld gauge 19
omitting terms which involve at least one soft derivative ∂XA ∼ gTA. For s ∼ 1/T,
g(s   A) ∼ g, because gA ∼ gT, and we can expand the exponent in (2.44) giving
Uab(x,y) ≈ δab − ig(s   Aab(X)). (2.53)
For the oﬀ-equilibrium derivation δG = G − Geq, this yields
δ ˜ G(s,X) ≃ δG(x,y) + ig(s   A(X))Geq(s), (2.54)
and for its Wigner transform
δG(K,X) ≃ δG(K,X) + g(A(X)∂k)Geq(K). (2.55)
Using
D 
xG(x,y)|x=y = ∂ 
s ˜ G(s,X)
   
 
s=0
, (2.56)
we can perform a similar simpliﬁcation on the gluonic current (2.50) to get:
J a
g (X) = g
 
d4k
(2π)4 TrTa
 
−K δG ν
ν (K,X) + δG ν(K,X)Kν
 
. (2.57)
Since the gauge-ﬁxing conditions (2.40) imply that the gauge covariant gluon Wigner
function is spatially transverse, we can write
δG(K,X) = (δij − KiKj)δG(K,X). (2.58)
The spatial components are the only ones to contribute to the induced current to leading
order in g. This is speciﬁc to the Coulomb gauge and shall be shown later. With that and
Eq. (2.58) we can write
J a
g (X) = 2g
 
d4k
(2π)4 K  Tr
 
TaδG(K,X)
 
. (2.59)
We are now ready to perform a gauge covariant gradient expansion and by that extract
the terms of leading order in g in Eqs. (2.36)-(2.39).
Consider the gluon two-point function G<ab
 ν (x,y) in the presence of a soft background
ﬁeld A
 
a, but without fermionic ﬁelds (Ψ = ¯ Ψ = 0). We start with the following Kadanoff-
Baym equations (cf. Eq. (2.39)) :
 
g ρ
  D2 − D Dρ + 2igF ρ
 
 
x G<
ρν(x,y) = 0,
G<ρ
  (x,y)
 
gρν
 
D† 2 − D†
ρD†
ν + 2igFρν
 
y
= 0, (2.60)
and take their diﬀerence, which then includes terms like
Ξ(x,y) ≡ D2
xG(x,y) − G(x,y)(D†
y)2 , (2.61)
where D2
x = ∂2
x+2igA ∂x+ig(∂ A)−g2A2, and Minkowski indices are omitted to simplify
notation. We will concentrate on the quantity Ξ to illustrate the performed approximations.20 2 Kinetic theory for hot QCD plasmas
After introduction of the relative and center variables (2.42), we typically have s ∼ 1/T,
∂s ∼ T, ∂X ∼ gT, meaning that the system is slowly varying in space and time with respect
to the center variable. We expand in powers of the soft derivative ∂X and keep only terms
involving up to one soft derivative. For example
A 
 
X +
s
2
 
≈ A (X) +
1
2
(s   ∂X)A (X). (2.62)
We ﬁnd after explicit insertion of D2
x and (D
†
y)2:
Ξ(s,X) = 2∂s   ∂XG + 2ig
 
A (X),∂ 
s G
 
+ ig
 
A (X),∂
 
XG
 
+ ig
 
(s   ∂X)A ,∂ 
s G
 
+ ig
 
(∂X   A),G
 
− g2  
A2(X),G
 
−
g2
2
 
(s   ∂X)A2,G
 
+ ..., (2.63)
where [ , ] denote commutators and { , } anticommutators of color matrices.
As done in [113] we use A ∼ T and δG = G − Geq ∼ gGeq, with Geq ≈ G0 in the
present approximation. Note that at the momentum scale gT A is actually of order
√
gT. 2
However, for now we assume it to be larger in order to include all non-linear eﬀects in the
theory. We will later use the fact that A ∼
√
gT to linearize the theory.
Keeping only terms of leading order in g, (2.63) simpliﬁes to
Ξ(s,X) ≈ 2(∂s   ∂X)δG + 2ig [A ,∂ 
s δG] + 2ig(s   ∂X)A  (∂ 
s G0) + 2ig(∂X   A)G0, (2.64)
where all terms on the right hand side are of order g2T2G0. Fourier transformation leads
to
Ξ(K,X) ≈ 2
 
K   DX, δG(K,X)
 
+ 2gK 
 
∂ν
XA (X)
 
∂νG0(K). (2.65)
The ordinary Wigner transform δG(K,X) can be expressed by the gauge covariant one
using (2.55), which ﬁnally leads to:
Ξ ν(K,X) ≈ 2
 
K   DX,δG ν(K,X)
 
− 2gKαFαβ(X)∂βG(0)
 ν (K), (2.66)
where we reintroduced the Minkowski indices.
We recognize here the familiar structure of the Vlasov equation, generalized to a non-
Abelian plasma: Eq. (2.66) involves a (gauge-covariant) drift term (K   DX)δG, together
with a “force term” proportional to the background ﬁeld strength tensor. In fact, this
“force term” involves the equilibrium distribution function G0 ≡ G<
0 , so, in this respect,
it is closer to the linearized version of the Vlasov equation. However, Eq. (2.66) is still
non-linear, because of the presence of the covariant drift operator (K   DX), and because
the non-Abelian ﬁeld strength tensor is itself non-linear.
2 To see this, consider the free propagator of the magnetic gluon in imaginary time:
 A(τ,x)A(0)  = T
X
n
Z
d
3k
(2π)3e
−iωnτ+ik x 1
k2 + ω2
n
By letting τ → 0 and x → 0 and keeping only the contribution of the static modes (ωn = 0) one obtains
for momenta of order gT:
 A
2  ≃ T
Z
d
3k
k2 ∼ gT
2 ,
so that |A| =
p
 A2  ∼
√
gT.2.3 The non-Abelian Vlasov equations 21
2.3 The non-Abelian Vlasov equations
We will now derive the kinetic equations which determine the color current induced by a soft
gauge ﬁeld A
 
a, disregarding the fermionic mean ﬁelds. This is done using the expressions for
the currents (2.49) and (2.59). In order to evaluate these expressions, we need the equations
satisﬁed by the appearing quark and gluon Wigner functions δS and δG ν in the presence
of the background ﬁeld A
 
a.
2.3.1 Vlasov equation for gluons
We start with the determination of the kinetic equation for the gluon Wigner function.
The transverse components δGij are expected to be dominant, and we concentrate on the
spatial components of Eq. (2.60):
D2
xGij − Dx
i Dx
0G0j + 2igF
ρ
i (x)Gρj = 0,
Gij
 
D†
y
 2
− Gi0D
†
0yD
†
j y + 2igGiρF
ρ
j(y) = 0, (2.67)
where we used the gauge ﬁxing conditions (2.40) for simpliﬁcations. As in the last section
we take their diﬀerence and meet
D2
xGij − Gij
 
D†
y
 2
−→ 2
 
K   DX,δGij
 
− 2gKαFαβ(X)∂βG
(0)
ij (k). (2.68)
It was stated in Eq. (2.58) that δGij is transverse. However, the second term on the right
hand side of Eq. (2.68) involves non-transverse components:
KαFαβ∂βG
(0)
ij (K) ≡ KαFαβ∂β[(δij − ˆ Ki ˆ Kj)G0(K)]
= (δij − ˆ Ki ˆ Kj)KαFαβ∂βG0 − KαFαl
Kiδjl + Kjδil − 2 ˆ Ki ˆ KjKl
k2 G0. (2.69)
because the derivative acts on both the projector and G0. It can be shown [113] that the
non-transverse components cancel with other terms present in the full diﬀerence equation,
such that Eq. (2.58) holds and δG(K,X) satisﬁes
 
K   DX, δG(K,X)
 
= g KαFαβ(X)∂βG0(K). (2.70)
Indeed it follows that the transverse part is dominant because DX ∼ gT and gFαβ ∼
(DX)2 ∼ g2T2 and k ∼ T we have
δG ∼ (DX/T)G0 ∼ gG0 , (2.71)
whereas G0j ∼ (gF0i/T2)G0 ∼ g2G0 is suppressed by one order of g.
Remember that G0 ≡ G<
0 (K) = 2π (K0/|K0|)δ(K2)ng(K), which only has support on the
tree-level mass shell (K2 = 0). It follows from Eq. (2.70) that the same holds for δG(K,X).
Using the symmetry property
G>ab
 ν (x,y) = G<ba
ν  (y,x), (2.72)22 2 Kinetic theory for hot QCD plasmas
we can write
δGab(K,X) = 2πδ(K2)
 
θ(K0)δn
g
ab(k,X) + θ(−K0)δn
g
ba(−k,X)
 
, (2.73)
where δn
g
ab(k,X) is a density matrix, which satisﬁes the following Vlasov equation:
[V   DX,δng(k,X)] + gV F ν∂νng(K) = 0, (2.74)
with V   = (1,k/k). The δng have the same color structure as the ﬁelds, which is δf
g
aTa
assuming that they are small ﬂuctuations. Otherwise more complicated structures are pos-
sible. The components δf
g
a(k,X) transform like a color vector in the adjoint representation.
They are found by the projections
δfg
a(p,X) =
1
Nc
Tr[Tang(p,X)] , (2.75)
while the scalar coeﬃcient in the color neutral background ﬁeld ng(p) = fg(p)I is given by
fg(p) =
1
N2
c − 1
Tr[ng(p,X)] . (2.76)
In terms of the density matrix δng the induced gluonic current (2.59) reads
J a
g (X) = 2g
 
d3k
(2π)3 V   Tr
 
Taδng(k,X)
 
= 2gNc
 
d3k
(2π)3 V   δfg
a(k,X). (2.77)
Equation (2.74) is covariant under the gauge transformation of the background ﬁeld and
independent of the gauge-ﬁxing for the quantum ﬁelds, as proven in [110, 111].
2.3.2 Vlasov equation for quarks
For the evaluation of Eq. (2.49) we need the kinetic equation for the quark Wigner function
S ≡ S<. We start with Eq. (2.36) for Ψ = 0,
/ DxS(x,y) = 0, S(x,y) / D
†
y = 0. (2.78)
Using
/ D / D = γ γνD Dν  = 2g νD Dν   −γνγ D Dν 
= 2D2 − 2iσ νD Dν   −γ γνD Dν 
⇔ / D / D = D2 − iσ νD Dν  = D2 −
i
2
(σ νD Dν − σ νDνD ) 
⇔ / D / D = D2 +
g
2
σ νF ν(x), (2.79)
with σ ν = −σν  = i/2[γ ,γν], and F ν = [D ,Dν]/(ig), we ﬁnd the following diﬀerence
equation:
D2
xS(x,y) − S(x,y)
 
D†
y)2 +
g
2
 
σ νF ν(x)S(x,y) − S(x,y)σ νF ν(y)
 
= 0. (2.80)2.3 The non-Abelian Vlasov equations 23
As before we perform a covariant gradient expansion, which leads to
[K   DX, δS(K,X)] = gK   F(X)∂kS0 − i
g
4
F ν(X)[σ ν, S0] , (2.81)
where F(X) = F
 
 (X). Using S0 ≡ S<
0 (K) = / Kρ0(K)n(K),
∂k( / Kρ0(K)n(K)) = / K/kρ0(K)n(K) + / K∂k(ρ0(K)n(K)),
and
 
σ ν, / K
 
= 2i(Kνγ  − K γν), we ﬁnd
[K   DX, δS(K,X)] = g / KK   F(X)∂k(ρ0(K)n(K)). (2.82)
δS is a color matrix of the form δS = δSata, with the components δSa transforming as a
color vector in the fundamental representation. It also has the same spin and mass-shell
structure as the free two-point function S<
0 :
δS(K,X) = / K 2πδ(K2)
 
θ(k0)δnq(k,X) + θ(−k0)δn¯ q(−k,X)
 
. (2.83)
The density matrices δnq/¯ q(k,X) ≡ δf
q/¯ q
a (k,X)ta satisfy the following kinetic equation:
 
V   DX, δnq/¯ q(k,X)
 
± gV F ν(X)∂νn(K) = 0, (2.84)
which is the non-Abelian version of the Vlasov equation for quarks. The components δf
q/¯ q
a
are found by the projections
δfq/¯ q
a (p,X) = 2Tr
 
tanq/¯ q(p,X)
 
, (2.85)
while the scalar coeﬃcient in the color neutral background ﬁeld nq/¯ q(p) = fq/¯ q(p)I is given
by
fq/¯ q(p) =
1
Nc
Tr
 
nq/¯ q(p,X)
 
. (2.86)
The induced current ﬁnally reads (cf. eq. (2.49)):
J
 a
f (X) = gNf
 
d3k
(2π)3 V  
 
δfq
a(k,X) − δf ¯ q
a(k,X)
 
. (2.87)
Altogether we ﬁnd for the induced current:
J a(X) = J a
g (X) + J
 a
f (X)
= g
 
d3k
(2π)3 V    
2Ncδfg
a(k,X) + Nf
 
δfq
a(k,X) − δf ¯ q
a(k,X)
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3 Eﬀective theory for the soft modes
In order to obtain an eﬀective theory for the soft collective modes with momenta of the
order gT we have to solve the kinetic equations (2.74) and (2.84) for the hard particles and
by that express the current (2.88) in terms of the soft ﬁelds alone. This leads to an eﬀective
Yang-Mills equation for the soft modes, in which the hard modes do not appear explicitly.
3.1 Solving the kinetic equations
We combine Eqs. (2.74) and (2.84) by writing
[V   DX,δni(p,X)] + gθiV F ν(X)∂(p)
ν ni(p) = 0, (3.1)
with i ∈ {g,q, ¯ q}, θg = θq = 1 and θ¯ q = −1. We remind the reader of the color structure,
which for the color neutral background ﬁelds is nq/¯ q(p) = fq/¯ q(p)I and ng(p) = fg(p)I. I
and I are unit matrices in the fundamental and adjoint representation, respectively. The
induced color ﬂuctuations are constructed like δnq/¯ q(p,X) = δf
q/¯ q
b (p,X)tb and δng(p,X) =
δf
g
b (p,X)Tb, with the generators tb and Tb in the fundamental and adjoint representation,
respectively.
The induced current (2.88) reads
J
i 
inda = g
 
p
V    
2Ncδfg
a(p,X) + Nf[δfq
a(p,X) − δf ¯ q
a(p,X)]
 
, (3.2)
where we introduced  
p
:=
 
d3p
(2π)3 (3.3)
for convenience.
As mentioned before (see footnote on page 20) A ∼
√
gT and when we neglect terms
of subleading order in g the theory becomes eﬀectively Abelian as DX → ∂X and F ν →
∂ Aν − ∂νA . The color channels decouple and Eq. (3.1) can be written for each color
channel separately:
V   ∂Xδfi
a(p,X) + gθiV F ν
a (X)∂(p)
ν fi(p) = 0, (3.4)
where F
 ν
a = ∂ Aν
a − ∂νA
 
a. This equation can be solved using a Fourier transformation.
First we write
(∂t + v   ∇)δfi
a(p,X) + gθiV F ν
a (X)∂(p)
ν fi(p) = 0
Fourier − − − − − → (−iω + ik   v)δfi
a(p,K) + gθiV F ν
a (K)∂(p)
ν fi(p) = 0. (3.5)26 3 Eﬀective theory for the soft modes
Solving for δfi
a(p,K) we get
δfi
a(p,K) = −gθi
V F
 ν
a (K)∂
(p)
ν fi(p)
−iω + ik   v + ǫ
= −igθi
iV (K Aν
a − KνA
 
a)∂
(p)
ν fi(p)
ω − k   v + iǫ
= gθi
[(ω − k   v)Aν
a − V KνA
 
a]∂
(p)
ν fi(p)
ω − k   v + iǫ
= gθi ∂(p)
ν fi(p)
 
Aν
a +
V KνA
 
a
ω − k   v + iǫ
 
= gθi ∂
β
(p)fi(p)
 
gνβ +
VνKβ
ω − k   v + iǫ
 
Aν
a . (3.6)
The induced current ﬁnally reads
J
 
inda(K) = g2
 
p
V  ∂
β
(p)f(p)
 
gγβ −
VγKβ
K   V + iǫ
 
Aγ
a(K) + O(g3A2), (3.7)
where we combined the gluon and quark distributions in
f(p) = 2Ncfg(p) + Nf
 
fq(p) + f¯ g(p)
 
. (3.8)
By functional diﬀerentiation
Π
 ν
ab (K) =
δJ
 
inda(K)
δAb
ν(K)
, (3.9)
we obtain the self energy
Π
 ν
ab (K) = g2δab
 
p
V  ∂
(p)
β f(p)
 
gνβ −
V νKβ
K   V + iǫ
 
, (3.10)
the same result that one gets in the diagrammatic approach using the HTL approximation
and the assumption that f is symmetric under p → −p [125]. One ﬁnds that this tensor
is symmetric Π ν = Πν  and transverse K Π ν = 0, if f(p) vanishes on a two-sphere at
inﬁnity: limp→∞ f(p) = 0. We demonstrate the transversality for one example:
K Π 0 = g2
 
p
K V ∂jf(p)
kj
K   V + iǫ
= g2
 
p
vjkj d
dp
f(p)
= g2k
 
p
cosθ
d
dp
f(p)
= 0. (3.11)
Due to the transversality not all components of Π ν are independent, and we can restrict
our investigation to the spatial components. As we have already seen, in the linear approx-
imation the current that is induced by the ﬂuctuations can be expressed in terms of the self
energy:
J
 
ind(K) = Π ν(K)Aν(K). (3.12)3.2 Dispersion relations in the isotropic limit 27
Inserting this into Maxwell’s equation
iK F ν(K) = Jν
ind + Jν
ext , (3.13)
we get  
K2g ν − K Kν + Π ν(K)
 
A (K) = Jν
ext(K), (3.14)
with the external current Jν
ext. Using the gauge covariance of the self energy in the HTL-
approximation we can write this in terms of a physical electric ﬁeld by specifying a certain
gauge. Using the temporal axial gauge, where A0 = 0, yields
 
(k2 − ω2)δij − kikj + Πij(K)
 
Ej(K) = [∆−1(K)]ijEj(K) = iωJi
ext(K), (3.15)
and the response of the system to the external source is given by
Ei(K) = iω∆ij(K)J
j
ext(K). (3.16)
The dispersion relations are obtained by ﬁnding the poles of the propagator ∆ij(K), deﬁned
in (3.15).
3.2 Dispersion relations in the isotropic limit
To determine the dispersion relations for an isotropic system, we assume f to depend on
the length of p only, and take a closer look at the spatial components of the self energy:
Π
ij
ab(K) = −g2δab
 
p
vi∂
(p)
l f(p)
 
δjl +
vjkl
K   V + iǫ
 
. (3.17)
First, the derivative becomes
∂lf(p) =
pl
p
df(p)
dp
= vl
df(p)
dp
. (3.18)
Then, we can perform the radial and φ integrations to obtain
Πij(K) =
m2
D
2
  π
0
sinθdθvivl
 
δjl +
vjkl
K   V + iǫ
 
, (3.19)
after neglecting the trivial color structure and introducing the Debye mass
m2
D = −
g2
2π2
  ∞
0
dpp2df(p)
dp
equilibrium
− − − − − − − → g2T2
 
2Nc + Nf
6
 
, (3.20)
for zero quark chemical potential. In the isotropic case there is only one distinct spatial
direction in the system, the direction of k. Therefore we can decompose the self energy into
components parallel and transverse to k:
Πij = PT ΠT + PL ΠL , (3.21)
with the projectors
PT =
 
δij −
kikj
k2
 
and PL =
kikj
k2 . (3.22)28 3 Eﬀective theory for the soft modes
They obey the usual projector properties
(PT)2 = PT , (PL)2 = PL , (3.23)
PT PL = PL PT = 0. (3.24)
The scalar self energies are deﬁned by the following projections, for which the integrals can
be solved analytically:
ΠT =
1
2
PTΠij =
m2
D
2
 
ω2
k2 + ω
(k2 − ω2)
2k3 ln
 
ω + k
ω − k
  
, (3.25)
ΠL = PLΠij = m2
D
ω2
k2
 
−1 +
ω
2k
ln
 
ω + k
ω − k
  
. (3.26)
The factor 1/2 in the deﬁnition of ΠT is convenient because there are two transverse modes
in three dimensions. Generally it is a factor of 1/(d−1), where d is the number of dimensions.
Without it, the 1/2 would show up in front of ΠT in Eq. (3.27) below.
Making use of the projectors (3.22), we can determine the dispersion relations of the
transverse and longitudinal modes separately. By applying PT to the equation that deter-
mines the zeros of the inverse propagator ∆−1(K) (see Eq. (3.15)), we get the transverse
dispersion relation:
k2 − ω2
T + ΠT = 0, (3.27)
whereas application of PL leads to the longitudinal one:
ΠL − ω2
L = 0. (3.28)
The solutions to Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) are shown in Fig. 3.1. Taking the limit k → 0 we
get ω → 1/3m2
D = m2
g, representing the lowest frequency with which modes can propagate.
We present the dispersion laws in units of mg = mD/
√
3 in linear scales in Fig. 3.1(a) and
in quadratic scales in Fig. 3.1(b) in order to include both propagating modes and screening
phenomena in one plot.
Propagating modes exist above a common plasma frequency ω > ωpl =
 
m2
D/3, are
always above the light cone (ω > k) and are called normal modes. For large momenta the
transverse mode tends to a mass hyperboloid with asymptotic mass m2
∞ = m2
D/2, whereas
the longitudinal one approaches the light-cone with exponentially vanishing residue. For
ω < mg, |k| is the inverse screening length, which in the static limit (ω → 0) vanishes
for the transverse mode (absence of magnetostatic screening) but reaches the Debye mass,
m2
D = 3m2
g, for the longitudinal mode (electrostatic screening). For 0 < ω < ωpl, k becomes
imaginary [126] and there are no stable normal modes, however, there is a collective behavior
which corresponds to dynamical screening both in the electric and magnetic sector as long
as ω > 0.3.2 Dispersion relations in the isotropic limit 29
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Figure 3.1: Dispersion laws for transverse and longitudinal gluons (left) on a linear scale in
units of mg = mD/
√
3, and (right) in quadratic scales. Modes with k2 > 0 are propagating
whereas solutions for negative k2 show screening phenomena.30 3 Eﬀective theory for the soft modes31
4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
Ungleich erscheint im Leben viel,
doch bald und unerwartet ist es ausgeglichen.
Die nat¨ urliche Tochter. Vierter Aufzug.
Zweiter Auftritt. Gerichtsrat.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
The only system above the QCD-deconﬁnement transition one can (probably) study
on earth, namely that of a ﬁreball following an ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collision, is
anisotropic in nature. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate which eﬀects the presence
of an anisotropy has on the dynamics of the system and which diﬀerences one can expect
when comparing to the usually studied isotropic case.
We will consider systems which are anisotropic only in momentum space, therefore taking
a snapshot of the system at some short time after the collision and before the system
had time to convert the anisotropy from momentum space to conﬁguration space. The
appearance of local momentum anisotropies can be best understood when regarding a local
cell in which initially the transverse momentum (transverse to the beam line) is set by the
hard momentum scale Qs, while the transverse momentum drops like 1/τ (where τ is the
proper time) as particles with momenta larger than that of the cell leave it. For pure free
streaming only particles with a certain longitudinal momentum remain in the cell.
The momentum scale Qs comes about the following way. The bulk of multiparticle pro-
duction at central rapidities in A-A collisions emerges from partons with very small momen-
tum fractions x (at LHC x ≤ 10−3). They interact coherently over distances much larger
than the radius of the nucleus, which potentially makes understanding the properties of
the nuclear wave function at small x a diﬃcult task. However, some features of these wave
functions simplify the problem. First, perturbative QCD predicts that parton distributions
grow very rapidly at small x. At suﬃciently small x, the parton distributions saturate, i.e.,
when the density of partons is such that they overlap in the transverse plane, their repul-
sive interactions are suﬃciently strong to limit further growth to be at most logarithmic
[127, 128, 129]. The large parton density per transverse area then provides a scale, Qs. The
physics of small-x parton distributions can be formulated in an eﬀective ﬁeld theory, where
the saturation scale Qs appears as the only scale [130, 131, 132]. The coupling must there-
fore run as a function of this scale, and since Q2
s ≪ Λ2
QCD at RHIC or the LHC, αs ≪ 1.
Small coupling also ensures that the occupation number is large, ∼ 1/αs. Thus, although
the physics of small-x partons is non-perturbative, it can be studied with weak coupling
[133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140]. This is analogous to many systems in condensed-
matter physics. In particular, the physics of small-x wave functions is similar to that of a
spin glass [141, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139]. Further, since in this state the mean transverse
momentum of the partons is of order Qs, and their occupation numbers are large, of order32 4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
1/αs, as in a condensate, the partons in the nuclear wave function form a so called color
glass condensate(CGC) [140, 141].
Considering momentum anisotropies alone is certainly not the whole story. However,
the generalization from fully isotropic distributions already provides great insight into the
properties of the QGP within the ﬁreball. Moreover, a treatment of conﬁguration space
anisotropies would involve a full non-equilibrium quantum ﬁeld theoretical description of
the system, which despite recent progress is not yet available.
In this chapter we will analyze the collective modes of high-temperature QCD in the case
when there is an anisotropy in the momentum-space distribution function. We concentrate
on a class of anisotropic distribution functions, which can be obtained by stretching or
squeezing an isotropic one along a certain direction, thereby preserving a cylindrical sym-
metry in momentum space. This particular class of distribution functions has been ﬁrst
discussed by Romatschke and Strickland in [63] and [142]. We write
f(p) = N(ξ)fiso
 
p2 + ξ(p   ˆ n)2 
, (4.1)
for an arbitrary isotropic distribution function fiso(|p|). The direction of the anisotropy
is given by ˆ n and ξ > −1 is an adjustable anisotropy parameter. ξ > 0 corresponds to
a contraction of the distribution in the ˆ n direction, whereas −1 < ξ < 0 represents a
stretching of the distribution in the ˆ n direction. The factor N(ξ) is used for normalization.
For example, when choosing N(ξ) =
√
1 + ξ, we ensure that the overall particle number is
the same for both the anisotropic and the isotropic distribution function.1 For a certain
anisotropy Fig.4.1 shows how this procedure deforms the Fermi-Dirac distribution. One
p
p
z
t
Figure 4.1: Contour plot of a squeezed Fermi-Dirac distribution with anisotropy param-
eter ξ = 10. The anisotropy vector ˆ n is taken to be along the pz direction.
of the most interesting aspects of the anisotropic QGP is the appearance of unstable gluonic
modes, which we discuss in detail in Sec. 4.4.
1Note that for the Fermi distribution this way of normalizing f is not appropriate, because it violates
the Pauli exclusion principle. The following considerations will not depend on the particular choice of
N(ξ) qualitatively. When we turn to the discussion of photon production from an anisotropic QGP we
will set N(ξ) = 1, because there the compliance with the Pauli exclusion principle becomes important -
otherwise the Pauli blocking term may become negative.4.1 Tensor decomposition 33
4.1 Tensor decomposition
The anisotropy vector introduces a second special direction and we can no longer decompose
the propagator and the self energy into transverse and longitudinal parts. However, we can
decompose the spatial part of the self energy into four structure functions using the tensor
basis introduced in [63, 143]:
Πij = αAij + βBij + γCij + δDij , (4.2)
where
Aij = δij − kikj/k2
Bij = kikj/k2
Cij = ˜ ni˜ nj/˜ n2
Dij = ki˜ nj + kj˜ ni , (4.3)
with ˜ ni = Aijnj the part of n that is perpendicular to k, i.e., ˜ n   k = 0. We determine the
structure functions by taking the contractions:
kiΠijkj = k2β
˜ niΠijkj = ˜ n2k2δ
˜ niΠij˜ nj = ˜ n2(α + γ)
TrΠij = 2α + β + γ . (4.4)
The four structure functions α,β,γ,δ depend on the Debye mass mD , the frequency and
spatial momentum ω and k, the strength of the anisotropy ξ and the angle between the
spatial momentum and the anisotropy direction ˆ k ˆ n = cosθn. In the isotropic limit (ξ → 0)
the structure functions α(K,ξ) and β(K,ξ) reduce to the isotropic HTL self-energies and γ
and δ vanish,
α(K,0) = ΠT(K) ,
β(K,0) = ΠL(K) ,
γ(K,0) = 0 ,
δ(K,0) = 0 , (4.5)
where ΠT(K) and ΠL(k) are given by Eqs.(3.25) and (3.26). Note that for ﬁnite ξ the
analytic structure of α,β,γ,δ is the same as for ΠL,ΠT in the isotropic case, namely there
is a cut in the complex ω plane which can be chosen to run along the real ω axis within −k <
ω < k. For real-valued ω the structure functions are complex for all ω < k (corresponding
to the Landau damping regime) and real for ω > k while for imaginary-valued ω all four
structure functions are real-valued.
In this basis, the inverse of the propagator in Eq. (3.15) can be written as
∆−1(K) = (k2 − ω2 + α)A + (β − ω2)B + γC + δD, (4.6)
while the propagator itself is given by [63]:
∆(K) = ∆A(A − C) + ∆G
 
(k2 − ω2 + α + γ)B + (β − ω2)C − δD
 
, (4.7)34 4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
with
∆−1
A (K) = k2 − ω2 + α, (4.8)
∆−1
G (K) = (k2 − ω2 + α + γ)(β − ω2) − k2˜ n2δ2 . (4.9)
Furthermore, with the particular choice for the distribution functions (4.1), the spatial
components of the self energy (3.10)
Π
ij
ab(K) = −g2δab
 
p
vi∂
(p)
l f(p)
 
δjl +
vjkl
K   V + iǫ
 
(4.10)
can be simpliﬁed by performing the change of variables to ˜ p:
˜ p2 = p2  
1 + ξ(v   ˆ n)2 
, (4.11)
which allows for integrating out the ˜ p-dependence. We ﬁnd
Πij(K) = m2
D
 
dΩ
4π
vi vl + ξ(v   ˆ n)nl
(1 + ξ(v   ˆ n)2)2
 
δjl +
vjkl
K   V + iǫ
 
, (4.12)
where (cf. Eq. (3.20))
m2
D = −
g2
2π2
  ∞
0
dpp2dfiso(p)
dp
. (4.13)
4.2 Stable modes
Considering ﬁrst the stable collective modes which correspond to poles of the propagator at
real-valued ω > k one factorizes ∆−1
G as [63]:
∆−1
G = (ω2 − Ω2
+)(ω2 − Ω2
−), (4.14)
where
2Ω2
± = ¯ Ω2 ±
 
¯ Ω4 − 4((α + γ + k2)β − k2˜ n2δ2) , (4.15)
and
¯ Ω2 = α + β + γ + k2 . (4.16)
Since the quantity under the square root in (4.15) can be written as (α−β+γ+k2)2+4k2˜ n2δ2
(which is always positive for real ω > k), there are at most two stable modes coming from
∆G, while the remaining stable collective mode comes from the zero of ∆−1
A .
The dispersion relations for all of the collective modes are then given by the solutions to
ω2
± = Ω2
±(ω±) , (4.17)
ω2
α = k2 + α(ωα). (4.18)
In the isotropic limit (ξ → 0) one ﬁnds the correspondence ωα = ω+ = ωT and ω− = ωL.
Accordingly, for ﬁnite ξ, there are three stable quasi-particle modes with dispersion relations
that depend on the angle of propagation with respect to the anisotropy vector, θn. The
resulting dispersion relations for all three modes for the case ξ = 10 and diﬀerent angles θn
are shown in Ref.[63].4.3 Unstable modes 35
4.3 Unstable modes
One of the most interesting features of the anisotropic quark-gluon plasma is the presence
of unstable modes that, instead of being damped, grow exponentially with time. Mathe-
matically they arise due to poles of the propagator along the positive imaginary ω axis. We
will discuss the physical explanation for these so called Weibel instabilities in Section 4.4.
There are also additional damped modes along the negative imaginary ω-axis, which are
not present in the isotropic case. Checking for poles at complex (not purely imaginary) ω
can be done numerically but no poles on the physical sheet have been found [63]. In [142] it
was shown analytically for certain special cases that there are no other modes than the ones
listed above. However, there exist solutions on unphysical sheets, which come very close to
the border of the physical sheet for suﬃciently large values of the anisotropy parameter ξ
(see Ref.[142]).
For the unstable modes of the system we can write ω → iΓ, with Γ being the real-valued
solution to the equations
∆−1
G = (Γ2 + Ω2
+)(Γ2 + Ω2
−) = 0 ,
∆−1
A = (Γ2 + k2 + α) = 0. (4.19)
It turns out that in contrast to the stable modes there is at most one solution for ∆−1
G (ω =
iΓ) = 0 since numerically one ﬁnds that Ω2
+ > 0 for all Γ > 0, while ∆−1
A (ω = iΓ) = 0
has only solutions for ξ > 0. Therefore, the system possesses one or two unstable modes
depending on the sign of the anisotropy parameter [63].
We present a plot of the growth rate Γα for the case that k   ˆ n (θn = 0) and diﬀerent
anisotropy parameters ξ in Fig. 4.2. For solutions for arbitrary angles see [63]. It turns out
that the growth rate is the largest for θn = 0, which we will explain on physical grounds
in Section 4.4. One can also see that the growth rate and the maximal value of k for the
unstable mode become larger with increasing anisotropy.
4.4 Discussion of instabilities
The electron-ion plasma is known to experience a large variety of instabilities [144]. They
can be either caused by coordinate space inhomogeneities, in particular by the boundaries of
ﬁnite systems (hydrodynamic instabilities) or by non-equilibrium momentum distributions
of plasma particles (kinetic instabilities). Hardly anything is known about hydrodynamic
instabilities of the quark-gluon plasma and we will concentrate on the kinetic instabilities,
which are initiated either by charge or current ﬂuctuations. In the ﬁrst case, the electric ﬁeld
is parallel to the wave vector k (E   k), while in the second case the ﬁeld is perpendicular to k
(E ⊥ k). This is why the corresponding instabilities are called longitudinal and transverse,
respectively. Since the electric ﬁeld plays a crucial role in the generation of longitudinal
modes, they are also called electric, while the transverse modes are called magnetic.
Soon after the concept of quark-gluon plasma had been established, the existence of the
color kinetic instabilities, fully analogous to those known in the electrodynamic plasma, was
suggested [145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151].
However, in these works a two-stream system, or more generally, a momentum distri-
bution with more than one maximum, was considered. Such a distribution is common in36 4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 4.2: Growth rate of the unstable α-mode for the case k   ˆ n (where this is the only
unstable mode) and diﬀerent anisotropy parameters ξ. The maximal growth rate as well as
the maximal k increase with increasing ξ.
the electron-ion plasma, however it is rather inappropriate for describing the quark-gluon
plasma produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions where the global as well as local mo-
mentum distribution is expected to be monotonously decreasing in every direction from the
maximum. Electric instabilities are absent in such a system but, as we have already seen in
Section 4.3 and was ﬁrst demonstrated in [60, 61], a magnetic unstable mode known as the
ﬁlamentation or Weibel instability [152] can possibly appear since a suﬃcient condition
for its existence is the anisotropy of the momentum distribution. That these instabilities
really exist in nature is strongly supported by rather recent experimental observations in
plasma physics. Please refer to Appendix B for further details.
The ﬁlamentation instability was shown [60, 61] to be possibly relevant for the quark-gluon
plasma produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The characteristic time of instability
growth is shorter or at least comparable to other time scales of the parton system evolution.
And the instabilities – usually not one but several modes are generated – drive the system
towards isotropy, thus speeding up its equilibration. Since the apparent very fast equilibra-
tion of the QGP is not understood so far, this aspect has been under strong investigation
in the recent past [125, 153, 62, 63, 64, 142, 154, 65, 66, 155, 156].
The equilibration due to instabilities only happens indirectly, because the instabilities
driven isotropization is a mean-ﬁeld reversible process, which does not produce entropy
[61, 66]. Therefore, the collisions, which are responsible for the dissipation, are needed to
reach the equilibrium state of maximal entropy. Recently it has been argued [53] that the
hydrodynamic collective behavior does not require local thermodynamic equilibrium but a
merely isotropic momentum distribution of liquid components. This would mean that the
success of hydrodynamic models in describing the data indicates that not the equilibration
time but rather the isotropization time is of order 1 fm/c.4.4 Discussion of instabilities 37
In 2003, Mr´ owczy´ nski and Randrup [62] have performed a phenomenological estimate
of the growth rate of the instabilities for scenarios relevant to the quark-gluon plasma pro-
duced at RHIC or LHC, using however a diﬀerent implementation of the anisotropy than
Eq.(4.1). They found that the degree of ampliﬁcation of the instabilities is not expected to
dominate the dynamics of the quark-gluon plasma, but instead their eﬀect would be com-
parable to the contribution from elastic Boltzmann collisions. However, they also pointed
out that if a large number of unstable modes would be excited then their combined eﬀect
on the overall dynamics could well be signiﬁcant. In the same year, Arnold, Lenaghan
and Moore [64] investigated the case corresponding to the ξ → ∞ limit in the prescription
described above, arguing that it drastically modiﬁes the scenario of “bottom-up thermal-
ization” advocated by Baier, Mueller, Schiff and Son [56], which would then have to
be replaced by a diﬀerent scheme.
4.4.1 Seeds and mechanism of ﬁlamentation
An anisotropic system has a natural tendency to split into current ﬁlaments parallel to the
direction of the momentum surplus. These currents are seeds of the ﬁlamentation instability.
We now explain in terms of elementary physics why the ﬂuctuating currents, which ﬂow
in the direction of the momentum surplus, can grow in time. To simplify the discussion,
which follows [157], we consider an electromagnetic anisotropic system. The form of the
ﬂuctuating current is chosen to be2
j(x) = j ˆ ez cos(kxx), (4.20)
where ˆ ez is the unit vector in the z direction. From Eq. (4.20) we can infer the existence of
current ﬁlaments of the thickness π/|kx| with the current ﬂowing in the opposite directions
in the neighboring ﬁlaments. The magnetic ﬁeld generated by the current (4.20) is given by
B(x) =
j
kx
ˆ ey sin(kxx), (4.21)
and the Lorentz force acting on the partons, which move along the z direction, equals
F(x) = q v × B(x) = −q vz
j
kx
ˆ ex sin(kxx), (4.22)
where q is the electric charge. In Fig.4.3 it is shown how the force distributes the partons
in such a way that those, which positively contribute to the current in a given ﬁlament, are
focused in the ﬁlament center while those, which negatively contribute, are moved to the
neighboring one. Thus, both the initial current and the magnetic ﬁeld generated by this
current are growing. The instability is driven by the the energy transferred from the particles
to ﬁelds. More speciﬁcally, the kinetic energy related to a motion along the direction of the
momentum surplus is used to generate the magnetic ﬁeld. A somewhat diﬀerent explanation
of the mechanism of the Weibel instability is given in [64].
2For now we assume a distribution with the momentum surplus in the z direction.38 4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 4.3: The mechanism that leads to the ﬁlamentation instability, see text for a descrip-
tion.
4.4.2 Isotropization and Abelianization
When the instabilities grow the system becomes more isotropic because the Lorentz force
changes the particles’ momenta. Additionally the growing ﬁelds carry momentum directed
into directions with momentum deﬁcit. Let us stick with the assumption that there is a
momentum surplus in the z direction. The ﬂuctuating current ﬂows in the z direction with
the wave vector pointing in the x direction. Since the magnetic ﬁeld has a y component, the
Lorentz force, which acts on partons ﬂying along the z axis, pushes the partons in the x
direction where there is a momentum deﬁcit. Numerical simulations [65, 66, 155, 156] show
that growth of the instabilities is indeed accompanied by the system’s fast isotropization.
The system isotropizes not only due to the eﬀect of the Lorentz force but also due to the
momentum carried by the growing ﬁeld. When the magnetic and electric ﬁelds are oriented
along the y and z axes, respectively, the Poynting vector points in the direction x that is
along the wave vector. Thus, the momentum carried by the ﬁelds is oriented in the direction
of the momentum deﬁcit of particles.
Unstable modes cannot grow to inﬁnity and even in the electron-ion plasma there are
several possible mechanisms which stop the instability growth [158]. The actual mechanism
depends on the plasma state as well as on the external conditions. In the case of the
quark-gluon plasma one suspects that non-Abelian non-linearities can play an important
role here. An elegant argument [159] suggests that the non-linearities do not stabilize the
unstable modes because the system spontaneously chooses an Abelian conﬁguration in the
course of instability development. In Appendix C we explain this argument in detail.
4.4.3 Summary of recent numerical simulations
As mentioned above, the temporal evolution of an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma has been
studied numerically [65, 66, 155, 156, 160, 161, 162, 163]. The three groups of authors4.4 Discussion of instabilities 39
use two very diﬀerent dynamical schemes. In the simulations [65, 155, 156, 160, 163] the
dynamics are described by Eq.(3.1) together with the Yang-Mills equation, both in the
local representation, where the quark, anti-quark and gluon distributions are parameterized
by the ﬁeld W (v,X) through the relations
δnq(p,X) = g
∂fq(p)
∂p  W(v,X),
δn¯ q(p,X) = −g
∂f ¯ q(p)
∂p  W(v,X),
δng(p,X) = g
∂f
g
a(p)
∂p  Ta Tr(taW(v,X)) . (4.23)
Note that all used quantities have been deﬁned below Eq.(3.1). Instead of the three trans-
port equations (3.1) one has only one equation
v D Wν(v,X) = −vρFρν(X), (4.24)
and the Yang-Mills equation reads
D F ν(X) = Jν(X) = −g2
 
d3p
(2π)3
pν
|p|
∂f(p)
∂pρ Wρ(v,X), (4.25)
with f(p) as in Eq.(3.8). These simulations are reliable as long as the potential’s amplitude
is not too large, i.e., A
 
a ≪ phard/g, where phard is the characteristic momentum of the
hard partons. Note that Eqs.(4.24) and (4.25) only describe small ﬂuctuations around the
stationary homogeneous state, and therefore only a small fraction of the hard particles is
actually inﬂuenced by the growing chromo-dynamic ﬁeld. Hence, one may consider the hard
particles an eﬀective stationary (anisotropic) background.
The simulations [66, 161, 162] use the classical, not linearized version of Eqs.(3.1). This
means that the QGP is treated as a completely classical system, in which partons, that carry
classical color charges, interact with the self-consistently generated classical chromodynamic
ﬁeld. In Chapter 6, we will discuss this kind of simulation in great detail.
The simulations [65, 66] have been performed in 1+1 dimensions, whereas the calculations
[155, 156] are full 1+3 dimensional simulations. In most cases the SU(2) gauge group was
studied but some SU(3) results, which are qualitatively similar to the SU(2) ones, are given
in [156].
The initial conditions used in the simulations [65, 66, 155, 156, 160, 161, 162] are quite
similar while the techniques of discretization are diﬀerent. The initial ﬁeld amplitudes
have a Gaussian white noise distribution, whereas the momentum distribution of the hard
particles is strongly anisotropic. For example in the classical simulation [66] the initial
parton momentum distribution is chosen as
f(p) ∼ δ(px)e−
√
p2
y+p2
z/phard , (4.26)
with phard = 10 GeV. The results turn out to be insensitive to the speciﬁc form of the
momentum distribution. If the parton distribution function is written in the form (4.1), the
results are shown [63, 65] to only depend on the strength of the anisotropy parameterized
by ξ and the Debye mass mD (Eq.(3.20)) of the corresponding isotropic system.40 4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
Figure 4.4: Time evolution of the (scaled) energy density (split into various electric and
magnetic components) which is carried by the chromo-dynamic ﬁeld. The simulation is
1+1 dimensional and the gauge group is SU(2). The parton momentum distribution is
squeezed along the z axis. The solid line corresponds to the total energy transferred from
the particles. γ∗ is the growth rate of the fastest growing unstable mode. The ﬁgure is
taken from [65].
The results from the HL-simulation in 1+1 dimensions are shown in Fig. 4.4, taken
from [65]. One observes an exponential growth of the energy density stored in the ﬁelds,
which is dominated by chromo-magnetic ﬁelds which are transverse to the direction of the
momentum deﬁcit (BT). Fig. 4.5, taken from [66], shows results of the classical simulation
on a 1+1 dimensional lattice of physical size L = 40 fm. As in Fig. 4.4 the amount of ﬁeld
energy grows exponentially and again the magnetic contribution dominates. The Abelian
(U(1)) and non-Abelian (SU(2)) results are remarkably similar to each other, which means
that the Abelianization, mentioned in Section 4.4.2, appears to be very eﬃcient in 1+1
dimensions.
The results of the 1+3 dimensional simulations [155, 156] are qualitatively diﬀerent from
the 1+1 dimensional simulations. As seen in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, taken from [155] and [156]
respectively, the growth of the ﬁeld energy density is exponential only for some time; then
it becomes linear. It appears that the behavior changes when the ﬁeld amplitude becomes
of the order k/g, where k is the characteristic ﬁeld wave vector. Then, the non-Abelian
eﬀects start to be important. The regime of linear growth of the magnetic energy, shown
in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, was studied in more detail in [160]. There it was found that when the
exponential growth of the magnetic energy ends, the long-wavelength modes associated with
the instability stop growing, but they cascade energy towards the ultraviolet in the form of
plasmon excitations. This way a quasi-stationary state with a power-law distribution k−2 of
the plasmon mode population is created. This phenomenon was argued to be very similar
to the Kolmogorov wave turbulence, where long-wavelength modes transfer their energy
to shorter ones without dissipation. In the classical simulation [162], when the ﬁeld strength4.4 Discussion of instabilities 41
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Figure 4.5: Time evolution of the kinetic energy of particles (upper panel) and of the
energy of electric and magnetic ﬁelds (lower panel) in GeV/fm3 for the U(1) and SU(2)
gauge groups. The ﬁgure is taken from [66].
is large enough, the energy drained from the particles by the instability does not build up
exponentially in magnetic ﬁelds but instead returns isotropically to the ultraviolet, not via
the quasi-stationary process, as argued in [160], but via a rapid avalanche.
The 1+1 dimensional classical simulation [66] nicely shows the eﬀect of isotropization due
to the action of the Lorentz force. In Fig. 4.8, taken from [66], there are shown the
diagonal components of the energy-momentum tensor
T ν =
 
d3p
(2π)3
p pν
Ep
f(p). (4.27)
The initial momentum distribution is given by Eq.(4.26), such that Txx = 0 at t = 0.
Fig. 4.8 shows that Txx grows exponentially, but full isotropy, which requires Txx =
(Tyy + Tzz)/2, is not achieved. So far, all mentioned numerical studies have been deal-
ing with quark-gluon systems of constant volume. In [163, 164] a system that expands
boost-invariantly in one direction is treated and it is shown numerically as well as analyti-
cally that the expansion slows down the growth of the unstable modes, even if the system
is highly anisotropic. The ﬁeld amplitude grows like an exponential with the exponent pro-42 4 The anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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portional to
√
t. Further quantitative analysis of the eﬀect of expansion on the instability
growth is necessary, since it may turn out that they are irrelevant for heavy-ion collisions
in the case that they grow too slowly to compete with the expansion.
Unstable parton systems under conditions close to those realized in heavy-ion collisions
have recently been studied in [165, 166, 167]. The system was described in terms of the
Color Glass Condensate approach [168] where small x partons of large occupation numbers,
which dominate the wave functions of incoming nuclei, are treated as classical Yang-Mills
ﬁelds. In these simulations the hard modes of the classical ﬁelds play the role of particles.
The instabilities, identiﬁed as the Weibel modes, appear to be generated when the system
of Yang-Mills ﬁelds expands into vacuum.4.4 Discussion of instabilities 43
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5 A model approach to the inclusion of
collisions
Sehr leicht zerstreut der Zufall was er sammelt.
Torquato Tasso. Erster Aufzug. Erster Auftritt. Leonore.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
As pointed out already in Section 4.4, collisions, being responsible for the dissipation, are
needed to drive the system towards equilibrium, even if instabilities speed up isotropization.
All calculations so far have been carried out at leading order in perturbation theory, such
that collisions among the hard particles that enter at higher orders in g could be neglected
when concentrating on collective modes with soft momenta of the order gT. However, in
heavy-ion collision experiments at the RHIC and LHC the couplings expected are of the
order αs ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 and higher order terms will be important. Hence, collisions can not
simply be neglected and their eﬀect on the system’s evolution, particularly on the collective
modes, has to be investigated.
In this chapter we give a ﬁrst quantitative estimate of how the collisions aﬀect the disper-
sion relations of the collective modes and the growth of instabilities in particular. To achieve
this, we introduce a model for the inclusion of collisions based on the Vlasov equations
for QCD combined with a Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK)-type collision term [169].1
We will deal with anisotropic systems with momentum distributions of the kind (4.1), in-
troduced and discussed in Chapter 4. We concentrate on the case in which the direction
of anisotropy is parallel to the wave vector of the regarded collective mode, because in this
case the growth rate of the magnetic instability is maximal (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4) and
analytic expressions for the structure functions can be found.
5.1 Structure functions and dispersion relations
In the eﬀectively Abelian limit, discussed in Section 3.1, the equation of motion holds for
each color channel separately. We now include a BGK-type collision term [169] on the right
hand side of Eq.(3.4), which becomes
V   ∂Xδfi
a(p,X) + gθiV F ν
a (X)∂(p)
ν fi(p) = Ci
a(p,X), (5.1)
with
Ci
a(p,X) = −ν
 
fi
a(p,X) −
Ni
a(X)
Ni
eq
fi
eq(|p|)
 
, (5.2)
1This chapter is based on the work published in [170].46 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions
where fi
a(p,X) = fi(p) + δfi
a(p,X). This term describes how collisions equilibrate the
system within a time proportional to ν−1. We will assume that the collision rate ν is inde-
pendent of momentum and particle species, however, these assumptions are easily relaxed.
Note that these collisions are not color-rotating. The particle numbers are given by
Ni
a(X) =
 
p
fi
a(p,X) , Ni
eq =
 
p
fi
eq(|p|) =
 
p
fi(p). (5.3)
The diﬀerence between the BGK collisional kernel (5.2) and the conventional relaxation-time
approximation (RTA) is the multiplication of the second term in brackets by the ratio of
the density over the equilibrium density. RTA simply takes the diﬀerence of the distribution
function and the equilibrium distribution function implicitly setting this ratio to one. The
advantage of the BGK kernel over an RTA kernel lies in the fact that the number of particles
is instantaneously conserved by the BGK collisional-kernel [171], i.e., that
 
p
Ci
a(p,X) = 0. (5.4)
This simply states that the collisions can only occur if a particle is present and that only the
momentum of the particles will change as a result, not the particle number. This condition
is violated by RTA.
The inclusion of a BGK collisional kernel allows for simulation of the eﬀect of binary
collisions with substantial momentum transfer and is merely an approximation for collisions
between the hard charged particles in a hot quark-gluon plasma. However, it is a reasonable
way to yield a ﬁrst quantitative answer to the question of how collisions among hard particles
aﬀect the collective modes of QCD. The eﬀects of such a collision term on the dispersion
relations in the ultra-relativistic case for an isotropic system were investigated in [172]. For
now the collision rate ν is taken to be a free parameter and we postpone the estimation of
its magnitude to the discussions in Section 5.4.
Using (5.3) we can write
V   ∂Xδfi
a(p,X)+gθiV F ν
a (X)∂(p)
ν fi(p) =
− ν
 
fi(p) + δfi
a(p,X) −
 
1 +
 
p δfi
a(p,X)
Ni
eq
 
fi
eq(|p|)
 
. (5.5)
Solving for δfi
a(p,X) and Fourier-transforming as in (3.5) and (3.6) leads to the result for
the linearized induced current by each particle species i. From Eq.(5.5) we immediately get
(−iω + iv   k + ν)δfi(p,K) = − gθiV F ν(K)∂(p)
ν fi(p)+
+ ν(fi
eq(p) − fi(p)) + ν
fi
eq(p)
Neq
 
p′
δfi(p′,K), (5.6)
where δfi(p,K) and F ν(K) are the Fourier-transforms of δfi(p,X) and F ν(X), respec-
tively. This yields
δfi(p,K) =
−igθiV F ν(K)∂
(p)
ν fi(p) + iν(fi
eq(p) − fi(p)) + iνfi
eq(p)
  
p′ δfi(p′,K)
 
/Neq
ω − v   k + iν
.
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Deﬁning
δfi
0(p,K) =
 
−igθiV F ν(K)∂(p)
ν fi(p) + iν(fi
eq(p) − fi(p))
 
D−1(K,v,ν), (5.8)
with D(K,v,ν) = ω − k   v + iν we can write
δfi(p,K) = δfi
0(p,K) + iνD−1(K,v,ν)
fi
eq(p)
Neq
 
p′
δfi
0(p′,K)
+ iνD−1(K,v,ν)
fi
eq(p)
Neq
iν
Neq
 
p′
fi
eq(p′)D−1(K,v′,ν)
 
p′′
δfi
0(p′′,K)
+ ... (5.9)
Using the shorthand notation
η(K) =
 
p
δfi
0(p,K), (5.10)
and
λ(K,ν) =
iν
Neq
 
p
fi
eq(p)D−1(K,v,ν), (5.11)
we get
δfi(p,K) = δfi
0(p,K) + iνD−1(K,v,ν)
fi
eq(p)
Neq
η(K)
 
1 + λ + λ2 + ...
 
= δfi
0(p,K) + iνD−1(K,v,ν)
fi
eq(p)
Neq
η(K)
1
1 − λ
. (5.12)
Using
J
 i
inda(K) = g
 
p
V  δfi
a(p,K), (5.13)
we ﬁnd the ﬁnal result for the current:
J
 i
inda(K) = g2
 
p
V  ∂
β
(p)fi(p)Mγβ(K,V )D−1(K,v,ν)Aγ
a(K) + gνSi(K,ν)
+ g
iν
Ni
eq
 
p
V  fi
eq(|p|)D−1(K,v,ν)
× g
  
p′
∂
β
(p′)fi(p′)Mγβ(K,V ′)D−1(K,v′,ν)Aγ
a(K) + gνSi(K,ν)
 
W−1
i (K,ν),
(5.14)
with
Mγβ(K,V ) := gγβ(ω − k   v) − VγKβ , (5.15)
D(K,v,ν) := ω + iν − k   v, (5.16)
Si(K,ν) := θi
 
p
V  [fi(p) − fi
eq(|p|)]D−1(K,v,ν), (5.17)48 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions
and
Wi(K,ν) := 1 −
iν
Ni
eq
 
p
fi
eq(|p|)D−1(K,v,ν). (5.18)
The total induced current is given by J
 
inda(K) = 2NcJ
g  
inda(K)+Nf
 
J
q  
inda(K) + J
¯ q  
inda(K)
 
.
It can be simpliﬁed due to the fact that the integrals over fi
eq in Eq. (5.14) are independent
of the particle species:
1
Ni
eq
 
p
fi
eq(|p|)D−1(K,v,ν) =
 
dΩ
4π
D−1(K,v,ν),
1
Ni
eq
 
p
V  fi
eq(|p|)D−1(K,v,ν) =
 
dΩ
4π
V  D−1(K,v,ν), (5.19)
where dΩ = sinθdθdϕ. Assuming equal distributions for quarks and antiquarks, the full
linearized induced current reads
J
 
inda(K) = g2
 
p
V  ∂
β
(p)f(p)Mγβ(K,V )D−1(K,v,ν)Aγ
a + 2NcgνSg(K,ν)
+ g2(iν)
 
dΩ
4π
V  D−1(K,v,ν)
×
 
p′
∂
β
(p′)f(p′)Mγβ(K,V ′)D−1(K,v′,ν)W−1(K,ν)Aγ
a
+ 2Ncg2(iν2)
 
dΩ
4π
V  D−1(K,v,ν)Sg(K,ν)W−1(K,ν), (5.20)
where W(K,ν) = 1 − iν
  dΩ
4πD−1(K,v,ν) and f(p) as in Eq. (3.8). The self energy is
obtained from Eq. (5.20) as in Section 3.1 via
Π
 ν
ab (K) =
δJ
 
inda(K)
δAb
ν(K)
, (5.21)
resulting in
Π
 ν
ab (K) = δabg2
 
p
V  ∂
(p)
β f(p)Mνβ(K,V )D−1(K,v,ν)
+ δabg2(iν)
 
dΩ
4π
V  D−1(K,v,ν)
×
 
p′
∂
(p′)
β f(p′)Mνβ(K,V ′)D−1(K,v′,ν)W−1(K,ν), (5.22)
which is diagonal in color and can be shown to be transverse, i.e., K Π ν = KνΠ ν = 0.
We will from now on omit the color indices of Π ν. The terms in the induced current
involving Sν drive the distribution into an isotropic equilibrium shape. They represent a
parity conserving current and thus create a zero average electromagnetic ﬁeld and therefore
do not contribute to instability growth.
So far in this section, the distribution function f(p) in Eq. (5.22) has not yet been
speciﬁed. We now assume that f(p) is obtained from an isotropic distribution function
by the rescaling of one direction in momentum space using (4.1):
f(p) =
 
1 + ξ fiso
 
p2 + ξ(p   ˆ n)2 
, (5.23)5.1 Structure functions and dispersion relations 49
for an arbitrary isotropic distribution function fiso(|p|). As in Section 4.1 we are able to
perform the radial part of the integrations involving f(p) in Eq.(5.22) by changing variables
to ˜ p2 = p2(1 + ξ(v   ˆ n)2). The result is
Πij(K) = m2
D
 
1 + ξ
 
dΩ
4π
vi vl + ξ(v   ˆ n)nl
(1 + ξ(v   ˆ n)2)2
 
δjl(ω − k   v) + vjkl
 
D−1(K,v,ν)
+ (iν)m2
D
 
1 + ξ
 
dΩ′
4π
(v′)iD−1(K,v′,ν)
×
 
dΩ
4π
vl + ξ(v   ˆ n)nl
(1 + ξ(v   ˆ n)2)2
 
δjl(ω − k   v) + vjkl
 
D−1(K,v,ν)W−1(K,ν), (5.24)
where m2
D is given by Eq.(3.20):
m2
D = −
g2
2π2
  ∞
0
d˜ p ˜ p2dfiso(˜ p2)
d˜ p
. (5.25)
We apply the same tensor decomposition as in the collision free case (see Section 4.1). Since
the growth rate of the ﬁlamentation instability is the largest when the wave vector is parallel
to the direction of the anisotropy, i.e., k   ˆ n, we concentrate on this particular case. Then
k   v = k ˆ n   v = k cosθ, (5.26)
and γ and ˜ n2 = 1 − (k   ˆ n)2 in Eq.(4.9) vanish identically. To determine the poles of the
propagator (4.7), and hence the dispersion relations, we are now left with two separate
equations for the α− and β−mode, respectively:
k2 − ω2 + α = 0,
β − ω2 = 0. (5.27)
Applying the projections (4.4) to the self energy (5.24) we determine α and β. The appearing
integrals can be performed analytically and the ﬁnal results simplify to:
α(ω,k,ξ,ν) =
m2
D
4
√
1 + ξ
k(1 + ξz2)2×
×
 
(k(z2 − 1) − izν)(1 + ξz2) − (z2 − 1)(kz(1 + ξ) − iν)ln
 
z + 1
z − 1
 
−
i
√
ξ
 
zν(1 + (3 + z2(1 − ξ))ξ)
+ik(1 − ξ + z2(1 + ξ(6 + z2(ξ − 1) + ξ)))
 
arctan
 
ξ
 
,
(5.28)
β(ω,k,ξ,ν) =m2
D
 
1 + ξk(kz − iν)2×
×
 
− 2
 
ξ(1 + z2ξ) + (1 + ξ)
 
2z
 
ξ ln
 
z + 1
z − 1
 
+ 2(z2ξ − 1)arctan
 
ξ
  
×
 
2
 
ξ(1 + z2ξ)2k2
 
2k − iν ln
 
z + 1
z − 1
   −1
, (5.29)
where we abbreviate z = (ω + iν)/k.50 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions
5.2 Stable modes
The dispersion relations for all modes are given by the solutions ω(k) of Eqs. (5.27). These
solutions are found numerically for diﬀerent values of the collision rate ν. The results for the
stable transverse (α-) mode are shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 for two anisotropic distributions,
ξ = 1 and ξ = 10, together with the result for the isotropic case (ξ = 0). Note that the ﬁnite
collision rate causes ωα to become complex with a negative imaginary part corresponding
to damping of these types of modes. The eﬀect of collisions on the stable longitudinal
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Figure 5.1: Real part of the dispersion relation for the stable α-mode for an anisotropy
parameter of ξ = {0,1,10} and diﬀerent collision rates in units of mg = mD/
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Figure 5.2: Imaginary part of the dispersion relation for the stable α-mode for an anisotropy
parameter of ξ = {0,1,10} and diﬀerent collision rates in units of mg = mD/
√
3.
(β-) modes is more signiﬁcant. The results are presented in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. We ﬁnd
that for ﬁnite ν the dispersion becomes spacelike (Re(ω) < k) at large k in contrast to the
collisionless case, in which Re(ω) > k always holds. This behavior is responsible for the
fact that the solution vanishes from the physical Riemann sheet above some ﬁnite k. This
occurs precisely when the solution for ωβ reaches the cut between −k and k at −iν.5.2 Stable modes 51
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for ﬁnite ν there is a maximal k beyond which there is no solution. It vanishes when ω
crosses the cut in the complex plane, which extends from −k to +k at −iν (cf. Fig 5.4).
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3. The
solution vanishes, when ω crosses the cut in the complex plane, which extends from −k to
+k at −iν (indicated by the straight dotted line).
It is however possible to ﬁnd solutions on the unphysical Riemann sheets by replacing
the logarithm in the structure function with its usual analytic continuation [142]:
ln
 
z + 1
z − 1
 
= ln
  
   
 
z + 1
z − 1
 
   
 
 
+ i
 
arg
 
z + 1
z − 1
 
+ 2πN
 
, (5.30)
where N speciﬁes the sheet number. The continuation of the solution to the lower Riemann
sheets is shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 for a collision rate of ν = 0.8mg ≈ 0.46mD and diﬀerent
anisotropy parameters ξ. For smaller anisotropies the solution is found to converge to the
light cone in an oscillating manner, while the imaginary part of ω oscillates around ±ν.
Between ξ = 2 and ξ = 3 (for ν ≈ 0.46mD) this behavior changes qualitatively to the one
shown in the case ξ = 10. With increasing k the real part of ω moves away from the light
cone, while the imaginary part drops to large negative values with the solution remaining
on the N = −1 Riemann sheet, such that these modes are strongly damped.52 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions
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5.3 Unstable modes
We now investigate how the inclusion of collisions aﬀects the growth rates of the instabilities,
found for the collisionless case in Section 4.3 and discussed in Section 4.4. Qualitatively
one expects a decrease of the growth rates because the particles, which move perpendicular
to k (the particles moving in the z-direction in Fig. 4.3), can scatter with other particles
and will no longer be trapped in this direction. Other particles can gain a momentum close
to perpendicular to k and form a new contribution to the instability. However, since the
collision term tends to randomize the momentum distribution, the growth of δf and the
magnetic ﬁeld is prevented. In order to describe this eﬀect quantitatively, we solve Eq. (5.27)
for purely imaginary ω and vary the collision rate ν. The solution ω(k) = iΓ(k) gives the
growth rate Γ(k). In the case that ˆ n   k solutions like that only exist for the transverse
(α-) mode. The one with Γ > 0 corresponds to the ﬁlamentation instability. Results for
diﬀerent values of the collision rate ν are shown in Fig. 5.7 for ξ = 1 and in Fig. 5.8 for5.3 Unstable modes 53
ξ = 10. The qualitatively expected eﬀect is nicely reproduced. The growth rate decreases
with an increasing collision rate as does the maximal wave number for an unstable mode.
One can see that in the case where ξ = 1 already for ν being around 20% of the Debye
mass, growth has completely turned into damping and no instability can evolve. For ξ = 10
the collision rate ν has to be slightly larger than 30% of the Debye mass in order to prevent
growth of a collective mode.
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Figure 5.7: Dependence of the growth rate Γ of the unstable transverse (α−) mode on the
collision rate ν, for an anisotropy parameter ξ = 1.
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Figure 5.8: Dependence of the growth rate Γ of the unstable transverse (α−) mode on the
collision rate ν, for an anisotropy parameter ξ = 10.
In order to ﬁnd the wave number kmax(ξ,ν) at which the unstable mode spectrum termi-54 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions
nates, we take the limit ω → 0 to obtain
m2
α = lim
ω→0
α = −
m2
D
8
ik
√
1 + ξ
√
ξ(k2 − ν2ξ)2×
×
 
− 2ik
 
ξ(k2 − ν2ξ) − 2ν(k2 + ν2)ξ3/2 ln
 
1 −
2k
k − iν
 
−2ik
 
k2(ξ − 1) + ν2ξ(ξ + 3)
 
arctan(
 
ξ)
 
. (5.31)
One of the solutions to the equation
k2 + m2
α = 0, (5.32)
which is just the limit ω → 0 of the ﬁrst of the Eqs. (5.27), is kmax. Results for diﬀerent
ξ and ν are shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. We ﬁnd that for a given anisotropy parameter ξ,
there exists a critical collision rate, above which instabilities can not occur. This is also true
for the limit ξ → ∞, as we will show in the following. Taking ξ → ∞, Eq. (5.31) becomes
m2
α(ξ → ∞) = −
π
8
m2
D
k2
ν2 , (5.33)
which together with Eq. (5.32) gives
k2(ν2 −
π
8
m2
D) = 0. (5.34)
Apart from the result k = 0, this is solved by
νmax(ξ → ∞) =
 
π
8
mD ≈ 0.6267mD = Γmax(ξ → ∞), (5.35)
the critical collision rate, above which even in the extremely anisotropic limit ξ = ∞ no
instability can occur.
This is also visible in the plot of the growth rate Γξ→∞, shown in Fig. 5.11. For ν =
νmax(ξ → ∞) the growth rate becomes zero for all k, and for larger ν only damping occurs. In
this case (ξ = ∞) the value of the maximal collision rate equals that of the maximal growth
rate in the collisionless limit. This simply means that the instability vanishes completely at
the point where the collisions damp at the same rate at which the instability grows. Note
however that this relation is more complicated in general as shown in Fig. 5.12, where the
dependence of the maximal growth rate on the collision rate is plotted. In order to make
the instability vanish completely for any ξ < ∞, a collision rate larger than the maximal
growth rate of the instability in the collisionless limit is needed.
5.4 Discussions
So far the collisional frequency ν has been taken to be arbitrary. Because the inclusion
of a BGK collisional term is a phenomenological model for the equilibration of a system
and cannot be derived from ﬁrst principles this makes it diﬃcult to ﬁx the magnitude of
ν. However, since as treated here the underlying framework of Boltzmann-Vlasov is5.4 Discussions 55
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implicitly perturbative, we can attempt to ﬁx ν perturbatively. However, even this is non-
trivial since within non-Abelian theories there are at least two possible collisional frequencies
to be considered [173, 174, 59, 175, 176]: (1) the frequency for hard-hard scatterings which
is parametrically νhard ∼ α2
s logα−1
s and (2) the frequency for hard-soft scattering which is
parametrically νsoft ∼ αs logα−1
s .
The hard-hard scatterings correspond to interactions which change the momentum of a
hard particle by O(phard) and therefore represent truly momentum-space isotropizing inter-
actions. On the other hand the hard-soft scatterings correspond to changes in momentum
which are order O(gphard). These small angle scatterings occur rather frequently and it
turns out that after traversing one hard scattering mean free path, λhard ∼ ν−1
hard, the typ-
ical deﬂection of the particle is also O(1).2 The physics of small-angle scattering by the
soft-background is precisely what is captured by the hard-loop treatment. However, the
hard-loop framework does not explicitly take into account that νsoft is also the frequency
at which there are color-rotating interactions of the hard particles themselves. One would
expect that color-rotation of the hard particles to have a larger eﬀect on the growth of
instabilities than the momentum-space isotropization via hard-hard scattering. That being
said, the form of the BGK scattering kernel does not mix color channels and in that sense
cannot be used to describe the physics of color-rotation of the hard particles. For this rea-
son one is lead to the conclusion that when using the BGK kernel the appropriate damping
rate is ν ∼ νhard ∼ α2
s logα−1
s . This conclusion for the parametric dependence of ν is also
supported by looking at the leading order result for the shear viscosity [177].
Even with this conclusion it is hard to say anything quantitative about ν since the over-
all coeﬃcient and the coeﬃcient in the logarithm are not speciﬁed by such a parametric
relation. One could hope that previous calculations contained in [177] of parton interac-
tion rates could be of some use. Unfortunately, for a purely gluonic plasma it was found
2This, in the end, is the source of the logarithm in νhard above.56 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of the growth rate Γ of the unstable transverse (α−) mode on the
collision rate ν, for the extremely anisotropic limit ξ = ∞.
ν = 5.2α2
sT log(0.25α−1
s ), which clearly cannot be trusted for the values of αs which are
relevant for heavy-ion collisions (αs ∼ 0.2 − 0.4) since ν becomes negative for large αs.
We note here that the negativity of this result at large couplings most likely stems from
the strict perturbative expansion of the integrals involved failing when the hard and soft
scales become comparable in magnitude. Similar erroneous negative values also occur in the
perturbative expressions for heavy-quark collisional energy loss [178] when extrapolated to
large coupling. A corrected calculational method which yields positive-deﬁnite results for
the heavy-quark energy loss was detailed in Refs. [179, 180].
Ideally, one would revisit the calculation of the interaction rate and improve upon the
techniques used where necessary. Short of such a calculation one cannot say with certainty
what the numerical value of ν should be and the best we can do is to play “games”. For
instance, one could insert a one into the logarithm appearing in ν similar to what other
authors have done [87] to obtain ν ∼ 5.2α2
sT log(1 + 0.25α−1
s ) ∼ 0.1 − 0.2mD for αs =
0.2 − 0.4. Using this admittedly specious expression for large-coupling one can expand
and obtain limαs→∞ ν/mD ∼ 0.37α
1/2
s . Note that in the case Nf = 2 both ν and mD
increase; however, the ratio of these two scales is still in the range quoted for Nf = 0. The
range, ν = 0.1 − 0.2mD, places us well below the threshold needed to turn oﬀ instabilities
in the case of extremely anisotropic distribution functions but does imply (see Fig. 5.12)
that for moderately small anisotropies, ξ ∼ 1, and large coupling that it is possible for
collisional damping to eliminate the unstable modes from the spectrum completely. Of
course, in the limit of asymptotically small couplings the ratio ν/mD approaches zero and
the collisionless results hold to very good approximation. In the opposite limit of strong
coupling the estimates here are at best guesswork and it is indeed possible that the ratio
ν/mD is larger than the range we have quoted. For example, the recent work of Peshier
[181, 182] implies that ν/mD could be as large as 0.5; however, this number results from a ﬁt
of a model assumption to lattice data and is not directly comparable to the collisional widths
considered here since in their description the gluon width was assumed to be parametrically5.4 Discussions 57
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Figure 5.12: The maximal growth rate of the instability as a function of the collision rate
ν.
given by νsoft.
Additionally, we have to mention the caveat that all the estimates above rely on full
equilibrium thermal ﬁeld theory calculations. For the very initial state of the matter created
in an ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collision the system is clearly not in equilibrium and it is
not clear how this estimate will change as a result. However, it is of crucial importance to
attempt to estimate the scattering rate in a non-equilibrium setting.58 5 A model approach to the inclusion of collisions59
6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including
collisions
Willst du dich am Ganzen erquicken,
so mußt du das Ganze im Kleinsten erblicken.
Gott, Gem¨ ut und Welt.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
In this chapter we introduce the real time lattice calculations that we use to simulate cou-
pled particle-ﬁeld evolution in classical SU(N) gauge theories. Because occupation numbers
are large in the infrared, the classical ﬁeld approximation becomes reasonable. The physics
is non-perturbative but in an essentially classical way, which gives us hope that analysis
of the analogous classical ﬁeld theory at ﬁnite temperature can help understand at leading
order the quantum system of interest. We derive the Wong-Yang-Mills equations and
prove their equivalence to the unlinearized Vlasov equation for a microscopic distribu-
tion function. Then we describe the update algorithm used to solve the coupled system of
Wong-Yang-Mills equations with emphasis on the numerical method of current smearing.
Finally we introduce a new component to the simulation, elastic binary particle collisions
with large momentum exchange, i.e., momentum exchange larger than that mediated by the
ﬁelds. For an isotropic plasma we show that in this scheme particle momentum diﬀusion
is independent of the lattice spacing a, if we adjust initial energy densities of ﬁelds and
particles appropriately. The numerical implementation is based on a code developed by
Krasnitz and Nara and previously used in [183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 66, 162].
6.1 The Wong equations
The classical transport theory for non-Abelian plasmas has been established by Heinz and
Elze [189, 122, 190, 109]. We have given a particular derivation of the Vlasov equations
in Chapter 2 based on the approach by Blaizot and Iancu [110, 111]. In this section
we will derive the Wong equations [191] (see also [192, 193]) and show their equivalence
to the previously derived Vlasov equation in its non-linearized form in Section 6.2. For
the numerical simulation with test particles the Wong equations, together with the Yang-
Mills equation for the soft gluon ﬁelds, are the natural choice because they describe the
evolution of a microscopic system of individual particles. Let us start with the classical
equations of motion in electrodynamics. The Wong equations are then just the extension
to chromodynamics. Ignoring the dynamical eﬀects of the spin of the particles, as they are
typically small, in electrodynamics we have for particle i:
˙ xi(t) = vi(t), (6.1)60 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
i.e., the change of position of particle i is given by its velocity vi(t). The change of the
particle’s momentum is given by the Lorentz force
˙ pi(t) = FLorentz = e(E(t) + vi(t) × B(t)) , (6.2)
where e is the electric charge of the particle, and E and B are the electric and magnetic
ﬁeld, respectively. If the particle has a non-Abelian SU(N) color charge qa, with a =
1,2,...,N2 − 1, then the term corresponding to the Lorentz force term is given by
˙ pi(t) = gqa
i (t)(Ea(t) + vi(t) × Ba(t)) . (6.3)
As already indicated in Eq. (6.3), qa
i is now a time dependent quantity because the color
vector   qi
1 may be rotated in color space by the color-electric and color-magnetic ﬁelds   E
and   B. Hence we need to ﬁnd another equation of motion describing the time evolution of
  qi(t). Using that the charge and current densities generated by a particle with color charge
  qi are given by
  ρ(t) = g  qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)), (6.4)
  J(t) = g  qi(t)vi(t)δ(x − xi(t)), (6.5)
we can write
˙   ρ =
d
dt
(g  qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)))
= g ˙   qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)) + g  qi(t)˙ xi(t)
∂δ(x − xi(t))
∂xi(t)
= g ˙   qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)) + g  qi(t)vi(t)
 
−
∂δ(x − xi(t))
∂x
 
= g ˙   qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)) − ∇    J, (6.6)
where we used Eqs. (6.1) and (6.5). Equation (6.6) can be written as
g ˙   qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)) = ˙   ρ + ∇    J = ∂    J  , (6.7)
with the four-current   J = (  ρ,  J). For a non-Abelian theory Gauss’ law reads
  D    J  = 0, (6.8)
with the covariant derivative   D  = ∂  + ig[  A , ]. Hence
g ˙   qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)) = ∂    J  =   D    J  − ig[  A ,   J ]. (6.9)
Again using the deﬁnition (6.5), we can write
g ˙   qi(t)δ(x − xi(t)) = −ig[  A (t),gv
 
i (t)  qiδ(x − xi(t))]
˙   qi(t) = −igv
 
i (t)[  A ,  qi(t)]. (6.10)
1Note that we denote color vectors by   , while spatial three-vectors are always represented by bold characters
to avoid confusion between the two.6.2 The relation between the Wong and the Vlasov equations 61
Equation (6.10) completes Wong’s equations. It describes the time evolution of the color
charge   qi(t), as it is rotated by the ﬁelds. From now on we will drop the explicit indication
of color vectors    . The Wong equations are coupled self consistently to the Yang-Mills
equation for the soft gluon ﬁelds
D F ν = Jν = g
 
i
qivν
i δ(x − xi(t)), (6.11)
with the current that is generated by all particles. Let us once more write down the Wong
equations, this time as one set:
˙ xi(t) = vi(t), (6.12)
˙ pi(t) = gqa
i (t)(Ea(t) + vi(t) × Ba(t)) , (6.13)
˙ qi(t) = −igv
 
i (t)[A (t),qi(t)]. (6.14)
6.2 The relation between the Wong and the Vlasov equations
In this section we show that the Wong equations are equivalent to the non-linearized
Vlasov equation for a microscopic system of individual particles. To do so let us ﬁrst
recall the Vlasov equation (2.74), derived in Section 2.3, and rewrite it in a form that is
also often used in the literature (e.g. [189] or [112]), using the color charge q as a variable.
Using the covariant derivative D  = ∂  + ig[A , ]2, we can expand Eq.(2.74) to read
V  ∂ ng(P,X,q) + igV  [A (X),ng(P,X,q)] + gV  F ν∂ν
(p)ng(P,X,q) = 0. (6.15)
Since the distribution function ng is linear in the color charge, we can write ng = f =
faqa ≡
 
a faqa, with fa the components of f in a certain color ’direction’. From now on
f shall be the complete gluon distribution function. Note that for the components of the
color vector q it holds that qa ∼ Ta up to normalization. With that and after multiplication
with |p| we have
P ∂ f(P,X,q) + igP Ab
 (X)fa(P,X,q)[qb,qa] + gP qaFa
 ν∂ν
(p)f(P,X,q) = 0
⇔ P 
 
∂  + gqaFa
 ν∂ν
(p) + gfabcAb
 (X)qc∂qa
 
f(P,X,q) = 0, (6.16)
where we used that [qb,qa] = ifbacqc = −ifabcqc and ∂qaf = fa. This form of the Vlasov
equation can now be easily compared to the Wong equations derived in Section 6.1. We
shall do this by using the Wong equations together with the collisionless equation of motion
for the single particle distribution function f(t,x,p,q) :
d
dt
f(t,x,p,q) = 0, (6.17)
and by replacing the continuous f by a large number of test particles [194]
f(x,p,q) =
1
Ntest
 
i
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t)). (6.18)
2Note that the signs in front of the force term and the color rotation term in the Vlasov equation will
depend on the choice of the sign in this deﬁnition - this leads to diﬀerent sign conventions in e.g. [189]
and [112] and this work.62 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
With this distribution function Eq.(6.17) becomes
d
dt
f(x,p,q) =
1
Ntest
 
i
dx
dt
d
dx
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+
dp
dt
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3 d
dp
δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+
dq
dt
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))
d
dq
δN2−1(q − qi(t)) = 0
⇔ −
1
Ntest
 
i
dxi(t)
dt
d
dxi
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+
dpi(t)
dt
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3 d
dpi
δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+
dqi(t)
dt
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))
d
dqi
δN2−1(q − qi(t)) = 0.
Now we use the Wong equations (6.12)-(6.14) to write
1
Ntest
 
i
(−vi(t))
d
dxi
δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+ (−gqa
i (t)(Ea(t) + vi(t) × Ba(t)))δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3 d
dpi
δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+ (igv
 
i (t)[A (t),qi(t)])δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))
d
dqi
δN2−1(q − qi(t)) = 0. (6.19)
For every i we have
V
 
i ∂ δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+ gqa
i V
 
i Fa
 ν∂ν
(p)δ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t))
+ gV
 
i fabcAb
 qc
iδ3(x − xi(t))(2π)3δ3(p − pi(t))δN2−1(q − qi(t)) = 0, (6.20)
where we used that v ∇x = V  ∂  because ∂tf(x,p,q) = 0 for the ﬁrst part, −gqa
i (t)(Ea(t)+
vi(t) × Ba(t))∇p = gqa
i (Fa
0k + v
j
iFa
jk)∂k
(p) = gqa
i V  Fa
 ν∂ν
(p), because ∂0
(p)f(x,p,q) = 0 in the
second part, and igV
 
i [A ,qi] = −gV
 
i fbacAb
 qc
i = gv
 
i fabcAb
 qc
i in the last component. Note
that the derivatives are written with respect to the variables x, p and q now instead of xi,
pi and qi, which is possible due to the δ-functions and just introduces an overall minus sign,
which does not matter. The δ-functions also allow the replacement of V
 
i with V   and qi
with q in every summand and we can use this to rewrite Eq.(6.19) to read
P 
 
∂  + gqaFa
 ν∂ν
(p) + gfabcAb
 (X)qc∂qa
 
f(x,p,q) = 0, (6.21)
which is just the Vlasov equation (6.16) for the distribution function f(x,p,q).
6.3 Numerical methods for solving the Wong-Yang-Mills system
In this section we introduce numerical methods for solving the classical ﬁeld equations
coupled to particles and discuss the implementation of the most important parts of the
calculation.6.3 Numerical methods for solving the Wong-Yang-Mills system 63
6.3.1 Lattice simulation
The time evolution of the Yang-Mills ﬁeld is determined by the standard Hamiltonian
method in A0 = 0 gauge [195, 196, 197]. The temporal gauge is particularly useful because
it allows for a simple identiﬁcation of the canonical momentum as the electric ﬁeld
Ea = − ˙ Aa . (6.22)
In addition, time-like link variabes U, deﬁned below, become simple identity matrices.
The lattice Hamiltonian, which we derive in Appendix D, is given by
HL =
1
2
 
i
Ea2
Li +
1
2
 
￿
(Nc − ReTrU￿) +
1
NtestL
 
j
|pLj|, (6.23)
here including the particle contribution 1/Ntest L
 
j |pLj|. The plaquette is deﬁned by
U￿ = Ux,y(i) = Ux(i)Uy(i + ˆ x)U†
x(i + ˆ y)U†
y(i), (6.24)
with the link variable
U (i) = eiagAµ(i) . (6.25)
The shifts ˆ x and ˆ y are one lattice spacing in length and directed into the x- or y- direction,
respectively. Please refer to Appendix D for more details. We only point out here that
we set τa = σa, the Pauli matrices, without the usual factor of 1/2, i.e., the commutation
relation reads [τa,τb] = 2δab. Another factor of 1/2 is absorbed into the A-ﬁeld, which has
to be taken into account when calculating the physical ﬁelds E and B from it.
Eq. (6.23) is given in lattice units, which are chosen such that all lattice variables are
dimensionless:
Ea
L =
ga2
2
Ea , Ba
L =
ga2
2
Ba , pL =
a
4
p, Qa
L =
1
2
qa , NtestL =
1
g2Ntest , (6.26)
with the lattice spacing a. HL is hence related to the physical Hamiltonian by H =
4/(g2a)HL (also see Appendix D). To convert lattice variables to physical units we will
ﬁx the lattice length L in fm, which will then determine the physical scale for a. All other
dimensionful quantities can then be determined by using Eqs. (6.26). The Hamiltonian
(6.23) determines the energy density of the system and allows to determine the equations
of motion for the ﬁelds, e.g.,
d
dt
EL = {EL,HL} , (6.27)
with the anti-commutator { , }.
Our lattice has periodic boundary conditions.
6.3.2 Coordinate and current update
In the simulation we keep track of every particle’s position xi(t), momentum pi(t) and
charge qi(t). Knowing the i-th particle’s momentum, its coordinate is updated according to
Eq. (6.12) for a time step of length ∆t:
xi(t + ∆t) = xi(t) + vi(t + ∆t/2)∆t, (6.28)64 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
where vi = pi/Ei, and Ei = |pi|. Note that the velocity is deﬁned at time t + ∆t/2,
i.e., in the middle between the initial and ﬁnal time (t and t + ∆t). Correspondingly, the
momentum update will provide pi at time t + ∆t/2.
The update of the current is more involved. We employ smoothed currents as it is common
for particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations in Abelian plasma physics [198, 199] in order to avoid
numerical noise. Let us explain the method for a two-dimensional Abelian system ﬁrst. Let
us consider an Abelian charge q moving from (xt,yt) to (xt+∆t,yt+∆t) and deﬁne:
x0 ≡ xt , x1 ≡ xt+∆t = xt + vt+∆t/2
x ∆t, (6.29)
y0 ≡ yt , y1 ≡ yt+∆t = yt + vt+∆t/2
y ∆t, (6.30)
and
ix0 ≡ ﬂoor(x0), ix1 ≡ ﬂoor(x1), (6.31)
iy0 ≡ ﬂoor(y0), iy1 ≡ ﬂoor(y1), (6.32)
where the i’s are the largest integer values not greater than x or y, respectively. They
indicate the cell, the particle is located in. We assume that a particle does not move further
than one grid spacing ∆x or ∆y (or a) in one time step ∆t, i.e., vx∆t < ∆x etc. Let us
ﬁrst consider the case when a particle remains in the same cell during one time step. The
charge density at a site (i,j) is obtained by smearing
ρ(i,j) =
N  
n=1
qnSi(xn)Sj(yn), (6.33)
where the sum runs over all N particles within the cell and S is a form factor. We use the
ﬁrst-order shape factor deﬁned by
Si(x) :=
 
1 − |x − ix| for |x − ix| ≤ 1
0 for |x − ix| > 1
(6.34)
For a single particle with charge q and coordinates (x,y) and ˜ x = x−ix, ˜ y = y−iy, we have
ρ(ix,iy) = q(1 − ˜ x)(1 − ˜ y),
ρ(ix + 1,iy) = q˜ x(1 − ˜ y),
ρ(ix,iy + 1) = q(1 − ˜ x)˜ y ,
ρ(ix + 1,iy + 1) = q˜ x˜ y . (6.35)
A charge ﬂux can be computed from the start point (x0,y0) and end point (x1,y1) of the
particle movement. Using the procedure described by Eastwood [200],we can do this
ensuring charge conservation of the assigned current densities. Let us deﬁne
Jx(ix0 +
1
2
,iy0) ≡ Jx(ix0,iy0) = Fx(1 − Wy), (6.36)
Jx(ix0 +
1
2
,iy0 + 1) ≡ Jx(ix0,iy0 + 1) = FxWy , (6.37)
Jy(ix0,iy0 +
1
2
) ≡ Jy(ix0,iy0) = Fy(1 − Wx), (6.38)
Jy(ix0 + 1,iy0 +
1
2
) ≡ Jx(ix0 + 1,iy0) = FyWx , (6.39)6.3 Numerical methods for solving the Wong-Yang-Mills system 65
where Fx and Fy represent the charge ﬂux given by
Fx = q
x1 − x0
∆t
, Fy = q
y1 − y0
∆t
(Abelian charge here for simplicity), (6.40)
and W represents the ﬁrst-order shape-factor corresponding to the linear weighting function
deﬁned at the midpoint between the start point and the end point:
Wx =
x1 + x0
2
− ix0 , Wy =
y1 + y0
2
− iy0 . (6.41)
Note that the currents are deﬁned not at the lattice sites themselves but halfway between
two grid points as indicated in Eqs. (6.36)-(6.39). We shall however omit the 1/2 in all
expressions for clarity as already done in Eqs. (6.36)-(6.39). The meaning of the deﬁnitions
(6.36) through (6.41) is best explained in a graphical way as done in Fig. 6.1. One can
see that the larger the part of the smeared charge that moves across a cell boundary of the
reciprocal lattice that is closest to the point where the current is deﬁned, the larger the
contribution to this current.
y J(i+1,j) y J(i,j)
Wx 1− Wx
(i,j) (i+1,j)
(i,j+1) (i+1,j+1)
Figure 6.1: The Eastwood method for calculating the current with charge conservation. It
is shown how the smeared particle charge moves across the reciprocal (dashed) lattice and
in the process produces a current proportional to Wx or 1 − Wx respectively. The created
currents in the x-direction are not shown for clarity.
One can easily see that the lattice continuity equation
Jx(i,j) − Jx(i − 1,j) + Jy(i,j) − Jy(i,j − 1) =
ρt(i,j) − ρt+∆t(i,j)
∆t
, (6.42)66 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
is in fact fulﬁlled for this procedure. Let us check it for the site (ix + 1,iy + 1), considering
a single particle moving within cell (ix,iy) from (x0,y0) to (x1,y1) during the time ∆t. The
total current into and out of cell (ix + 1,iy + 1) is
Jx(ix + 1,iy + 1) − Jx(ix,iy + 1) + Jy(ix + 1,iy + 1) − Jy(ix + 1,iy), (6.43)
however, our single particle contributes only to Jx(ix,iy + 1) and Jy(ix + 1,iy), such that
we have
−Jx(ix,iy + 1) − Jy(ix + 1,iy) = −FxWy − FyWx
= −
q
∆t
(x1 − x0)
 
y1 + y0
2
− iy
 
−
q
∆t
(y1 − y0)
 
x1 + x0
2
− ix
 
= −
q
∆t
(˜ x1 − ˜ x0)
 
˜ y1 + ˜ y0
2
 
−
q
∆t
(˜ y1 − ˜ y0)
 
˜ x1 + ˜ x0
2
 
=
q
∆t
(˜ x1˜ y1 − ˜ x2˜ y2)
=
ρt(ix + 1,iy + 1) − ρt+∆t(ix + 1,iy + 1)
∆t
. (6.44)
Now let us consider the case that the particle crosses cell meshes. To implement that case
we decompose the particle movement with a special assignment pattern as shown in Figs.
6.2 and 6.3, the so called zigzag scheme [201]. If the mesh is crossed in both directions,
the particle moves to the lattice site ﬁrst and in a second step to the ﬁnal position in the
new cell (see Fig. 6.2). If only one mesh is crossed, the particle will ﬁrst move to the
boundary it crosses. The second coordinate (of the intermediate point on the mesh) is
taken to be the middle point between the initial and ﬁnal coordinate in the direction in
that no crossing happens (see Fig. 6.3). From there the particle moves to the ﬁnal position
in the second step. If the particle stays in the same cell within one time step, the above
procedure is not necessary - however, we formally assume that the movement of the particle
is described in two steps as well. That is, in the ﬁrst step, the particle moves from (x0,y0)
to ((x0 +x1)/2,(y0 +y1)/2), and in the second step it moves from ((x0 +x1)/2,(y0 +y1)/2)
to (x1,y1) during the time from t to t + ∆t.
Combining all cases, we can deﬁne
xr :=
  x0+x1
2 for ix0 = ix1
max(ix0,ix1) for ix0  = ix1
(6.45)
and the analogue for the other directions.
By using (xr,yr) (in 2D), a charge ﬂux q(vx,vy) is decomposed into (Fx0,Fy0) and (Fx1,Fy1)
as follows:
Fx0 = q
xr − x0
∆t
, Fy0 = q
yr − y0
∆t
,
Fx1 = q
x1 − xr
∆t
= qvx − Fx0 , Fy1 = q
y1 − yr
∆t
= qvy − Fy0 . (6.46)6.3 Numerical methods for solving the Wong-Yang-Mills system 67
i  +1 x0 i  x1
i  +1 y0 iy1
a
a
Figure 6.2: Particle trajectory of the two-dimensional zigzag scheme for ix0  = ix1 and
iy0  = iy1. One particle moves from (x0,y0) to (ix0 + 1,iy0 + 1) = (ix1,iy1) and another
particle moves from (ix1,iy1) to (x1,y1) during the time from t to t + ∆t. The solid arrows
represent particle trajectories. The thin solid lines represent cell meshes.
i  +1 x0
i  +1 y0 i  +1 y1
iy1 iy0
i  x1 a
a
Figure 6.3: Particle trajectory of the two dimensional zigzag scheme for ix0  = ix1 and
iy0 = iy1. One particle moves from (x0,y0) to (ix0 +1,(y1 +y0)/2) = (ix1,(y1 +y0)/2), and
another particle moves from (ix1,(y1 + y0)/2) to (x1,y1) during the time from t to t + ∆t.
Here ix0 + 1 = ix1. The solid arrow represents particle trajectories. The thin solid lines
represent cell meshes. Same holds for interchanging x and y.
Now we shall calculate the charge ﬂux at each grid point. Therefore, we apply the shape
factors (W) deﬁned at the midpoints between (x0,y0) and (xr,yr), and (xr,yr) and (x1,y1),
respectively, to assign the segments (Fx0,Fy0) and (Fx1,Fy1) to the adjacent grid points.
The particles exist at the midpoints at time t + ∆t/2 and the ﬁrst order shape-factors at
the midpoints are deﬁned by
Wx0 =
x0 + xr
2
− ix0 , Wy0 =
y0 + yr
2
− iy0 ,
Wx1 =
xr + x1
2
− ix1 , Wy1 =
yr + y1
2
− iy1 , (6.47)
Then the segments of the charge ﬂux assigned to the 8 grid points are obtained by the68 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
following procedure:
Jx(ix0,iy0) = Fx0(1 − Wy0), Jx(ix0,iy0 + 1) = Fx0Wy0 ,
Jy(ix0,iy0) = Fy0(1 − Wx0), Jy(ix0 + 1,iy0) = Fy0Wx0 ,
Jx(ix1,iy1) = Fx1(1 − Wy1), Jx(ix1,iy1 + 1) = Fx1Wy1 ,
Jy(ix1,iy1) = Fy1(1 − Wx1), Jy(ix1 + 1,iy1) = Fy1Wx1 . (6.48)
The procedure described above can be directly generalized to three dimensions. It is
worth mentioning that in three dimension we have four possible cases, i.e., that the particle
remains in the same cell within one time step, that it crosses a cell boundary in one direction,
crosses in two directions, or crosses in all three directions. Fig. 6.4 summarizes all these
possibilities and describes how the calculation is done.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.4: Particle trajectories for the 3D zigzag scheme. The solid arrows represent particle
trajectories. The thick solid lines represent cell meshes. (a) For ix0  = ix1 and iy0  = iy1 and
iz0  = iz1, the particle moves in the ﬁrst step from (x0,y0,z0) to (ix0 + 1,iy0 + 1,iz0 + 1) =
(ix1,iy1,iz1), and in the next step from there to (x1,y1,z1) (both steps within the time from
t to t+∆t). (b) For ix0  = ix1 and iy0  = iy1 and iz0 = iz1, the particle moves from (x0,y0,z0)
to (ix0+1,iy0+1, z0+z1
2 ) and then to (x1,y1,z1). (c) For ix0  = ix1 and iy0 = iy1 and iz0 = iz1,
the particle moves from (x0,y0,z0) to (ix0 +1,
y0+y1
2 , z0+z1
2 ) and then to (x1,y1,z1). (d) For
ix0 = ix1 and iy0 = iy1 and iz0 = iz1 the particle moves from (x0,y0,z0) to (x1,y1,z1) via
(x0+x1
2 ,
y0+y1
2 , z0+z1
2 ).
Let us now extend the PIC method with current smearing to the case of a non-Abelian
plasma, i.e., let us introduce color and call the method CPIC, colored-particle-in-cell. Again6.3 Numerical methods for solving the Wong-Yang-Mills system 69
we consider two dimensions in this discussion for clarity. The currents are now deﬁned by
Jx(ix,iy) = Q
x1 − x0
∆t
(1 − Wy), Jx(ix,iy + 1) = Qy
x1 − x0
∆t
Wy, (6.49)
Jy(ix,iy) = Q
y1 − y0
∆t
(1 − Wx), Jy(ix + 1,iy) = Qx
y1 − y0
∆t
Wx, (6.50)
with the W as above. We have to use the parallel transported charges 3
Qx ≡ U†
x(ix,iy)QUx(ix,iy), Qy ≡ U†
y(ix,iy)QUy(ix,iy), (6.51)
in order to fulﬁll the lattice covariant continuity equation
˙ ρ(ix,iy) =U†
x(ix − 1,iy)Jx(ix − 1,iy)Ux(ix − 1,iy) − Jx(ix,iy)
+ U†
y(ix,iy − 1)Jy(ix,iy − 1)Uy(ix,iy − 1) − Jy(ix,iy). (6.52)
The link variable U  was deﬁned in (6.25). For a single particle moving within cell (ix,iy),
the continuity equation at the adjacent sites reads
˙ ρ(ix,iy) = −Jx(ix,iy) − Jy(ix,iy), (6.53)
˙ ρ(ix + 1,iy) = U†
x(ix,iy)Jx(ix,iy)Ux(ix,iy) − Jy(ix + 1,iy), (6.54)
˙ ρ(ix,iy + 1) = U†
y(ix,iy)Jy(ix,iy)Uy(ix,iy) − Jx(ix,iy + 1). (6.55)
This is easiest to understand if you consider the charge density ρ(ix,iy) as that within one
reciprocal lattice cell around the cite (ix,iy) and the currents as those created by a moving
charge in the actual lattice cell (ix,iy) that inﬂuence that charge density. See also Fig. 6.1
to get a better idea.
Eqs. (6.53), (6.54), (6.55) are consistent with the following deﬁnitions of the charge den-
sities
ρ(ix,iy) = Q(1 − ˜ x)(1 − ˜ y), (6.56)
ρ(ix,iy + 1) = Qy(1 − ˜ x)˜ y , (6.57)
ρ(ix + 1,iy) = Qx˜ x(1 − ˜ y). (6.58)
However, since a particle’s color charge depends on its path, so does ρ(ix +1,iy +1) and we
are not able to calculate it from the charge distribution itself. Rather, we directly employ
covariant current conservation to determine the increment of charge at site (ix + 1,iy + 1)
within the time-step. This way, we can satisfy Gauss’s law in the non-Abelian case.
We also have to check that Tr(Q2) is conserved by this smearing method. This is true
when the lattice spacing a is small, as the total charge of a particle is given by
Q0 = Q(1 − x)(1 − y) + Qxx(1 − y) + Qy(1 − x)y + [apQxy + (1 − ap)Qyx]xy , (6.59)
where the ap depend on the path of a particle and Qxy = U
†
x(i,j + 1)QyUx(i,j + 1), Qyx =
U
†
y(i + 1,j)QxUy(i + 1,j). If we require that Tr(Q2
0) be constant, then the cross terms, for
example Tr(QQx), have to vanish. This is true when a is small, because Tr(Q[A,Q]) = 0:
Tr(QQx) = Tr(Q(Q + iga[Ax,Q] + O(a2))) = Tr(Q2) + O(a2). (6.60)
3We omit the term [Az,Jz] here, because this term does not appear in 3D and it does not matter in this
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6.3.3 The ﬁeld updates
The electric ﬁelds E live on the links between the lattice sites and so do the U-ﬁelds. The
B-ﬁelds, which can be calculated from the plaquettes according to
U￿ = Uxy = exp(ia2gFxy) = exp(ia2g(−Bz)) ≈ 1 − ia2gBa
zσa , (6.61)
and analogously for the other two directions, are hence deﬁned within the area enclosed by
the plaquette. The time derivative of
U(i) = eiagA(i) , (6.62)
depends on whether we use a left or right covariant derivative. We will stick to the pre-
scription, where ˙ A(i) stands on the left:
˙ U(i) = iag ˙ A(i)U(i)
⇔ ˙ U(i) = −iagE(i)U(i). (6.63)
So the update of the U-ﬁelds is determined by the (color-) electric ﬁeld. On the lattice, the
electric ﬁeld is updated using the following expression for ˙ E:
˙ Ej = −
i
2a3g
 
i
 
Uij(x) − U
†
i (x − i)Uij(x − i)Ui(x − i)
 
− Jj , (6.64)
where J is the current calculated in the previous subsection, i and j run over the directions
x, y and z and the τa are the Pauli matrices σa. Also note that (x − i) means that
from position x, we move one lattice spacing in the −i direction. Let us show that in the
continuum limit this becomes the usual expression
˙ Ej = DiFij − Jj = ∂iFij + ig[Ai,Fij] − Jj . (6.65)
Inserting the continuum limits for the plaquettes (see Eq.(D.39)) and the deﬁnitions for the
link variables, Eq.(6.64) becomes
˙ Ej = −
i
2a3g
 
i
 
eia2gF ij(x) − e−iagAi(x−i)eia2gF ij(x−i)eiagAi(x−i)
 
− Jj
= −
i
2a3g
 
i
 
eia2gF ij(x) − e−iagAi(x−i)+ia2gF ij(x−i)+
a3g2
2 [Ai,F ij]eiagAi(x−i)
 
− Jj
= −
i
2a3g
 
i
 
eia2gF ij(x) − eia2gF ij(x−i)+
a3g2
2 [Ai,F ij]−
a3g2
2 [F ij,Ai]+O(a4)
 
− Jj
≈ −
i
2a3g
 
i
 
ia2gFij(x) − ia2gFij(x − i) − a3g2[Ai,Fij]
 
− Jj
=
1
2a
 
i
 
Fij(x) − Fij(x − i) + iag[Ai,Fij]
 
− Jj
=
1
2
 
i
 
Fij(x) − Fij(x − i)
a
+ ig[Ai,Fij]
 
− Jj
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where we used Eq.(D.38) in the ﬁrst step. The electric ﬁeld at time (t+∆t) follows directly,
using
Ej(t + ∆t) = Ej(t) + ∆t ˙ Ej(t + ∆t/2), (6.67)
because the U-ﬁelds are deﬁned at half time steps. See below. The B-ﬁelds do not need
an individual update because we can directly obtain them from the updated U-ﬁelds via
Eq.(6.61). In practice, we use a leapfrog algorithm in that the A-ﬁelds, and with them the
U-ﬁelds, are given at time (t + ∆t/2). From this we can directly update E according to
Eq.(6.67). To get the B-ﬁeld at time (t + ∆t) U is ﬁrst updated by half a time step ∆t/2,
the B-ﬁeld is extracted and the particle momentum updated (to (t + ∆t/2), see Section
6.3.4 below). Then U is evolved by another half time step. The particle coordinates are
updated to time (t + ∆t) using the momentum at time (t + ∆t/2) and the current at time
(t + ∆t) is calculated.
6.3.4 Momentum update
The momentum update is done in a way that satisﬁes time reversibility with the so called
Buneman-Boris-method (see [198] and [199]). The procedure is to update the momentum
in several steps. We write E = gqaEa and B = gqaBa. First calculate
p1(t) = p
 
t −
∆t
2
 
+
∆t
2
E(t), (6.68)
i.e., take half a time step just using the electric ﬁeld. Next deﬁne p2(t) using
p2 (t) = p
 
t +
∆t
2
 
−
∆t
2
E(t), (6.69)
and
p2(t) − p1(t)
∆t
=
p1(t) + p2(t)
2
×
B(t)
e(t)
⇔ p2(t) − p2(t) ×
B(t)
e(t)
∆t
2
= p1(t) + p1(t) ×
B(t)
e(t)
∆t
2
. (6.70)
The above expressions make clear that the deﬁnition of p2(t) is made in order to keep the
update time reversible. Let us solve for p2(t) using the shorthand ˜ B ≡
B(t)
e(t)
∆t
2 :
p2 − p2 × ˜ B = p1 + p1 × ˜ B | × ˜ B
⇔ p2 × ˜ B − (p2 × ˜ B) × ˜ B = p1 × ˜ B + (p1 × ˜ B) × ˜ B
⇔ p2 × ˜ B + p2 ˜ B2 − ˜ B(p2   ˜ B) = p1 × ˜ B − p1 ˜ B2 + ˜ B(p1   ˜ B). (6.71)
Now replace p2 × ˜ B using Eq. (6.70):
p2 × ˜ B = p2 − p1 − p1 × ˜ B, (6.72)
Then we have
⇔ p2 − p1 − p1 × ˜ B + p2 ˜ B2 − ˜ B(p2   ˜ B) = p1 × ˜ B − p1 ˜ B2 + ˜ B(p1   ˜ B). (6.73)72 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
Because p2   ˜ B = (p1 + p1 × ˜ B + p2 × ˜ B)   ˜ B = p1   ˜ B, we can write
⇔ p2(1 + ˜ B2) = p1 + 2p1 × ˜ B + 2˜ B(p1   ˜ B) − p1 ˜ B2 . (6.74)
Adding 2(p1 × ˜ B) × ˜ B on both sides yields
p2(1 + ˜ B2) + 2(p1 × ˜ B) × ˜ B = p1(1 − ˜ B2) + 2p1 × ˜ B + 2(p1 × ˜ B) × ˜ B + 2˜ B(p1   ˜ B).
(6.75)
Now deﬁne p3 = p1 + p1 × ˜ B and write:
⇒p2(1 + ˜ B2) + 2˜ B(p1   ˜ B) − 2p1 ˜ B2 = p1(1 − ˜ B2) + 2p3 × ˜ B + 2˜ B(p1   ˜ B)
⇔p2(1 + ˜ B2) = p1(1 + ˜ B2) + 2p3 × ˜ B
⇔p2(t) = p1(t) +
2
1 +
 
B(t)
e(t)
∆t
2
 2p3(t) ×
B(t)
e(t)
∆t
2
, (6.76)
where we reintroduced the time t explicitly and replaced ˜ B by its deﬁnition. Finally,
p
 
t +
∆t
2
 
= p2 (t) +
∆t
2
E(t), (6.77)
is the momentum used to determine the velocity in the coordinate update (6.28).
6.4 Inclusion of binary collisions
After having discussed the collisionless system and explained the numerical methods for
solving the equations of motion we now introduce hard collisions, i.e., particle-particle colli-
sions with hard momentum exchange. For a realistic coupling constant g these interactions
become important since the higher orders in g at which they contribute are no longer sup-
pressed, as pointed out already in Chapter 5. With the collisions included, our system will be
similar to that used in parton cascade simulations [202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 58, 209]
with one big advantage. We do not have to cut oﬀ (or suppress) the momentum exchange
below the Debye-mass (∼ gT) which is of the order of the temperature in an equilibrium
system (g ∼ 1 − 2), but include softer momentum exchanges via particle-ﬁeld interactions.
This way we are also able to study collective phenomena and their contribution to isotropiza-
tion and thermalization. In particular, we can study systems far from equilibrium for which
the scale corresponding to the Debye-mass squared in an isotropic system becomes nega-
tive [63]. In this case it can obviously not be used to damp the propagator, i.e., to cut oﬀ
the momentum exchange in the infrared region, as it is done in the parton cascade simula-
tions. All we need is a separation scale k∗ between the ﬁeld and particle degrees of freedom.
We will discuss this separation scale in detail in Section 6.5.1. For now it will serve as a
lower bound for the exchanged momenta in the binary elastic particle collisions. All softer
momenta will be exchanged via the ﬁelds.6.4 Inclusion of binary collisions 73
6.4.1 Cross section and transition rate
We include collisions using the stochastic method introduced and applied in [210, 211, 58].
This means that we do not interpret the cross section in a geometrical way as done in
[202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207] but determine scattering processes in a stochastic manner by
sampling possible transitions in a certain volume per time interval. This collision algorithm
can be extended to include the inelastic collision processes gg ↔ ggg as done in [58, 209],
which will be one of the future goals also for our simulation. We introduce collisions by
adding the collision term C to the Vlasov equation (6.16):
P
 
1
 
∂  + gqaFa
 ν∂ν
(p) + gfabcAb
 (X)qc∂qa
 
f1(P1,X,q1) = C , (6.78)
with
C =
1
2E1
 
d3p2
(2π)32E2
1
2
 
d3p′
1
(2π)32E′
1
d3p′
2
(2π)32E′
2
f′
1f′
2|M1′2′→12|2(2π)4δ(4)(p′
1 + p′
2 − p1 − p2)
−
1
2E1
 
d3p2
(2π)32E2
1
2
 
d3p′
1
(2π)32E′
1
d3p′
2
(2π)32E′
2
f1f2|M12→1′2′|2(2π)4δ(4)(p1 + p2 − p′
1 − p′
2),
(6.79)
with the matrix element M including all gg → gg events shown in Fig. 6.5. The 1/2 avoids
double counting for identical particles.
Figure 6.5: Processes contributing to gg → gg scattering.
When assuming two particles in a spatial volume element ∆3x with momenta in the range
(p1,p1+∆3p1) and (p2,p2+∆3p2), the collision rate per unit phase space for such a particle
pair follows from Eq. (6.79)
∆Ncoll
∆t 1
(2π)3∆3x∆3p1
=
1
2E1
∆3p2
(2π)32E2
f1f2
×
1
2
 
d3p
′
1
(2π)32E
′
1
d3p
′
2
(2π)32E
′
2
|M12→1′2′|2(2π)4δ(4)(p1 + p2 − p
′
1 − p
′
2).
(6.80)
Expressing distribution functions as
fi =
∆Ni
1
(2π)3∆3x∆3pi
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and employing the usual deﬁnition of the cross section for massless particles [212]
σ22 =
1
4s
 
d3p
′
1
(2π)32E
′
1
d3p
′
2
(2π)32E
′
2
|M12→1′2′|2(2π)4δ(4)(p1 + p2 − p
′
1 − p
′
2), (6.82)
one obtains the absolute collision probability in a unit box ∆3x and unit time ∆t
P22 =
∆Ncoll
∆N1∆N2
= ˜ vrelσ22
∆t
∆3x
. (6.83)
˜ vrel = s/2E1E2 denotes the relative velocity4, where s is the invariant mass of the particle
pair. P22 can be any number between 0 and 1.5 Whether or not a collision occurs is
sampled stochastically as follows: We compare P22 with a uniformly distributed random
number between 0 and 1. If the random number is less than P22, the collision will occur.
Otherwise there will be no collision between the two particles within the present time step.
Since we employ Ntest test particles per particle, we have to scale the cross section by
σ → σ/Ntest , which leads to
P22 = ˜ vrel
σ22
Ntest
∆t
∆3x
. (6.84)
To determine this probability, we need to calculate the total cross section σ22. It follows
from the diﬀerential cross section, which can be calculated from the graphs in Fig. 6.5 in
perturbative QCD (pQCD) in leading order in the coupling constant αs. To get an idea of
how the calculation works, let us write down the matrix element for the ﬁrst (s-channel)
diagram and then skip directly to the ﬁnal answer.
e f
p
p+p’
p’
p
b
a c
d
1 p’
1
2 2
Figure 6.6: s-channel contribution to gg → gg scattering.
The vector and color indices of the in- and outgoing gluons as well as that of the intermediate
gluon are indicated in Fig. 6.6. Using the appropriate Feynman rules, from this we obtain
4Please note that this is not the actual relativistic relative velocity of two particles. Please see Appendix
E for a detailed discussion on how ˜ vrel relates to the true relative velocity.
5 In practice one has to choose suitable ∆
3x and ∆t to make P22 less than 1.6.4 Inclusion of binary collisions 75
for the matrix element
Ms-channel
12→1′2′ = ǫ
 
1ǫν
2ǫ
ρ∗
1′ ǫσ∗
2′
 
−gfaeb [g κ(2P1 + P2)ν + gκν(−P1 − 2P2)  + gν (P2 − P1)κ]
 
×
 
−gfcdf  
gρσ(P′
2 − P′
1)λ + gσλ(−2P′
2 − P′
1)ρ + gλρ(2P′
1 + P′
2)σ
  
×
 
−igκλδef
(P1 + P2)2
 
, (6.85)
with the gluon polarization vectors ǫ. After writing down the matrix elements for the three
other diagrams, adding them together, taking the complex square, summing over ﬁnal state
polarizations and averaging over initial state polarizations, summing over ﬁnal state gluon
colors and averaging over initial state gluon colors one ﬁnds [213, 214, 215]
dσ
dt
=
4πα2
s
s2
N2
N2 − 1
 
3 −
tu
s2 −
su
t2 −
st
u2
 
, (6.86)
with N the number of colors. In particular for SU(2) and SU(3) we have
dσ
dt
=
16
3
πα2
s
s2
 
3 −
tu
s2 −
su
t2 −
st
u2
 
for SU(2), (6.87)
dσ
dt
=
9
2
πα2
s
s2
 
3 −
tu
s2 −
su
t2 −
st
u2
 
for SU(3). (6.88)
The invariant Mandelstam variables are:
s = (P1 + P2)2 ,
t = (P1 − P′
1)2 ,
u = (P1 − P′
2)2 . (6.89)
Some nice relations can be easily derived in the center of mass frame:
t = (P1 − P′
1)2 = (E1 − E′
1)2 − (p1 − p′
1)2 =
 √
s
2
−
√
s
2
 2
− q2 = −q2 , (6.90)
with the transferred momentum q. Furthermore
−t = q2 = p2
1 + p′2
1 − 2p1   p′
1 =
s
4
+
s
4
−
s
2
cosθ =
s
2
(1 − cosθ). (6.91)
Because t is an invariant this holds in every frame. Using (6.91) and s + t + u = 0 for the
massless case, we can express Eq. (6.87) by q2 and calculate the total cross section via
σ22 =
  s
2
k∗2
dσ
dq2dq2 . (6.92)
The integral can be done analytically and results in the rather lengthy expression
σ22 =
4πα2
s
9k∗2(k∗2 − s)s4
 
−4(k∗2)5 + 10(k∗2)4s − 42(k∗2)3s2 + 53(k∗2)2s3 + 7k∗2s4
−12s5 + 6k∗2(k∗2 − s)s3 log
 
(k∗2)2
(k∗2 − s)2
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6.4.2 Momentum transfer
Now we have all the ingredients to determine whether or not a collision occurs within
one time step. However, we also have to calculate the transferred momentum according
to the diﬀerential cross section dσ/dq2. We perform a Lorentz transformation into the
center of mass frame of the colliding particles and then determine the exchanged momentum
according to the probability distribution
P(q2) =
1
σ22
dσ
dq2 , (6.94)
which satisﬁes   s
2
k∗2
P(q2)dq2 = 1. (6.95)
To do so, we need to employ the rejection method [216]. That is, we need to ﬁnd an approx-
imation to (6.94), Papp(q2) > P(q2), which can be integrated (if possible analytically) and
inverted, and is always larger than (6.94). With that distribution we can then employ the
transformation method [216] to calculate q2. Finally we need to decide (again stochastically)
whether to keep that result or to reject it, with the probability depending on the diﬀerence
between the exact and the approximate distribution. As the approximate distribution we
use the small angle scattering limit of the diﬀerential cross section (divided by the total
cross section) and shift it to make sure that it always lies above the exact probability dis-
tribution (6.94). The transformation method is based on the fundamental transformation
law for probabilities and the fact that we can generate random deviates with a uniform
probability distribution. For these the probability of generating a number between x and
x + dx, denoted u(x)dx, is given by
u(x)dx =
 
dx for 0 < x < 1
0 otherwise
(6.96)
The distribution u(x) is normalized so that
  ∞
−∞
u(x)dx = 1. (6.97)
Now suppose, we generate a uniform deviate x and take some function y(x) of it. Then
the probability distribution of q2, denoted Papp(q2)dq2 is determined by the fundamental
transformation law of probabilities, which is simply
|Papp(q2)dq2| = |u(x)dx|, (6.98)
or
Papp(q2) = u(x)
   
   
dx
dq2
   
    , (6.99)
which leads to
  q2
k∗2
Papp(q′2)dq′2 =
  x
0
u(x′)dx′ = x, (6.100)6.5 Momentum space diﬀusion 77
with x < xmax and
xmax =
  s
2
k∗2
Papp(q′2)dq′2 , (6.101)
which is larger than one because Papp(q2) > P(q2) and Eq. (6.95). Deﬁning F(k∗2,q2) :=
  q2
k∗2 Papp(q′2)dq′2, we have
F(k∗2,q2) = x ⇒ q2 = F−1(k∗2,x), (6.102)
with F−1 being the inverse function to F. This determines the transferred momentum
q2. However, since we did not use the exact distribution function P, we need to perform
one more step. Having determined a q2, we can now easily calculate Papp(q2) and P(q2).
Because Papp(q2) > P(q2), we compare the ratio of the two with another random number
y, which is uniformly distributed on [0,1], reject the q2 if
y >
P(q2)
Papp(q2)
, (6.103)
determine a new q2 and repeat the process until a q2 is accepted. This makes it obvious
why we want the approximate distribution function to be very close to the exact one - if it
is not we will have a lot of rejected q2 and hence longer computation time.
The exchanged transverse (transverse to the straight line connecting the two particles)
momentum is related to q2 and s in the following way
q2 =
s
2
(1 − cosθ) ⇒ θ = arccos
 
1 −
2
s
q2
 
(6.104)
and
q2
⊥ =
s
4
sin2 θ =
s
4
sin2
 
arccos
 
1 −
2
s
q2
  
. (6.105)
In the present status of the simulation the particles do not exchange color in the collisions.
As discussed in Section 5.4, this may increase the eﬀect of the collisions on instability growth.
The implementation of (classical) color rotation is one of the future projects.
6.5 Momentum space diﬀusion
Having introduced hard collisions to the system of coupled Wong-Yang-Mills equations,
we now investigate a ﬁrst observable - the momentum space diﬀusion of hard particles
traversing an isotropic (in momentum space) plasma. We show that when we match the
initial energy density in the ﬁeld modes to that of the particles, the obtained results are
approximately independent of the lattice spacing.
6.5.1 The separation scale
We introduced k∗ as an infrared cutoﬀ on the exchanged momentum in the hard collisions
in Section 6.4. As previously mentioned it will serve as a separation scale between soft78 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
and hard exchanged momenta. The scattering processes in the regime of hard exchanged
momentum are described by elastic binary collisions, while the ones in the regime of soft
momentum exchange are mediated by the ﬁelds. A scattering in the soft regime corresponds
to deﬂection of a particle in the ﬁeld of the other(s). In order to avoid double counting
of scattering processes, k∗ should be on the order of the hardest ﬁeld mode that can be
represented on the given lattice, k∗ ≃ π/a.
Physically, the separation scale k∗ should be suﬃciently small so that the soft ﬁeld modes
below k∗ are highly occupied [195] and hence can be described classically. On the other hand,
k∗ should be suﬃciently large to ensure that hard modes can be represented by particles
and that collisions are described by (6.79), which is valid only for low occupation numbers,
since the Bose term (1 + f) is approximated by 1. Later, when dealing with anisotropic
plasmas, unstable modes arise. These should all be located below k∗, i.e., kmax < k∗. In
practice g ∼ 1, and we choose k∗ to be on the order of the temperature for isotropic systems,
and on the order of the hard transverse momentum scale for anisotropic plasmas. At the
same time k∗ is determined by the largest available ﬁeld mode, which on a cubic lattice is
given by
√
3π/a. Obviously, any matching between soft and hard regimes can only be done
approximately, because the lattice on which the ﬁeld modes are deﬁned is cubic, while the
momentum space cutoﬀ of the particles is implicitly spherical.
The ’soft’ scale in the system, which also sets the scale for the unstable ﬁeld growth in
anisotropic systems, is described by
m2
∞ = g2Nc
 
d3p
(2π)3
f(p)
|p|
∼ g2Nc
ng
ph
, (6.106)
analogous to the Debye mass (3.20). To allow for trustworthy numerical simulations one
should have m∞L ≫ 1 and m∞a ≪ 1. The ﬁrst condition ensures that the relevant soft
modes actually ﬁt on the lattice while the latter ensures that the lattice can resolve the
wavelength 1/m∞ to good precision.
6.5.2 Initial energy density
We consider a heat-bath of Boltzmann distributed particles with a density of ng = 10/fm3
and an average particle momentum of 3T = 12 GeV. The reason for not using a completely
thermal but under-saturated distribution is of technical nature - we have to fulﬁll the condi-
tion m∞a ≪ 1 and at the same time choose low enough densities and number of lattice sites
to keep the computation time within an acceptable range. The rather extreme “tempera-
ture” T is also chosen to satisfy the above conditions on Ns = 32   128 lattices, assuming
L = 15 fm.
For a given lattice (resp. k∗) we take the initial energy density of the thermalized ﬁelds
to be
εﬁelds =
 
d3k
(2π)3 k ˆ fBose(k)Θ(k∗ − k), (6.107)
where
ˆ fBose(k) = ng/(2T3ζ(3))1/(ek/T − 1) (6.108)
is a Bose distribution normalized to the assumed particle density ng, and ζ is the Riemann
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The initial ﬁeld amplitudes are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a width tuned
to the above initial energy density:
 Aa
i(x)Ab
j(y)  =
4 2
g2 δijδabδ(x − y). (6.109)
The initial spectrum is then ﬁxed to Coulomb gauge and Ai ∼ 1/k (in continuum notation),
and also Ei = 0. Gauss’s law then implies that the local charge density at time t =
0 vanishes. We ensure that any particular initial condition satisﬁes exact local charge
neutrality. The charge smearing algorithm for SU(2) explicitly exploits (covariant) current
conservation and hence Gauss’s law is satisﬁed exactly by construction.
The above procedure ensures that there is not a big jump in the energy density when going
from the ﬁeld to the particle regime. This way we are able to vary the separation scale k∗
around the temperature T by varying the lattice spacing. Fig. 6.7 shows the distribution
of ﬁeld modes and particles and the separation momentum k∗ at T.
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Figure 6.7: Bose distribution and its low and high-momentum limits, used for the initial
ﬁelds and particles, respectively. Physically, the separation k∗ should lie around the tem-
perature T. The band between T/2 and 2T roughly indicates the region whithin which we
will vary k∗.
6.5.3 Jet momentum diﬀusion
Having initialized the background particles and ﬁelds, we can now add high-momentum
test particles with momentum p/3T ≈ 5 that are oriented in one direction. We initialize
with few enough so that they can not inﬂuence the background signiﬁcantly. Fig. 6.8
shows the setup with background and jet particles. We can now measure the momentum80 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
’background’ particles
hard test particles
Figure 6.8: Setup for the measurement of momentum diﬀusion: High energy jets moving in
a bath of particles and ﬁelds.
broadening  p2
⊥ (t) =  p2
x+p2
y (t) of the high-energy test particles with initial momentum in
the z-direction. First turning oﬀ the elastic hard collisions (C = 0) and hence only allowing
momentum transfers up to q = k∗ via the ﬁeld interactions leads to a strong lattice (i.e.,
k∗) dependence of the results. Fig. 6.9 shows the transverse momentum squared of the jets
versus time, computed on diﬀerent lattices. Using half the lattice spacing corresponds to
having twice as many available modes. We use k∗ =
√
3(T/2,T,2T) and a temperature of
T = 4 GeV as noted above. One can clearly see how the availability of harder modes leads
to stronger diﬀusion on larger lattices.
Now allowing binary collisions with hard momentum exchange in addition to the deﬂection
by the self-consistently generated ﬁelds and adjusting energy densities as described in Section
6.5.2 changes the situation drastically. We ﬁnd that when varying the separation momentum
k∗ by factors of two in both directions around the central value T (within the band shown
in Fig. 6.7) the result for  p2
⊥ (t) is approximately unaﬀected. For k∗ = T/2 there are more
momentum exchanges described by hard collisions while for k∗ = 2T there are more harder
ﬁeld modes present that take care of those interactions. So within the rather wide range
T/2 < k∗ < 2T we can vary the contribution from ﬁeld deﬂections versus that from binary
collisions without aﬀecting the result for momentum broadening of the jet particles. Fig.
6.10 shows this result using the same diﬀerent lattice sizes as in Fig. 6.9.
Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 show that the relative contributions to  p2
⊥  from soft and hard ex-
changes can depend signiﬁcantly on k∗, even for p/k∗ = O(10). It is clear, therefore, that
transport coeﬃcients obtained in the leading logarithmic (LL) approximation from the pure
Boltzmann approach (without soft ﬁelds) will be rather sensitive to the infrared cutoﬀ
k∗. Fitting the diﬀerence of Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.9 (i.e., the hard contribution) to the LL
formula
d p2
⊥ 
dt
=
CA
CF
g4
8π
ng log
 
C2 p2
k∗2
 
, (6.110)
gives C ≃ 0.43, 0.41, 0.31 for k∗/T = 2
√
3,
√
3, 0.5
√
3, respectively. For the full calculation
C ≃ 0.61k∗/(
√
3T).
A related and frequently used transport coeﬃcient is ˆ q [217]. It is the typical momentum6.5 Momentum space diﬀusion 81
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Figure 6.9: Momentum diﬀusion caused by particle-ﬁeld interactions only. Additional high-
momentum modes on larger lattices cause stronger momentum broadening. T = 4 GeV,
g = 2, ng = 10/fm3, m∞ = 1.4/fm.
transfer (squared) per collision divided by the mean-free path λ, which is nothing but
 p2
⊥ (t)/t. To see this, let us start from the deﬁnition of ˆ q
ˆ q =
1
σλ
 
d2p⊥p2
⊥
dσ
dp2
⊥
. (6.111)
The integral is just σ p2
⊥ 1 collision, since
1
σ
dσ
dp2
⊥
can be seen as a probability distribution for a collision with momentum transfer p2
⊥ to occur.
To extract ˆ q from the accumulated  p2
⊥ , shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, we only have to divide
by the number of collisions that have occurred up to time t, t/λ. So ﬁnally we have
ˆ q =
 p2
⊥ 
t
, (6.112)
which is just the slope of the approximately straight lines in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10.
Note that the deﬁnition of ˆ q holds exactly only in the eikonal limit, where the jet does not
change its direction. Away from this limit, ˆ q =  p2
⊥ /t is smaller than the mean momentum
transfer squared per collision divided by the mean-free path, because it considers the actual
random walk of the particle.82 6 Wong-Yang-Mills simulation including collisions
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Figure 6.10: Momentum diﬀusion caused by hard binary collisions and particle-ﬁeld inter-
actions. T = 4 GeV, g = 2, ng = 10/fm3, m∞ = 1.4/fm.
From Fig. 6.10, ˆ q ≃ 2.2 GeV2/fm for ng = 10/fm3 and p/(3T) ≈ 5. This is the ﬁrst cut-oﬀ
independent result for ˆ q. Its value for ˆ q is in the range extracted from phenomenological
analyses of jet-quenching data from RHIC [218]. As expected from Eq. (6.111) ˆ q scales
with the density of the medium n = 1/(σλ), which is demonstrated in Fig. 6.11. Further,
it depends on the ratio p/T, but not on T itself as demonstrated in Fig. 6.12.
We can hence scale to physical densities for a QGP created at RHIC, adjust for the
diﬀerent color factors in SU(3), and ﬁnd ˆ q ≈ 8 GeV2/fm, at T = 400 MeV, Ejet ≈ 20 GeV
(p/3T = 16) in a system of quarks and gluons. Here, we have assumed that the interaction
between quarks and gluons is as strong as that among the gluons. Using the small angle
approximation for the qg → qg cross section one ﬁnds that it is a factor of 4/9 smaller than
that for the gg → gg process. This leads to a modiﬁed extrapolated ˆ q ≈ 5.6 GeV2/ fm.6.5 Momentum space diﬀusion 83
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7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
Es schadet nichts, wenn Starke sich verst¨ arken.
Faust II. Vierter Akt. Auf dem Vorgebirg. Faust.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
So far we have considered particle distributions that are isotropic in momentum space in
the simulation. To simulate the early stage of a quark-gluon plasma, created in a heavy-
ion collision, we need to initialize with an anisotropic momentum distribution as discussed
in Chapter 4.4. In this case, chromo-Weibel-instabilities can occur and in the following
chapter we will show that in fact they do. We will then concentrate on the eﬀect of collisions
on the unstable growth and discuss isotropization. We close the chapter with the discussion
of the eﬀect of instabilities on jet propagation and potential observables. 1
The initial momentum distribution for the hard plasma gluons is now taken to be
f(p) = ng
 
2π
ph
 2
δ(pz)exp(−p⊥/ph), (7.1)
with p⊥ =
 
p2
x + p2
y. This represents a quasi-thermal distribution in two dimensions with
average momentum = 2ph. We initialize small-amplitude ﬁelds sampled from a Gaussian
distribution and set k∗ ≈ ph, for the reasons discussed in Section 6.5.1. The band of unstable
modes is located below k∗.
At the initial time t = 0 we randomly sample Np = Ntest ng a3 particles from the dis-
tribution (7.1) at each cell of the lattice. When Np is not very large it is useful to ensure
explicitly that the sum of particle momenta in each cell vanishes, for example by adjusting
the momentum of the last particle accordingly.
For the distribution (7.1) the mass scale (6.106) becomes exactly
m2
∞ = g2Nc
ng
ph
. (7.2)
As mentioned before in the previous chapter and discussed in detail using the Debye mass
in Chapters 4 and 5, this quantity sets the scale for the growth rate of unstable ﬁeld modes
in the linear approximation.
7.1 The collisionless limit
In the collisionless limit the chromo-Weibel-instability has been studied in detail in [161]
and [162] within the Wong-Yang-Mills-simulation. We will now summarize the most im-
portant results and extend the study, showing explicitly the generation of ﬁlaments discussed
in Section 4.4.1.
1The main part of this chapter is based on work published in [219].86 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
In the Abelian case, it was found that for ﬁelds with weak initial energy density on the
order of 0.1m4
∞/g2 the transverse chromo-magnetic and -electric ﬁelds grow, the latter at
a slower rate. Modes above kz ≃ 12π/L are stable as opposed to the result in the linear
approximation, where for extreme anisotropy the spectrum of unstable modes extends to
k = ∞ (see Fig. 5.11).
In the non-Abelian SU(2) case initial ﬁeld energy densities of ∼ 10m4
∞/g2 and above
were studied. In [162] the initial condition was taken to be Gaussian random chromo-
electric ﬁelds, which were ’low-pass’ ﬁltered such that only the lower half of available lattice
modes was populated. Fig. 7.1 shows results obtained on various lattices. Runs with an
isotropic particle distribution are shown in each panel as an indication of our numerical
accuracy (error bars are not indicated for the isotropic runs). The isotropic runs show
nearly constant ﬁelds over the time interval t ≤ 30m−1
∞ . From these ﬁgures it is observed
that after a period of rapid growth both chromo-electric and -magnetic ﬁelds settle to an
essentially constant energy density.
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Figure 7.1: Time evolution of the ﬁeld energy densities for SU(2) gauge group and
anisotropic initial particle momentum distributions. Simulation parameters are L = 5 fm,
ph = 16 GeV, g2 ng = 10/fm3, m∞ = 0.1 GeV. From [162].
Even beyond the hard-loop approximation, the time evolution of non-Abelian ﬁelds stronger
than ∼ m4
∞/g2 diﬀers from that in the (eﬀectively Abelian) extreme weak-ﬁeld limit. In
particular, a sustained exponential growth is absent even during the stage where the back-
reaction on the particles is weak. For very strong anisotropies a linear analysis predicts
that the exponential ﬁeld growth (in the weak-ﬁeld situation) can perhaps continue un-
til B2 ∼ m4
∞/g2/∆θ2, with ∆θ2 = p2
z/p2
⊥ ≈ ξ−1 [160]. For the initial condition (7.1),
∆θ2 = 0 at t = 0 but grows to O(10−3) during the initial transient time with constant ﬁelds
(tm∞ . 10 in Fig. 7.1) due to deﬂection of the particles. However, such strong ﬁelds are
not seen in our PIC simulations. This may be related to the above-mentioned back-reaction
eﬀects which prevent instability of modes near kmax ∼ m∞/∆θ.
The results shown in Fig. 7.1 indicate a sensitivity to hard ﬁeld modes at the ultra-violet
end of the Brioullin zone, k = O(a−1), in contrast to the U(1) simulations and to earlier
1d-3v SU(2) simulations [66, 161, 220]. The energy density contained in the ﬁelds at late
times increases by a factor of 1.5 when going from a 163 to 323 to 643 lattice with the7.1 The collisionless limit 87
same physical size L. Hence, the dynamics of SU(2) instabilities seen here is not dominated
entirely by a band of unstable modes in the infrared but clearly involves a cascade of energy
from those modes to a harder scale Λ [221]. However, the simulations shown in Fig. 7.1
indicate that Λ(t) grows to O(a−1) during the period of rapid growth of the ﬁeld energy
density; otherwise, the ﬁnal ﬁeld energy density would not depend on the lattice spacing.
Spectra of the ﬁeld modes also show the avalanching to the UV. After the unstable soft
modes have grown, the energy is rapidly transferred to the higher modes [162].
Although energy conservation will eventually stop the growth of the ﬁelds as the lattice
spacing decreases towards the continuum, it does not solve the following problem. When
Λ(t) ∼ 1/a, the hard ﬁeld modes have reached the momentum scale of the particles, ph =
O(a−1), and so the clean separation of scales is lost, on which our approach is based. In
fact, since the occupation number (or phase space density) at that scale is of order 1 or
less by construction, it is inappropriate to describe modes at that scale as a classical ﬁeld.
Those perturbative modes should be converted dynamically into particles at a lower scale
Λf→p ≪ 1/a so that the ﬁeld energy density and the entire coupled ﬁeld-particle evolution
is independent of the artiﬁcial lattice spacing. This question will be studied in the future.
We also wish to study the spatial distribution of currents and ﬁelds during the unstable
growth. We expect to see the ﬁlaments discussed in Section 4.4.1 and variation of the ﬁelds
(i.e., the wavelength of the unstable modes) on a lengthscale given by m−1
∞ , which with the
used parameters is approximately 0.5 fm. To visualize this directly, we show a cut through
the lattice at ﬁxed y = L/2 (see Fig. 7.2), i.e., the x-z-plane, at diﬀerent times in Fig.
7.3. Shown are the current in the x-direction as well as the three color components of the
chromo-magnetic ﬁeld in the y-direction. One can nicely see that ﬁlamentation sets in after
about t = 10m−1
∞ , the time at which the instability starts growing (see Fig. 7.1). Already
during the period of growth, which lasts until about t ≈ 18m−1
∞ , the ﬁlaments break and the
domains of strong aligned ﬁelds become smaller. Finally, at the time when the saturation
sets in, we see directly the populated high momentum ﬁeld modes. The observed structure
may however be due to lattice eﬀects, since the saturation depends on the lattice size as
discussed above.
Figure 7.2: The cubic lattice with the pulled out slice we look at.88 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
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Figure 7.3: Slices in the x-z-plane at ﬁxed y = L/2 of the (from left to right) current in
the x-direction, Jx, and the three color components of the chromo-magnetic ﬁeld in the y-
direction, B1
y, B2
y, and B3
y. Time is increasing from top to bottom. The ﬁlaments are nicely
visible in the early stage of the unstable growth in the third row. Please also compare the
indicated times to those in Fig. 7.1, which shows the corresponding ﬁeld energy density vs.
time. Simulation parameters are L = 5 fm, ph = 16 GeV, g2 ng = 10/fm3, m∞ = 0.1 GeV.
The scales are in lattice units and reach from 0 to 5 10−8 for the current and from −4 10−3
to 4   10−3 for the chromo-magnetic ﬁelds.7.2 Instabilities under the inﬂuence of collisions 89
Comparing to Fig. 4.3 on page 38, which shows the acting forces and resulting ﬁlaments,
we ﬁnd a direct correspondence to the structure in the simulation (note that since now the
direction of the anisotropy is in the z-direction, x and z in Fig. 4.3 have to switch places
- however, of course the argument does not change). This nicely shows that the instability
observed in the simulation is indeed due to current ﬁlamentation and hence of the Weibel
kind. Note that in order to compare ﬁeld amplitudes at diﬀerent places one would actually
have to parallel transport their values. In other words, since we are looking at a quantity
that is not gauge invariant, the plots of the By-components have to be taken with care. In
any case they serve to visualize the qualitative structure of the ﬁelds in a very illuminating
fashion.
7.2 Instabilities under the inﬂuence of collisions
We now study how the inclusion of collisions as described in Section 6.4 aﬀects instability
growth in the Wong-Yang-Mills-simulation. We expect the growth rate to be reduced
and the number of unstable modes to decrease from the model calculation in Chapter 5.
The decrease of the growth rate is now partly because of the randomizing eﬀect of the
collisions, which disturbs the collective behavior, and because of the faster isotropization,
which reduces ξ ≃  p2
⊥ / p2
z  more rapidly. With the collision term an explicit dependence
on g enters again. Regardless of the large hard momentum scale used, we set g = 2 to
simulate the ’worst case’ for the instability growth with the coupling expected at RHIC
energies.
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Figure 7.4: Qualitative shape of the quasi thermal particle distribution functions in three
and two dimensions. F(p) includes the phase-space factor: F(p) = p2e−p/T (3D) (solid
black), F(p) = pe−p/T (2D) (dashed red), where in the latter case T = ph. The vertical
lines indicate the mean absolute value of the momentum  p  of the distribution.
The problem in these simulations is that we cannot match the energy densities of the ﬁelds
and particles as we had done in the isotropic case. If we did that, the initial ﬁeld amplitude
would be too large to see any unstable growth at all. However, it may well be the case in the90 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
experimental situation, which is strongly out of equilibrium, that the distribution functions
are far from their equilibrium shape, such that a matching of the energy densities based on
equilibrium distribution functions would not make much sense. We initialize weaker ﬁelds
than the matching would demand, but choose the separation scale k∗ to lie around the hard
momentum scale ph of the distribution (7.1). Since we have a two-dimensional distribution
the average momentum is 2ph as opposed to 3T for the three dimensional Boltzmann
distribution. The most probable momentum is at ph as opposed to 2T (see Fig. 7.4). Using
the previous arguments for choosing the separation scale to lie around the temperature, we
should in fact shift this value closer to ph/2, because the distribution changed its shape.
We will do the calculation for k∗ ≈ 0.9ph and k∗ ≈ 1.7ph, and note that the more physical
choice is 0.9ph. We realize diﬀerent values for k∗ by employing diﬀerent lattice sizes for the
same set of physical parameters.
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Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 show the results for a 643 (k∗ ≈ 1.7ph) and a 323 (k∗ ≈ 0.9ph),
respectively. The reduction of the saturated value lies between about a factor of 0.6 (k∗ ≈
0.9ph) and 0.89 (k∗ ≈ 1.7ph). The growth rate is reduced approximately by a factor 0.85 or
0.95 respectively. This result is obtained from assuming an exponential behavior between 10
and 20 m∞t. The comparison to the results in Chapter 5 is complicated by the fact that the
anisotropy of the system is dynamically changing and the anisotropy parameter ξ evolves
from initially ∞ down to about 60 at the time when the instability growth saturates. From
Fig. 5.12 we can read oﬀ that for the estimated realistic growth rate of ν ≈ 0.15mD, a
reduction by 20% is to be expected when the anisotropy stays at the extreme limit. Hence
we ﬁnd that the two approaches lead to compatible results: the reduction of instability7.3 Isotropization 91
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Figure 7.6: The eﬀect of collisions with momentum exchange above k∗ ≈ 0.9ph (below that
scatterings are mediated by the ﬁelds). Shown are calculations with (lower curves) and
without collisions.
growth by the collisions is present, but small enough for the instabilities to still play an
important role in isotropization and equilibration of the QGP, even if the coupling is not
inﬁnitely small and collisions can not be neglected.
7.3 Isotropization
It is interesting to see, at not inﬁnitesimally small coupling, whether the instability still
dominates the isotropization when collisions are included. For the choice g = 2, which we
chose in spite of the high temperature to get a contribution of the collisions comparable to
the physical situation in heavy ion collisions, we ﬁnd that the unstable growth still dominates
the isotropization when we start with the extremely anisotropic initial distribution (7.1).
This is shown in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8, where we plot the quantity  p2
z / p2
x + p2
y  as a measure
of the isotropy of the hard particle distribution. We can relate it to the previously used ξ,
deﬁned in Chapter 4, via ξ =  p2
⊥ / p2
z  − 1. It starts out at 0 (ξ = ∞), because initially
the particles do not have any longitudinal (z-direction) momentum at all. First, we just
ﬁnd a linear rise of this quantity, caused mainly by the hard collisions with momentum
exchange above the separation scale k∗. The weak initial ﬁelds do not contribute much,
at least for k∗ ≈ ph on the 643-lattice. During the time of unstable ﬁeld growth, however,
the isotropization happens much faster than with collisions alone. The isotropizing eﬀect of
the domains of strong chromo-electro-magnetic ﬁelds dominates. These domains are visible
in Fig. 7.3, and we will discuss them in more detail in Sec. 7.4, where we investigate the92 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
eﬀect of the created strong turbulent ﬁelds on jet momentum broadening. The phenomenon,
leading to the faster isotropization of the complete hard particle distribution, is of course
the same.
In Fig. 7.7 the purely collisional contribution has been extrapolated from the early times
when no unstable growth was present. Fig. 7.8 also shows the result obtained on a 1283
lattice, which corresponds to using k∗ ≈ 3.4ph. The rather few collisions with high mo-
mentum exchange above 3.4ph do not change much for the isotropization when we compare
to the collisionless case with only particle-ﬁeld interactions. For the more sensible choice
k∗ ≈ 1.7ph the diﬀerence is more signiﬁcant, as expected.
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Figure 7.7: Isotropization with time in the case of instability growth and collisions (red
cross), particle-ﬁeld interactions only (black square) and collisions only, extrapolated from
the early stage where the particle-ﬁeld contribution is negligible (blue star).
In summary, the collective ﬁeld-particle interaction, particularly the instability, dominates
the isotropization process compared to the contribution of binary collisions at coupling
g = 2. When including hard splittings and gg ↔ ggg processes as in [58], this result is likely
to be modiﬁed and the instability could be less dominating, or not be the most important
process at all. This scenario will have to be studied in the future, leading to the most
complete simulation of isotropization and thermalization so far.7.4 Collective eﬀects on jet propagation 93
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7.4 Collective eﬀects on jet propagation
Let us now investigate the eﬀect of the instability on momentum broadening of jets, including
the eﬀect of collisions.
The initial momentum distribution for the hard plasma gluons is again taken to be of the
form (7.1). We add additional high momentum particles with px = 12ph and px = 6ph,
respectively, to investigate the broadening in the y and z directions via the variances [222]
κ⊥(px) :=
d
dt
 (∆p⊥)2 , (7.3)
κz(px) :=
d
dt
 (∆pz)2 . (7.4)
In our case  ∆p2
⊥  =  p2
y  and  ∆p2
z  =  p2
z . Since for our initial jet proﬁle we have
 (∆p⊥)2
0  =  (∆pz)2
0 , the ratio κz/κ⊥ can be roughly associated with the ratio of jet
correlation widths in azimuth and rapidity [223]:
 
κz
κ⊥
≈
 ∆η 
 ∆φ 
. (7.5)94 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
Figure 7.9: Dihadron correlation functions in azimuth ∆φ and space-time rapidity ∆η, for
d+Au and central Au+Au at
√
s = 200 GeV (ﬁgure courtesy J. Putschke (STAR), Proceed-
ings of Hard Probes 2006). For comparison, on the right plot an ellipse with eccentricity
e ≃
√
8
3 which corresponds to a ratio
 
κz/κ⊥ ∼ 3 is shown [223].
Experimental data on dihadron correlation functions for central Au+Au collisions at
√
s =
200 GeV [224] are consistent with  ∆η / ∆φ  ≈ 3 [223] as is shown in Fig. 7.9. So
our result can not quite quantitatively explain the measured ratio. Photon-jet correlation
measurements should provide additional insight in the future.
Fig. 7.10 shows the time evolution of  p2
⊥  and of  p2
z . The strong growth of the soft
ﬁelds sets in at about t ≃ 10m−1
∞ and saturates around t ≃ 20m−1
∞ due to the ﬁnite lattice
spacing, as discussed above, as can be seen in Fig. 7.1. Outside of this time interval the
ratio κz/κ⊥ ≈ 1. During the period of instability, however,
κz
κ⊥
≈ 2.3, (7.6)
for both jet energies shown in Fig. 7.10. We ﬁnd approximately the same ratio for denser
plasmas (ng = 20/fm3 and ng = 40/fm3). Reducing the number of lattice sites and scaling
ph down to 8 GeV in order to still have the separation scale k∗ lie around this scale, gives
κz/κ⊥ ≈ 2.1. However, these latter runs are rather far from the continuum limit and lattice
artifacts are signiﬁcant.
Initially ξ ≡  p2
⊥ / p2
z  is inﬁnite. However, due to collisions and the backreaction of the
ﬁelds on the hard particles we ﬁnd that ξ ≈ 30 at t ≈ 20m−1
∞ . This puts our measured ratio
for κz/κ⊥ in the same range as those calculated in [223] for heavy quarks to leading-log
accuracy, where κz/κ⊥ ≃ 3.6 was obtained for ξ = 10 and velocity v = 0.95. We emphasize
that all of these estimates apply to the early pre-equilibrium stage before hydrodynamic
evolution sets in.
The explanation for the larger broadening along the beam axis is as follows. In the Abelian
case the instability generates predominantly transverse magnetic ﬁelds which deﬂect the
particles in the z-direction [225]. In the non-Abelian case, however, on three-dimensional
lattices transverse magnetic ﬁelds are much less dominant (see, e.g. Fig. 5 in [162]) although7.4 Collective eﬀects on jet propagation 95
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plasma, 643 lattice.
they do form larger coherent domains in the transverse plane at intermediate times than
E⊥, Fig. 7.11. This is also shown directly in Figs. 7.12 and 7.13. We see that the transverse
chromo-magnetic ﬁelds form the most coherent domains. The upper right plot in Fig. 7.12
shows that the transverse chromo-magnetic ﬁeld is directed in the same direction over the
whole sytem, while the upper plots of Fig. 7.13 show that for the transverse component of
the chromo-electric ﬁeld the formation of domains is less pronounced. The opposite behavior
is found for the longitudinal components, where the eﬀect is less visible, however.
Longitudinal ﬁelds and locally non-zero Chern-Simons number ∼ Tr E B emerge as well.
However, the transverse magnetic ﬁelds dominate during the time of unstable growth as can
be seen in Fig. 7.14. Furthermore, Fig. 7.15 makes it more apparent that also Ez > Bz,
aside from B⊥ > E⊥. Hence, the ﬁeld conﬁgurations are such that particles are deﬂected
preferentially in the longitudinal z-direction, which helps restore isotropy.
A third contribution to pz broadening in an expanding plasma, not considered explicitly
here, is due to a longitudinal collective ﬂow ﬁeld which “blows” the jet fragments to the
side [226]. This mechanism is also available for collision dominated plasmas with (nearly)
isotropic momentum distribution. However, rather strong ﬂow gradients seem to be required
to reproduce the observed broadening of midrapidity jets (the ﬂow velocity has to vary
substantially within the narrow jet cone). In contrast, color ﬁelds will naturally deﬂect
particles with lower momentum by larger angles (∆p ∼ E,B): the jet proﬁle broadens
even if the induced radiation is exactly collinear. It is therefore important to determine,
experimentally, whether the asymmetric broadening is related to the macroscopic collective
ﬂow or to an anisotropy of the plasma in the local rest frame.96 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
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Figure 7.11: Ratios of fourier transforms of the ﬁeld energy densities (integrated over kz)
at various times; the gauge potentials were transformed to Coulomb gauge.
In summary, we have shown that the collective eﬀects appearing in the anisotropic QGP,
as produced in a heavy-ion collision can lead to jet broadening, which is stronger in the lon-
gitudinal direction than in azimuth and thereby oﬀer an explanation for the experimentally
observed near-side “ridge”, shown in Fig. 7.9.7.4 Collective eﬀects on jet propagation 97
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Figure 7.12: Transverse (upper panel) and longitudinal (lower panel) components of the
chromo-magnetic ﬁeld. The position in the third dimension, which is not shown in the
plots, is always ﬁxed to 32. We see strong formation of domains in the transverse component,
which spread over the whole range in the transverse direction (x-y-plane) - see upper right
plot.98 7 Real-time simulation of plasma instabilities
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8 Fermionic collective modes of an
anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
After having discussed the gluonic collective modes of the quark-gluon plasma in great
detail, we now turn to the fermionic modes and concentrate on the investigation of whether
they can be unstable too. We show analytically for two special cases as well as numerically
for the general case that there are no fermionic instabilities. This result is similar to the
case of the fermionic collective modes in a two-stream system [227], where it was also found
that fermionic instabilities do not exist.
The absence of unstable fermionic modes is expected on physical grounds due to the fact
that fermion exclusion precludes the condensation of modes; however, it could be possi-
ble that, through pairing, fermions could circumvent this as has been predicted [228, 229,
230, 231, 232] and demonstrated [233] in superﬂuid condensation of cold fermionic atoms.
However, this would require a description in terms of fermionic bound or composite states
which are not included at the level of hard loops so we do not expect to ﬁnd any fermionic
condensate-like instabilities using this approximation. This is veriﬁed via an explicit contour
integration of the inverse hard-loop quark propagator for the two special cases in which we
can obtain analytic expressions for the self-energy. The special cases considered analytically
are (a) the case when the wave vector of the collective mode is parallel to the anisotropy
direction with arbitrary oblate anisotropy and (b) for all angles of propagation in the limit
of an inﬁnitely oblate anisotropy.1
8.1 Quark self-energy in an anisotropic system
The integral expression for the retarded quark self-energy for an anisotropic system has
been obtained previously [125] and is given by
Σ(K) =
CF
4
g2
 
p
f(p)
|p|
P   γ
P   K
, (8.1)
where CF ≡ (N2
c − 1)/2Nc, and f(p) ≡ 2(n(p) + ¯ n(p)) + 4ng(p) . To obtain Eq.(8.1) one
computes the leading-order quark self-energy diagram, assuming that (a) the quarks are
massless, (b) the external fermion momentum is soft, k0 ∼ k ∼ g phard, (c) the momentum
carried by the internal lines is hard, p0 ∼ p ∼ phard, and (d) the distribution function f
is symmetric in momentum space, f(p) = f(−p). The hard scale phard can be identiﬁed
with the temperature T in the case of thermal equilibrium but represents an arbitrary scale
present in the non-equilibrium system, e.g. the nuclear saturation scale Qs.
1This chapter is based on the work published in [234]102 8 Fermionic collective modes of an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
To simplify the calculation we follow Ref. [63] and again choose a distribution function
f(p) given by
f(p) = fξ(p) = N(ξ) fiso
  
p2 + ξ(p   ˆ n)2
 
. (8.2)
Again, note that the appearance of N(ξ) is not relevant for our considerations, but it allows
for an easier comparison of systems with diﬀerent strong anisotropies. Without it, every
calculation in this section works analogously up to constant multiplicative factors. Here we
use N(ξ) =
 
(1 + ξ). Using Eq. (8.2) and performing the change of variables
˜ p2 = p2  
1 + ξ(v   ˆ n)2 
, (8.3)
we obtain
Σ(K) = m2
q
 
1 + ξ
 
dΩ
4π
 
1 + ξ(ˆ p   ˆ n)2 −1 P   γ
P   K
, (8.4)
where
m2
q =
g2CF
8π2
  ∞
0
dppfiso(p) . (8.5)
We then decompose the self-energy into four contributions
Σ(K) = γ0Σ0 + γ   Σ . (8.6)
The fermionic collective modes are determined by ﬁnding all four-momenta for which the
determinate of the inverse propagator vanishes
detS−1 = 0 , (8.7)
where
iS−1(P) = γ p  − Σ,
≡ γ A  . (8.8)
with A(K) = (k0 − Σ0,k − Σ). Using the fact that det(γ A ) = (A A )2 and deﬁning
A2
s = A   A we obtain
A0 = ±As . (8.9)
In practice, we can deﬁne the z-axis to be in the ˆ n direction and use the azimuthal
symmetry to restrict our consideration to the x−z plane. In this case we need only three
functions instead of four
Σ0(w,k,θn,ξ) =
1
2
m2
q
 
1 + ξ
  1
−1
dx
R(w − kcosθnx,ksinθn
√
1 − x2)
1 + ξx2 ,
Σx(w,k,θn,ξ) =
1
2
m2
q
 
1 + ξ
  1
−1
dx
√
1 − x2S(w − kcosθnx,ksinθn
√
1 − x2)
1 + ξx2 ,
Σz(w,k,θn,ξ) =
1
2
m2
q
 
1 + ξ
  1
−1
dx
xR(w − kcosθnx,ksinθn
√
1 − x2)
1 + ξx2 , (8.10)8.1 Quark self-energy in an anisotropic system 103
where
R(a,b) =
 √
a + b + iǫ
√
a − b + iǫ
 −1
,
S(a,b) =
1
b
[aR(a,b) − 1] . (8.11)
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Figure 8.1: Real and imaginary part of Σ0 as a function of ω/k for θn = π/4 and ξ =
{0,10,100}.
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In Figs. 8.1 through 8.3 we plot the real and imaginary parts of the quark self-energies
Σ0, Σx, and Σz for ξ = {0,10,100}. From these Figures we see that the spacelike quark
self-energy is strongly aﬀected by the presence of an anisotropy with a peak appearing at
ω/k = sinθn for strong anisotropies. To further illustrate this in Fig. 8.4 we have plotted Σ0
for ξ = 100 and θn = {0,π/4,π/2}. From this Figure we see that there is a large directional
dependence of the spacelike quark self-energy. Note that this could have a measurable
impact on quark-gluon plasma photon production during the early stages of evolution since
screening of infrared divergences in leading order photon production amplitudes requires
as input the hard-loop fermion propagator for spacelike momentum. We return to this
point in Chapter 9 and calculate photon emission from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma.
Assuming the necessary measurements of the rapidity dependence of the thermal photon
spectrum could be performed, photon emission could provide an excellent measure of the
degree of momentum-space anisotropy in the partonic distribution functions at early stages
of a heavy-ion collision.8.2 Analytical investigation 105
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Figure 8.5: Fermionic dispersion relations for the istropic case and the case ξ = 10 and
θn = 0.
For general ξ and θn we have to evaluate the integrals given in Eq. (8.10) numerically. To
ﬁnd the collective modes we then numerically solve the fermionic dispersion relations given
by Eq. (8.9). As in the isotropic case, for real timelike momenta (|ω|>|k|, Im(ω/k) = 0)
there are two stable quasiparticle modes which result from choosing either plus or minus in
Eq. (8.9).2 The results for the isotropic case (ξ = 0) and the case where ξ = 10 are shown
in Fig. 8.5
8.2 Analytical investigation
We have looked for modes in the upper- and lower-half planes and numerically we ﬁnd none.
In the following we explicitly count the number of modes using complex contour integration
and demonstrate that there are no unstable collective modes in two special cases.
8.2.1 Special case: k   ˆ n
Let us consider the special case where the momentum of the collective mode is in the
direction of the anisotropy k   ˆ n, i.e., θn = 0. In this case the integrals in Eq. (8.10) can
2Note that there are four solutions to the dispersion relations since each solution exists at both positive
and negative ω.106 8 Fermionic collective modes of an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
be evaluated analytically. Σx becomes zero, while the other components read
Σ0(ω,k,θn = 0,ξ) =
1
2
m2
q
√
1 + ξ
ξω2 + k2
 
2
 
ξω arctan
 
ξ + kln
 
ω + k
ω − k
  
Σz(ω,k,θn = 0,ξ) =
1
2
m2
q
√
1 + ξ
ξω2 + k2
 
−2
1
√
ξ
k arctan
 
ξ + ω ln
 
ω + k
ω − k
  
.
(8.12)
Eq. (8.9) simpliﬁes to
ω − Σ0 = ±(k − Σz). (8.13)
Nyquist analysis
We now show analytically for this special case that unstable modes do not exist. This is
done by a Nyquist analysis of the following function:
f∓(ω,k,ξ) = ω − Σ0(ω,k,ξ) ∓ [k − Σz(ω,k,ξ)] . (8.14)
In practice, that means that we evaluate the contour integral
1
2πi
 
C
dz
f′
∓(z)
f∓(z)
= N − P , (8.15)
which gives the numbers of zeros N minus the number of poles P of f∓ in the region encircled
by the closed path C. In Eq. (8.15) and in the following, we write the functions f∓ in terms
of z = ω/k and for clarity do not always state the explicit dependence of f∓ on k and ξ.
Choosing the path depicted in Fig. 8.6, which excludes the logarithmic cut for real z with
z2 < 1 of the function (8.14), leads to P = 0 and the left hand side of Eq. (8.15) equals the
number of modes N. Evaluation of the respective pieces of the contour C for each f− and
f+ leads to
N∓ = 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 2, (8.16)
such that for the total number we get is N = N−+N+ = 4, which corresponds to the stable
modes (two for positive ω and two for negative ω). The four contributions in (8.16) are the
following:
1. The ﬁrst 1 results from integration along the large circle at |z| ≫ 1.
2. The ﬁrst zero is the contribution from the path connecting the large circle with the
contour around z = ±1.
3. The second zero stems from the two small half-circles around z = ±1
4. The last 1 is obtained from integration along the straight lines running inﬁnitesimally
above and below the cut between z = −1 and z = 1. See below for details on this
integration.
The last contribution can be evaluated using
  1+iǫ
−1+iǫ
dz
f′
∓(z)
f∓(z)
= ln
f∓(1 + iǫ)
f∓(−1 + iǫ)
+ 2πin, (8.17)8.2 Analytical investigation 107
Figure 8.6: Contour C in the complex z-plane used for the Nyquist analysis.
for the line above and the corresponding expression for the line below the cut. n is the
number of times the function f∓ crosses the logarithmic cut located on the real axis, running
from zero to minus inﬁnity. This cut is due to the appearance of the logarithm on the right
hand side of Eq. (8.17). In the sum of the line integrations above and below the cut
diverging contributions from the ﬁrst part on the right hand side of Eq. (8.17) cancel and
we are left with a contribution of 2πi for each function. Furthermore it is necessary to show
that neither f− nor f+ crosses the cut. The proof is given in some detail for f− and is
performed analogously for f+. From Eq. (8.14) we ﬁnd for f−:
f−(z,k,ξ) = z − 1 +
√
1 + ξ
2(1 + ξx2)
1
k2
 
−2
 
z +
1
ξ
  
ξ arctan
 
ξ + (z − 1)ln
 
z + 1
z − 1
  
.
(8.18)
We want to study whether this function crosses the real axis in the range Re[z] ∈ [−1,1]
for Im[z] → 0, i.e., whether the imaginary part of f− changes sign in that range. On the
straight line inﬁnitesimally above the cut the imaginary part of f− is given by
Im
 
lim
ǫ→0
f−(x + iǫ,k,ξ)
 
= −
π
2
√
1 + ξ(x − 1)
k2(1 + ξx2)
, (8.19)
for real x. It is only zero for x = 1, which means that the function f− can not cross but
merely touch the cut within the limits of the integration. On the straight line below the cut
we get the same result (8.19) with a minus sign. For f+, we ﬁnd that the imaginary part
in the regarded range only becomes zero for x = −1, which means that the logarithmic cut
is not crossed within [−1,1] either. Hence we have proved for the case k   ˆ n that there are
no more solutions than the four stable modes. In particular we have shown that unstable
fermionic modes can not exist.108 8 Fermionic collective modes of an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
8.2.2 Large-ξ limit
In the extremely anisotropic case where ξ → ∞ the self-energies for arbitrary angle θn can
be calculated explicitly. The distribution function (8.2) becomes [235]
lim
ξ→∞
fξ(p) = δ(ˆ p   ˆ n)
  ∞
−∞
dxfiso
 
p
 
1 + x2
 
. (8.20)
With ˆ n in the z-direction this implies that p lies in the x-y-plane only. As in Section 8.1,
due to azimuthal symmetry, we consider the case where k lies in the x-z-plane only. Using
(8.20) we obtain from Eqs. (8.10)
Σ0(ω,k,θn) =
π
2
m2
q
1
√
ω + ksinθn
√
ω − ksinθn
,
Σx(ω,k,θn) =
π
2ksinθn
m2
q
 
ω
√
ω + ksinθn
√
ω − k sinθn
− 1
 
. (8.21)
Since pz is always zero, Σz vanishes. Eq. (8.9) now becomes
ω − Σ0 = ±
 
(kx − Σx)2 + k2
z . (8.22)
Nyquist analysis
Again, we only ﬁnd four stable modes and will now show analytically that these are the
only solutions in the large ξ-limit for arbitrary angle θn. The cut resulting from the complex
square roots in (8.21) can be chosen to lie between z = −sinθn and z = sinθn on the real
axis. The Nyquist analysis can then be performed analogously to that in Section 8.2.1
with the contour in Fig. 8.6 adjusted such that the inner path still runs inﬁnitesimally close
around the cut. Using this path in the evaluation of Eq. (8.15) for the functions
f∓(ω,k,θn) = ω − Σ0 ∓
 
(kx − Σx)2 + k2
z , (8.23)
we ﬁnd the number of solutions to Eq. (8.22) to be
N∓ = 1 + 0 +
1
4
+
1
4
+
1
2
= 2, (8.24)
so that again there are N = N+ + N− = 4 solutions, which are the known stable modes.
The decomposition in (8.24) is done as follows:
1. The ﬁrst contribution to N∓ comes from integration along the large outer circle at
|z| ≫ 1.
2. The zero stems from the paths connecting the outer and the inner circle.
3. The two contributions of 1/4 result from integrations along the small circles around
−sinθn and sinθn.
4. The last contribution of 1/2 comes from integration along the straight lines running
inﬁnitesimally close above and below the cut. We discuss this part in further detail
below.8.3 Summary 109
The last contribution can be obtained using Eq. (8.17). For the evaluation of the limit ǫ → 0
it is essential to note that the f∓ behave like lnǫ or 1/(lnǫ) (depending on which function is
evaluated on which line) and are both negative as ǫ → 0. This results in a contribution of +iπ
for each function and integration, because in all cases the imaginary part of both functions
can be shown to be positive in the regarded limit. All other contributions, including the
diverging parts ±ln(−lnǫ) cancel in the sum of the results from the upper and lower line.
Again, we need to show that the functions f∓ do not cross the logarithmic cut for z ∈
[−sinθn,sinθn], i.e., that n = 0 in Eq. (8.17). It is possible to ﬁnd an analytic expression
for the imaginary part of f∓ using
Im
 
x + iy =
1
√
2
sgn(y)
  
x2 + y2 − x, (8.25)
for the imaginary part of the square root appearing in (8.23) with real x and y. Then the
only solutions to
Imf∓(z) = 0 (8.26)
are found analytically to be Re(z) = sinθn and Re(z) = −sinθn for f− and f+ respectively.
This means that the cut is not crossed during the integration along the straight lines and
that the contribution from this piece is in fact 1/2.
8.3 Summary
In this chapter we have extended the exploration of the collective modes of an anisotropic
quark-gluon plasma by studying the quark collective modes. Speciﬁcally, we derived in-
tegral expressions for the quark self-energy for arbitrary anisotropy and evaluated these
numerically using the momentum-space rescaling (8.2). In the direct numerical calculation
we found only real timelike fermionic modes and no unstable modes. Additionally using
complex contour integration we have proven analytically in the cases (a) when the wave
vector of the collective mode is parallel to the anisotropy direction with arbitrary oblate
anisotropy and (b) for all angles of propagation in the limit of an inﬁnitely oblate anisotropy
that there are no fermionic unstable modes.110 8 Fermionic collective modes of an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma111
9 Photon production from an anisotropic
quark-gluon plasma
Wo viel Licht ist, ist starker Schatten - doch w¨ ar’s mir
willkommen. Wollen sehn, was es gibt.
G¨ otz von Berlichingen, Erster Aufzug.
Jagsthausen. G¨ otzens Burg. G¨ otz.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
In this chapter we calculate photon production from a quark-gluon plasma which is
anisotropic in momentum space including the Compton scattering, q(¯ q)g → q(¯ q)γ, and
annihilation, q ¯ q → g γ, processes. We show that for a quark-gluon plasma which has a
momentum-space anisotropy the photon production rate has an angular dependence which
is peaked transverse to the beamline. Convolving this with a model for the ﬁreball evolution,
we calculate the total photon yield and compare to other contributions like prompt photons
and those from jet fragmentation. We discuss to which extent and under which circum-
stances the results can be used to experimentally determine the degree of momentum-space
isotropy of a quark-gluon plasma produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.1
9.1 Medium photon production rate
To lowest order photons are produced via annihilation and Compton scattering processes
q + ¯ q → g + γ, (9.1)
q(¯ q) + g → q(¯ q) + γ . (9.2)
We do not include the bremsstrahlung contribution which in an equilibrium plasma also
contributes at leading order in the coupling constant due to enhancements from collinear
photon radiation [89, 90, 91, 92]. This contribution has been omitted because it is currently
not known how to resolve the problem that the presence of unstable modes causes unregu-
lated singularities to appear in matrix elements which involve soft gluon exchange. Recent
work [223] has suggested that these singularities could be shielded by next-to-leading order
(NLO) corrections to the gluonic polarization tensor, however, the detailed evaluation of
these NLO corrections has not been performed to date. Absent explicit calculation, our
naive expectation would be that these NLO corrections would yield similar angular depen-
dence as the annihilation and Compton scattering contributions since they are also peaked
at nearly collinear angles.
1This chapter is based on the work published in [236]112 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.1: One- and two-loop contributions to the photon self energy in QCD
In a thermal medium the production rate is given by [237, 238, 95, 87]
E
dR
d3q
= −
2
(2π)3ImΠ 
 
1
eE/T − 1
, (9.3)
with the retarded photon self energy Π ν. It is valid to all orders in the strong interaction αs
and to leading order in e2, as in its derivation it was assumed that the produced photons do
not interact with the medium after they have been produced. For an anisotropic system, we
adopt the Keldysh formulation of quantum ﬁeld theory, which is appropriate for systems
away from equilibrium [239, 240, 241]. In this formalism both propagators and self energies
have a 2×2 matrix structure. The components (12) and (21) of the self-energy matrices are
related to the emission and absorption probability of the particle species under consideration
[241, 242, 243]. Due to the almost complete lack of photon absorbing back reactions, the
rate of photon emission can be expressed as [244]
E
dR
d3q
=
i
2(2π)3Π12
 
 (Q), (9.4)
from the trace of the (12)-element Π12 = Π< of the photon-polarization tensor.
If the photon self energy is approximated by carrying out a loop expansion to some ﬁnite
order then Eq. (9.3) is equivalent to a description in terms of relativistic kinetic theory.
Generally, when M is the amplitude for a reaction of m particles to n particles plus one
photon then the contribution of this reaction to the diﬀerential photon production rate is
given by
N
 
dΦ(2π)4δ(p
 
in − p
 
out)|M|2 , (9.5)
with the phase space dΦ given by a factor of d3p/(2p(2π)3) for each particle, a Bose-
Einstein or Fermi-Dirac distribution for each particle in the initial state and a Bose
enhancement or Pauli suppression factor for each particle in the ﬁnal state. The overall
degeneracy factor depends on the speciﬁc reaction. Expanding the self energy up to L loops
is equivalent to computing the contribution from all reactions with m+n ≤ L+1, with each
amplitude calculated to order gL−1. In our case this can be seen when applying cutting rules
to the loop diagrams shown in Fig.9.1, which yields graphs corresponding to the following
processes: Cutting the one-loop diagram gives zero for an on-shell photon since the process
q¯ q → γ has no phase space. Certain cuts of the two-loop diagrams give order g2 corrections
to this nonexistent reaction. Other cuts correspond to the reactions q¯ q → gγ, qg → qγ and
¯ qg → ¯ qγ, the annihilation and Compton scattering processes discussed above and shown
in Figs. 9.2 and 9.3. Following the prescription (9.5), we ﬁnd the contributions of these9.1 Medium photon production rate 113
processes to the rate to be
E
dRi
d3q
= N
 
k1
f1(k1)
 
k2
f2(k2)
 
k3
(1 ± f3(k3))(2π)4δ(4)(K1 + K2 − Q − K3)|Mi|
2 ,
(9.6)
with
 
ki =
 
d3ki/(2ki(2π)3). The fi are the appropriate distribution functions (Bose-
Einstein or Fermi-Dirac in equilibrium) and there is either a Bose enhancement or
Pauli blocking term depending on the nature of the strongly interacting particle in the
ﬁnal state, as mentioned above. Putting in the right distribution functions, the appropriate
matrix element, and the correct degeneracy factor N yields the annihilation and Compton
scattering contribution.
Let us calculate N: For the annihilation process we have a quark and an anti-quark in
the initial state, which leads to a color degeneracy of 3   3 = 9, furthermore, we have to
multiply by 4 for the spin degeneracy, and summing over u and d quarks yields a factor of
 
q
e2
q =
 
1
3
 2
+
 
2
3
 2
=
5
9
.
This makes an N of 9 4 5/9 = 20. For the Compton scattering part we have a quark and
a gluon in the initial state, meaning that we have to multiply by 3 8 = 24, we take times 4
for initial spins/helicities and times 2 for both quark and anti quark scattering, and again
have a factor of 5/9 from the sum over the squares of the quark charges. This yields an N
of 24   4   2   5/9 = 320/3.
9.1.1 Cross sections
We now calculate the cross sections for the two processes (9.1,9.2) in vacuum, giving the
matrix elements needed to compute (9.6). We have to evaluate the Feynman diagrams
shown in Figs. 9.2 and 9.3
We go through the calculation of the Compton scattering process in detail and give the
result of the analogous calculation of the annihilation diagram.
QED case
For simplicity let us ﬁrst consider the QED process
γ e− → γe− , (9.7)
which apart from the color factors that we shall discuss later is equivalent to the process
(9.2). We set the electron mass to zero as we shall do with the quark masses. Then, using
the Feynman rules for QED (see [245]), the amplitudes of the two diagrams in Fig.9.3
read:
−iM1 = ¯ u(s′)(K3)
 
ε (ieγ )
i( / K1 − / Q)
(K1 − Q)2(ieγν)ε′∗
ν
 
u(s)(K1), (9.8)
−iM2 = ¯ u(s′)(K3)
 
ε′∗
ν (ieγν)
i( / K1 + / K2)
(K1 + K2)2(ieγ )ε 
 
u(s)(K1), (9.9)114 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.2: Annihilation diagram with
momentum labels. All four-momenta in-
dicated ﬂow to the right so that K1 +
K2 = Q + K3.
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Figure 9.3: Compton diagrams for hard
photon production with momentum la-
bels. All four-momenta indicated ﬂow to
the right so that K1 + K2 = Q + K3.
Anti-quark graphs are not shown but are
included in the calculation.
where u is the positive energy four-spinor solution of the Dirac equation with spin index
s = {1,2}, ¯ u = u†γ0 and ε  is the polarization vector of the free photon, which appears
in the solutions A  = ε (q)e−iqx to the (free) Maxwell equation ￿2A  = 0. e is the
electron charge. The ingoing electron is assigned the four-momentum K1 and spin s, the
outgoing electron has four-momentum K3 and spin s′ according to Fig. 9.3. The ingoing
and outgoing photons have four-momentum K2 and Q and the polarization vector ε and ε′,
respectively.
The invariant Mandelstam variables are:
s = (K1 + K2)2 = 2K1   K2 = 2Q   K3
t = (K1 − Q)2 = −2K1   Q = −2K2   K3
u = (K1 − K3)2 = −2K1   K3 = −2K2   Q. (9.10)
With these deﬁnitions the invariant amplitudes can be written as
M1 =
1
t
ε′∗
ν ε  e2 ¯ u(s′)(K3)γ ( / K1 − / Q)γνu(s)(K1), (9.11)
M2 =
1
s
ε′∗
ν ε  e2 ¯ u(s′)(K3)γν( / K1 + / K2)γ u(s)(K1). (9.12)
We want to determine the unpolarized cross section and therefore have to average |M1 + M2|
2
over initial electron spins and photon polarizations and sum over the ﬁnal ones. Because
we are dealing with real photons we can make the replacement [245]
 
transverse
ε∗
αεβ → −gαβ , (9.13)
where the sum is over the physical transverse polarizations, and a similar one for the outgoing9.1 Medium photon production rate 115
polarizations. This yields for the squared s-channel amplitude:
|M2|
2 =
e4
4s2
 
s,s′
 
¯ u(s′)(K3)γν( / K1 + / K2)γ u(s)(K1)
  
¯ u(s)(K1)γ ( / K1 + / K2)γνu(s′)(K3)
 
,
(9.14)
where the factor 1/4 comes from averaging over the two initial electron spins and two initial
photon polarizations. In the next step we calculate the spin sum in (9.14), using the spinor
completeness relation [245, 246]:
 
s=1,2
u(s)(K1)¯ u(s)(K1) = / K1 + m
m=0 − − − → / K1 (9.15)
We ﬁnd
|M2|
2 =
e4
4s2Tr
 
/ K3γν( / K1 + / K2)γ  / K1γ ( / K1 + / K2)γν
 
=
e4
4s2Tr
 
γν / K3γν( / K1 + / K2)γ  / K1γ ( / K1 + / K2)
 
=
e4
4s2Tr
 
(−2) / K3( / K1 + / K2)(−2) / K1( / K1 + / K2)
 
=
e4
s2Tr
 
/ K3 / K2 / K1 / K2
 
,
where we used the cyclic invariance of the trace in the ﬁrst step, the relation γνγ γν = −2γ 
in the second, and the fact that / K / K = 0 in the third. Using
Tr(/ a/ b/ c/ d) = 4[(a   b)(c   d) − (a   c)(b   d) + (a   d)(b   c)] ,
we can further write
|M2|
2 = 8
e4
s2(K2   K3)(K1   K2)
= 2e4
 
−
t
s
 
. (9.16)
Similarly we obtain
|M1|
2 = 2e4
 
−
s
t
 
, (9.17)
M1M∗
2 = 0, (9.18)
such that the full spin-averaged squared matrix element is given by
|M|
2 = |M1 + M2|
2 = −32π2α2
 
t
s
+
s
t
 
, (9.19)
using α = e2/(4π).
The calculation for the annihilation process is completely analogous and yields
|M|
2 = 32π2α2
 
u
t
+
t
u
 
. (9.20)116 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.4: Color lines for gq → qγ
QCD case
The result for the spin averaged squared matrix elements in QCD follows directly from the
ones in QED on (1) substitution of α → e2
qααs because we now have one photon and one
gluon vertex each with a quark charge eq (the summation over both u and d quarks will be
done later), and (2) the multiplication with a color factor, which we shall now derive. One
way to determine the color factor is simply to count all possible color combinations, sum
them up and then divide by the number of possibilities for the color conﬁguration in the
initial state. An easy way to do this is by counting the color lines in Fig.9.4. There are
two, and the same holds for all other diagrams considered here. Each line can take on three
colors such that we have 9 possibilities of combining them. However we have to subtract
one possibility, which corresponds to the SU(3) color singlet state of the gluon. This singlet
does not carry color and cannot mediate between color charges. Hence we are left with 8
possibilities. This we have to divide by a factor of two which comes from the (unfortunate)
historical deﬁnition of αs [245]. For the Compton scattering diagram we have a quark and
a gluon in the initial state, which means that for averaging over color we have to divide by
3 for the colors of the quark and by 8 for all possible color combinations of the gluon. This
leads to the spin and color averaged matrix element
|M|
2 = −32π2e2
qααs
1
6
 
t
s
+
s
t
 
. (9.21)
The annihilation diagram has two quarks in the initial state, which means that we have to
divide by 9, 3 for each quark, when we want to average over initial colors. This yields
|M|
2 = 32π2e2
qααs
4
9
 
u
t
+
t
u
 
. (9.22)
Alternatively one can perform the summation over initial and ﬁnal states by taking the
trace over the squared matrix element. Each diagram includes a gluon vertex yielding a
factor of −igtaγ . This means the color trace is to be taken over tata giving
Tr(tata) = C2(N)Tr(1) =
N2 − 1
2N
  3 = 4, (9.23)
with the quadratic Casimir operator C2 and N = 3 for SU(3). What is left to do is dividing
by the number of color combinations in the initial state for averaging and we get the same
results as above.9.2 Infrared divergence and Braaten-Yuan method 117
9.2 Infrared divergence and Braaten-Yuan method
The matrix elements (9.21) and (9.22) have poles at t and/or u = 0, which causes infrared
divergent production rates (9.6). Many-body eﬀects have to be included in the calcula-
tion to account for the screening of these divergences. This is done by ﬁrst excluding the
contribution from soft momentum exchange p < p∗, with the cutoﬀ on p∗, and separately
calculating the soft contribution p < p∗ by using HL-resummed propagators instead of bare
ones. This cures the infrared divergence and in the limit g → 0 the sum of hard and soft
contributions becomes independent of the cutoﬀ p∗. This procedure has ﬁrst been used for
the calculation of the rate of energy loss of a hot plasma from the Primakoff production of
axions by Braaten and Yuan in [247]. For the calculation of high energy medium photon
production from an isotropic QGP the method has been applied by Baier et.al [248] and
Kapusta et.al in [87]. We will summarize their results in Sec. 9.2.4 and compare to our
more general result in the limit that the anisotropy, characterized by the parameter ξ, goes
to zero.
9.2.1 Hard contribution
Annihilation Diagrams
From (9.6), (9.22) and remembering that N = 20 we ﬁnd the rate of photon production
from the quark annihilation diagram shown in Fig. 9.2 to be
E
dRann
d3q
= 64π35
9
αsα
 
k1
fq(k1)
k1
 
k2
fq(k2)
k2
 
k3
1 + fg(k3)
k3
×δ(4)(K1 + K2 − Q − K3)
 
u
t
+
t
u
 
, (9.24)
where we have assumed that the distribution function for quarks and anti-quarks is the
same, fq = f¯ q, which allows us to simplify Eq. (9.24) by combining the two terms in square
brackets after interchanging K1 and K2 in the second term. This operation casts the second
term into the exact same form as the ﬁrst so that we simply pick up a factor of 2.
As discussed earlier we will be confronted with an infrared divergence and hence begin by
ﬁrst changing variables in the ﬁrst integration to P ≡ K1 − Q and introduce the infrared
cutoﬀ p∗ on the integration over the exchanged three-momentum p. We also split the zero
and vector components of the delta function as δ(4)(P +K2 −K3) = δ(ω +k2 −k3)δ(3)(p+
k2−k3) where ω ≡ |p + q|−q. We then use the vector part of the delta function to perform
the k3 integration. Doing this and relabelling k2 → k in order to simplify the notation we
obtain
E
dRann
d3q
= 16
5
9
αsα
 
p
fq(p + q)
|p + q|
 
k
fq(k)
k
1 + fg(p + k)
|p + k|
×δ(ω + k − |p + k|)Θ(p − p∗)
 u
t
 
. (9.25)
To proceed further we choose spherical coordinates with the anisotropy vector ˆ n deﬁning
the z-axis. Exploiting the azimuthal symmetry about the z-axis we also choose q to lie in118 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
the x−z plane. It is then possible to reexpress the remaining delta function as
δ(ω+k − |p + k|) =
|p + k|
pksinθp sinθk |sin(φi − φp)|
 
i
δ(φk − φi) , (9.26)
where φi are deﬁned through the transcendental equation
cos(φi − φp) =
ω2 − p2 + 2k(ω − pcosθp cosθk)
2pk sinθp sinθk
. (9.27)
Eq. (9.26) can be made more explicit using sin2(φi − φp) = 1 − cos2(φi − φp) yielding
δ(ω + k − |p + k|) = 2|p + k|χ−1/2 Θ(χ)
2  
i=1
δ(φk − φi) , (9.28)
with
χ ≡ 4p2k2 sin2θk sin2 θp −
 
ω2 − p2 + 2k(ω − pcosθp cosθk)
 2 (9.29)
and where we have indicated that there are two solutions to Eq. (9.27) when χ > 0. Making
these substitutions and expanding out the phase-space integrals explicitly gives
E
dRann
d3q
=
5
9αsα
2π6
2  
i=1
  ∞
p∗
dpp2
  1
−1
dcosθp
  2π
0
dφp
fq(p + q)
|p + q|
×
  ∞
0
dk k
  1
−1
dcosθk fq(k)[1 + fg(p + k)]χ−1/2 Θ(χ)
 u
t
 
 
   
   
φk=φi
, (9.30)
with t = ω2 − p2, u = (k − q)2 − (k − q)2, and recalling ω = |p + q| − q.
Compton Scattering Diagrams
Again assuming f¯ q = fq the rate of photon production from the Compton scattering dia-
grams shown in Fig. 9.3 can be expressed as
E
dRcom
d3q
= −128π35
9
αsα
 
k1
fq(k1)
k1
 
k2
fg(k2)
k2
 
k3
1 − fq(k3)
k3
×δ(4)(K1 + K2 − Q − K3)
 
s
t
+
t
s
 
, (9.31)
where we have again assumed massless quarks, and the Mandelstam variables are deﬁned
by s ≡ (K1 + K2)2 and t ≡ (K1 − Q)2. Performing a change of variables to P ≡ K1 − Q,
redeﬁning K2 → K, and evaluating the delta function as in the annihilation case above
gives
E
dRcom
d3q
= −
5
9αsα
2π6
2  
i=1
  ∞
p∗
dpp2
  1
−1
dcosθp
  2π
0
dφp
fq(p + q)
|p + q|
×
  ∞
0
dk k
  1
−1
dcosθk fg(k)[1 − fq(p + k)]χ−1/2 Θ(χ)
 
s
t
+
t
s
    
   
 
φk=φi
,
(9.32)
where here t = ω2 − p2, s = (ω + q + k)2 − (p + q + k)2, and recalling ω = |p + q| − q.9.2 Infrared divergence and Braaten-Yuan method 119
Total Hard Contribution
The total photon production from processes which have a hard momentum exchange is given
by the sum of Eqs. (9.30) and (9.32).
E
dRhard
d3q
= E
 
dRann
d3q
+
dRcom
d3q
 
(9.33)
To evaluate the ﬁve-dimensional integrals in Eqs. (9.30) and (9.32) we use monte-carlo
integration.
The total hard contribution (9.33) has a logarithmic infrared divergence as p∗ → 0. This
logarithmic infrared divergence will be cancelled by a corresponding ultraviolet divergence
in the soft contribution so that in the limit g → 0 there will be no dependence of the total
(soft + hard) rate on the separation scale p∗. In the next section we present the calculation
of the soft part which we will then combine with the hard result to obtain the total photon
production rate.
9.2.2 Soft contribution
We now turn to the calculation of the previously excluded infrared divergent contribution
from soft momentum exchange. The infrared divergence in the photon production rate is
caused by a diverging diﬀerential cross section when the momentum transfer goes to zero.
Long-ranged forces are usually screened by many-body eﬀects at ﬁnite temperature. In the
high temperature limit these eﬀects can be included by using the HL-resummed propagators
instead of free ones. This way we will be able to derive an infrared ﬁnite result. The rate
for the soft part is given by Eq. (9.4):
E
dRsoft
d3q
=
i
2(2π)3Π< 
 (Q), (9.34)
from the trace of the (12)-element Π< = Π12 of the photon-polarization tensor. After the
q q
p p
q q
p p
p−q
p+q
Figure 9.5: The photon polarization tensor Π< for soft momentum p ∼ gT. The blob
indicates the hard-loop resummed quark propagator.120 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
replacement of free propagators with the HL-resummed ones, the photon polarization tensor
is calculated from the Feynman graphs in Fig. 9.5, resulting in
iΠ12
 
 (Q) = e25
9
Nc
 
d4p
(2π)4Tr[γ  iS⋆
12(P)|HL γ iS21(P − Q)
+γ iS12(P + Q)γ  iS⋆
21(P)|HL] , (9.35)
where e2
q = 5/9 comes from the sum over quark charges. S12 and S21 are the free fermion
propagators for massless quarks, to be read oﬀ the matrix propagator
S(K) = / K
   1
K2+iǫ 0
0 −1
K2−iǫ
 
+ 2πiδ(K2)
 
fF(K) −θ(−k0) + fF(K)
−θ(k0) + fF(K) fF(K)
  
,
(9.36)
with the general fermion distribution function fF(K), and propagators with a HL subscript
are the full propagators in the hard-loop approximation. These satisfy a ﬂuctuation dissipa-
tion relation given by (see Appendix F on the validity of this expression in our framework)
S⋆
12/21 (P)|HL = S⋆
ret(P)|HL Σ12/21(P) S⋆
adv(P)|HL . (9.37)
The HL resummed retarded propagator reads
S⋆
ret(P)|HL =
1
/ P − Σ(P)
, (9.38)
where Σ(P) is the retarded self-energy given in Eq.(8.1). The advanced propagator fol-
lows analogously with the advanced self-energy. Note that Eq.(9.37) is equivalent to the
expression for S⋆
12/21 in [244] (see [249]). To one loop order Σ12 is given by
Σ12(P) = 2ig2CF
 
d4k
(2π)4S12(K)∆12(P − K), (9.39)
where ∆12 is the (12)-element of the matrix boson propagator given by
∆(K) =
  1
K2−m2+iǫ 0
0 −1
K2−m2−iǫ
 
− 2πiδ(K2 − m2)
 
fB(K) θ(−k0) + fB(K)
θ(k0) + fB(K) fB(K)
 
.
(9.40)
With the anisotropic distribution function (8.2) Σ12 can be evaluated in the hard-loop
approximation to read
Σ
 
12(P) = i
g2CF
(2π)2
 
d˜ k
  2π
0
dφ
  +1
−1
dx
˜ k2
(1 + ξx2)3/2
×
 
k 
k
   
   
k0=k
δ (g−)N(ξ)fiso
F (˜ k)
 
N(ξ)fiso
B (˜ k) + 1
 
+
k 
k
 
 
   
k0=−k
δ (g+)N(ξ)fiso
B (˜ k)
 
N(ξ)fiso
F (˜ k) − 1
  
,
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12. θn ∈ {0,π/4,π/2} and ξ = 100.
where
g± = 2
˜ k
 
1 + ξx2
 
±p0 + p
 
sinθn
 
1 − x2 cosφ + cosθnx
  
(9.42)
and we chose p to lie in the x − z-plane and used the change of variables (8.3) for k.
Note that in the hard-loop limit one can ignore the quark masses and hence they have
been explicitly set to zero above. The term k /k does not depend on k and is given by
(±1,sinθ cosφ,sinθsinφ,cosθ). Evaluation of the δ-function leads to
−iΣ
 
12(P,θn,ξ) =Aα (P,θn,ξ) + B β (P,θn,ξ), (9.43)
with
α  =
 
dφ
 
i
k 
k
   
   
k0=k
   
   
 
(1 − x2
i)1/2
(1 − x2
i)1/2(pcosθn + p0ξxi) − psinθnxi(1 + ξ)cosφ
   
   
 
θ(1 − x2
i),
β  =
 
dφ
 
i
k 
k
 
   
 
k0=−k
 
   
   
(1 − ˜ x2
i)1/2
(1 − ˜ x2
i)1/2(pcosθn − p0ξ˜ xi) − psinθn˜ xi(1 + ξ)cosφ
 
   
   
θ(1 − ˜ x2
i),
(9.44)
where the xi and ˜ xi are solutions to
˜ k √
1+ξx2
 
−p0 + p
 
sinθn
√
1 − x2 cosφ + cosθnx
  
= 0
and
˜ k √
1+ξx2
 
p0 + p
 
sinθn
√
1 − x2 cosφ + cosθnx
  
= 0, respectively, and
A =
g2CF
8π2
 
dk kN(ξ)fiso
F (k)
 
N(ξ)fiso
B (k) + 1
 
, (9.45)
B =
g2CF
8π2
 
dk kN(ξ)fiso
B (k)
 
N(ξ)fiso
F (k) − 1
 
. (9.46)
There can be N ∈ {0,1,2} solutions for both xi and ˜ xi, depending on the parameters
p,p0,θn and φ. Note that kµ
k is also given in terms of the xi. It is easily veriﬁed that
α (P,θn,ξ) = −β (P,θn,ξ), (9.47)122 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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12. θn ∈ {0,π/4,π/2} and ξ = 100.
For θn = 0 αx = 0.
such that Eq. (9.43) greatly simpliﬁes to read
− iΣ
 
12(P,θn,ξ) = (A − B)α (P,θn,ξ), (9.48)
where
A − B =
g2CF
8π2 N(ξ)
   ∞
0
dkk
 
fiso
B (k) + fiso
F (k)
  
=
1
4
m2
qN(ξ) , (9.49)
assuming equal quark and anti-quark distributions. We did not present the analogous ex-
plicit calculation of Σ21, but ﬁnd for it the same result as for Σ12 with A and B interchanged.
We also veriﬁed that Σ12 and Σ21 fulﬁll the general relation
Σ21 − Σ12 = 2iImΣ, (9.50)
with the retarded self-energy Σ given in Sec. 8.1. Furthermore, since Σ21 is given by
Eq. (9.48) with A and B interchanged it follows within the hard-loop approximation that
with the form of the anisotropic distribution function assumed here it always holds that
Σ12 = −Σ21 , (9.51)
which can be seen as a high-temperature limit of the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS)
relation in equilibrium, but also holds for ﬁnite ξ and hence for non-equilibrium systems.
Note that in equilibrium the relation (9.51) does not contradict the usual KMS-relation,
but is an approximation to it. In equilibrium, the KMS-relation is given by
Σ12(P) = −e−p0/TΣ21(P), (9.52)
with the temperature T. In our case the soft momentum p is of the order gT, such that
an expansion of the exponential gives 1 as in Eq.(9.51) plus terms that are suppressed by
higher orders of g. Eqs.(9.50) and (9.51) show that in order to calculate the hard-loop9.2 Infrared divergence and Braaten-Yuan method 123
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For θn = π/2 αz = 0.
photon production rate from an anisotropic plasma one need only know the retarded self-
energy. We plot the functions α for an anisotropy parameter of ξ = 100 and diﬀerent angles
θn in Figs. 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8 to emphasize the strong angular dependence once more.
Now that we have calculated Σ12 and Σ21 and expressed it in terms of the retarded self
energy:
Σ12 = −Σ21 = −iImΣ, (9.53)
we can rewrite Eq.(9.37) to ﬁnd
iS⋆
12|HL = −iS⋆
21|HL = Λαβγ(P)γαγβγγ , (9.54)
where
Λαβγ(P) =
Pα − Σα(P)
(P − Σ(P))2 ImΣβ(P)
Pγ − Σ∗
γ(P)
(P − Σ∗(P))2 , (9.55)
with the complex conjugate of the self energy Σ∗. With that Eq.(9.35) becomes
iΠ12
 
 (Q) = e25
9
Nc
 
d4p
(2π)4Tr
 
γ Λαβγ(P)γαγβγγγ iS21(P − Q)
−γ iS12(P + Q)γ Λαβγ(P)γαγβγγ
 
. (9.56)
In the HL approximation and assuming a k dependent distribution function that satisﬁes
f(k) = f(−k), we can write for the free propagator
iS21(P − Q) = S21ν(P − Q)γν = −2π(/ P − / Q)δ((P − Q)2)fF(P − Q)
≃ −2π(/ P − / Q)
1
2q
δ(p0 − p(ˆ p   ˆ q))fF(q), (9.57)
iS12(P + Q) = S12ν(P − Q)γν = −2π(/ P + / Q)δ((P − Q)2)fF(P + Q)
≃ −2π(/ P + / Q)
1
2q
δ(p0 − p(ˆ p   ˆ q))fF(q), (9.58)124 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
where the θ-functions could be neglected in both cases because q0 ≫ p0.
To evaluate the trace in Eq.(9.56), we use its cyclic invariance and the identities
γ γαγβγγγ  = γ γαγβγγγ  = −2γγγβγα , (9.59)
Tr
 
γγγβγαγν
 
= 4
 
gγβgαν − gγαgβν + gγνgβα
 
. (9.60)
This, together with Eqs.(9.57) and (9.58), leads to the expression
iΠ12
 
 (Q) = −e25
9
Nc
8fF(q)
q
 
d3p
(2π)3 Qν˜ Λν(P), (9.61)
where
˜ Λν(P) = (Λνα
α(P) − Λ να
α (P) + Λ αν
α (P))p0=p(ˆ p ˆ q) . (9.62)
This can be further simpliﬁed when realizing that Qν˜ Λν = Im(Qν S⋆ν
ret|HL) [250]2. The ﬁnal
expression then becomes
iΠ12
 
 (Q) = −e25
9
Nc
8fF(q)
q
  p∗
d3p
(2π)3 Im(Qν S⋆ν
ret|HL (P)) , (9.63)
where the ultra-violet cutoﬀ p∗ is imposed on the radial part of the integral.
9.2.3 Total contribution
The total photon rate is found by adding the hard (9.33) and soft (9.34) rates
E
dR
d3q
= E
 
dRhard
d3q
+
dRsoft
d3q
 
. (9.64)
In the following sections we will discuss its dependence on the cutoﬀ p∗ and compare to
previously found analytic results [87, 248] in the isotropic limit.
As in the previous chapters we now choose the anisotropic distribution functions to be
given by isotropic distributions that are squeezed or stretched along one direction in mo-
mentum space, i.e.,
fi(k,ξ,phard) = fi,iso
  
k2 + ξ(k   ˆ n)2,phard
 
,
where i ∈ {q,g}, phard is a hard momentum scale which appears in the distribution functions,
ˆ n is the direction of the anisotropy, and ξ > −1 is a parameter reﬂecting the strength and
type of the anisotropy [63].
In the following we will suppress the explicit dependence on ξ and phard. We specialize
to the case ξ > 0 which is the relevant one for heavy-ion collisions after times τ & 0.2
fm/c. For the arbitrary isotropic distribution functions, fi,iso, which are contracted along
the z-axis, we choose Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions in the case of gluons
and quark/anti-quarks, respectively.
2I thank A. Ipp for pointing this out to me.9.2 Infrared divergence and Braaten-Yuan method 125
Using these distribution functions we are able to reproduce the equilibrium results, which
have been obtained previously [248, 87] by taking the limit ξ → 0.
9.2.4 The isotropic limit
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Figure 9.9: Full photon rate for ξ = 0 and g = 0.1 as a function of the cutoﬀ p∗ compared to
the totally cutoﬀ independent analytic approximation Eq. (9.67). Around the geometrical
mean of the hard and soft momentum scale,
√
gT, the rate is nearly independent of the
cutoﬀ.
In the case of isotropic quark/anti-quark and gluon distribution functions, Eqs. (9.24)
and (9.31) can be further simpliﬁed by transforming to s− and t− variables as explained in
[85]. This has been done in [248] and Eq. (9.33) becomes
E
dRhard
d3q
≃
5
9ααs
2π2 T2e−E/T
 
ln
ET
p∗2 +
3
2
+
ln2
3
− γ +
ζ′(2)
ζ(2)
 
, (9.65)
where T is now the temperature of the equilibrated system, γ is Euler’s constant and ζ is
the Riemann zeta function:
ζ′(2)
ζ(2)
≃ −0.57
They also calculated the soft part using hard thermal loop quark self energies in a calculation
analogous to ours in Sec. 9.2.2, but assuming equilibrium. The result is
E
dRsoft
d3q
≃
5
9ααs
2π2 T2e−E/T
 
ln
p∗2
m2
q
− 1.31
 
, (9.66)
with m2
q as deﬁned in (8.5). When adding (9.65) and (9.66) the p∗2 under the logarithms
cancel exactly and the result is independent of the cutoﬀ:
E
dR
d3q
≃
5
9ααs
2π2 T2e−E/T ln
 
0.23E
αs T
 
, (9.67)126 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.10: Full photon rate for ξ = 0 and g = 0.1 as a function of E/T compared to the
analytic expression Eq. (9.67). The cutoﬀ dependence is smaller than the width of the full
line.
which holds in the limit of arbitrarily small gauge coupling g and cutoﬀ p∗, as well as E > T.
We will now compare the limiting case of vanishing anisotropy of the rate (9.64) to (9.67)
as a consistency check. First let us focus on the case of small coupling, choosing g = 0.1,
and explore the cutoﬀ dependence of the numerically calculated rate (9.64). It is shown
together with the comparison to the analytic approximation given by (9.67) in Fig. 9.9.
We ﬁnd that around the intermediate scale
√
gT, which is the geometrical mean of the soft
momentum scale gT and the hard momentum scale T, the rate develops a plateau close to
the analytic result. This is due to a cancellation of the p∗-dependent parts in the soft and
the hard contribution in this regime: The same cancellation that happens in the analytic
result for all values of p∗. Outside the plateau the rate rises logarithmically with p∗. A very
similar behavior has been found in the investigation of the energy loss of a heavy fermion
in a QED- or QCD-plasma by Romatschke and Strickland [179, 180]. To get a feeling
for the cutoﬀ dependence, we evaluate the rate at the minimum p∗
min, which we determine
numerically and at two more values, half the value at the minimum, 0.5p∗
min, and twice that
value, 2p∗
min. This choice for the variation of p∗ is completely arbitrary - one could as well
choose a smaller value. However, we decided to be conservative and use a factor of two.
The E/T-dependence of the numerical result compared to the analytic one is shown in Fig.
9.10. The cutoﬀ dependence for the case of small coupling, g = 0.1 is smaller than the width
of the line and hence does not show up as a band in the plot.
Next, we move on to a more realistic coupling of g = 2 and do the same as before, i.e.,
explore the cutoﬀ dependence of the rate (Fig. 9.11) and plot the rate versus E/T, varying
the cutoﬀ by factors of two around the minimal value (Fig. 9.12). Both ﬁgures show that
the cutoﬀ dependence increases with increasing coupling g, which can be expected since our
theory is only precise for small couplings. However, the Braaten-Yuan-Method provides a9.3 Results for the anisotropic case 127
good means to measure the uncertainty of the ﬁnal results caused by applying perturbation
theory to systems with large coupling.
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Figure 9.11: Full photon rate for ξ = 0 and g = 2 as a function of the cutoﬀ p∗ compared to
the totally cutoﬀ independent analytic approximation Eq. (9.67). The plateau is now merely
a minimum, because its width decreases with increasing coupling. Also, the diﬀerence to
the approximate analytic result increases.
9.3 Results for the anisotropic case
In Fig. 9.13 we plot the dependence of the total anisotropic photon production rate as a
function of photon energy, E, for three diﬀerent photon propagation angles assuming ξ = 10
and αs = 0.3. The shaded bands indicate our estimated theoretical uncertainty which is
determined by varying the hard-soft separation scale p∗ by a factor of two around its central
value which is parametrically p∗ ∼
√
gphard. We have scaled everywhere by the arbitrary
hard-momentum scale phard which appears in the quark and gluon distribution functions.
This scale will be, in general, time dependent with its value set to the nuclear saturation
scale, Qs, at the earliest times and to the plasma temperature at late times. For RHIC
Qs ∼ 1.4−2 GeV and expected initial plasma temperatures are To ∼ 300−400 MeV. As
can be seen from this Figure there is a clear dependence of the spectrum on photon angle
with the diﬀerence increasing as the energy of the photon increases.
To compare the angular dependence at diﬀerent ξ in Fig. 9.14 we show the dependence of
the photon production rate on angle at a ﬁxed photon energy E/phard = 5 and αs = 0.3. As
can be seen from Fig. 9.14 the diﬀerence between the forward and transverse production rates
increases as ξ increases. To summarize the eﬀect we deﬁne the photon anisotropy parameter,
Rγ ≡
 
dR/d3q|θq=0
 
/
 
dR/d3q|θq=π/2
 
. This ratio is one at all energies if the plasma is
isotropic. For anisotropic plasmas it increases as the anisotropy of the system and/or the
energy of the photon increases. Due to the limited experimental rapidity acceptance one128 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.12: Full photon rate for ξ = 0 and g = 2 as a function of E/T compared to the
analytic expression Eq. (9.67). The grey band indicates the uncertainty of the result with
the variation of the cutoﬀ p∗ by factors of two around the value at the minimum.
could deﬁne this ratio at a lower angle, e.g. π/4. However, the ability to resolve anisotropies
increases as the sensitivity to forward angles increases so the best experiment would be to
compare the most forward photons possible with transverse photon emission.
Rγ ξ = 0 ξ = 1 ξ = 10
E/phard = 5 1 4.7 2   102
E/phard = 10 1 34 3   104
Table 9.1: Photon anisotropy parameter Rγ for diﬀerent photon energies and anisotropy
parameters assuming αs = 0.3.
9.4 Total photon yield
In order to quantify the eﬀect of an evolving anisotropic distribution function on exper-
imental observables, we apply the space time model introduced in [251] and [252]. This
model allows to interpolate between the hydrodynamical and the free streaming limit, when
performing the integral over the space-time volume
E
dN
d3q
=
dN
d2q⊥dy
   
   
CM
= πR2
A
  τf
τ0
dττ
  ynucl
−ynucl
dη E
dR
d3q
   
   
LR
, (9.68)
where q⊥ is the transverse momentum of the photon, y = 1/2ln[(E + qz)/(E − qz)] its
rapidity, and η = 1/2ln[(t + z)/(t − z)] its space-time rapidity. τ =
√
t2 − z2 is proper
time, and RA ≈ 1.2A1/3 is the radius of the nucleus in the transverse plane. ynucl =9.4 Total photon yield 129
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Figure 9.13: Photon rate for ξ = 10 and αs = 0.3 as a function of energy for three diﬀerent
photon angles, θq = {0,π/4,π/2}, corresponding to rapidities y = {∞,0.88,0}, respectively.
arccos(
√
s/(2AGeV)) is the center-of-mass rapidity of the projectiles. Note that the ﬁnal
yield is evaluated in the center of mass (CM) frame, while the diﬀerential rate is calculated
in the local rest (LR) frame of the emitting ﬂuid cell, such that the photon energy in the
local rest-frame is given by ELR = q⊥cosh(y − η), while its longitudinal momentum reads
qz = q⊥sinh(y−η). We neglect transverse expansion of the system, because we are interested
in the early time behavior for which it is negligible compared to the longitudinal expansion
[253].
One limit that the space-time evolution can have is the hydrodynamical expansion, for
which the system is assumed to be isotropic already at the partonic formation time τ0 = τiso,
and stay isotropic throughout the evolution: ξ(τ) = 0. τ0 is the time after the coherence
eﬀects in the nuclear wave functions can be ignored. Using 1+1 dimensional Bjorken
expansion, the temperature drops like T(τ) = T0(τ0/τ)1/3, with the initial temperature T0.
Another limit is the free-streaming case, in which the distribution function is a solution to
the collisionless Boltzmann equation
p   ∂xf(p,x) = 0. (9.69)
We assume that it is initially isotropic at time τ = τ0 and then by longitudinal expansion
becomes more and more anisotropic, such that we have
f(p,x)f.s. = f
 
p⊥
T0
 
1 +
τ2
τ2
0
sinh2(y − η)
 
, (9.70)
where the initial temperature represents the hard momentum scale and is equal to the one
used in the hydrodynamic expansion. The anisotropy parameter ξ can be expressed via the130 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.14: Photon rate for ξ = {0,1,10} as a function of the photon angle, θq, for
E/phard = 5 and αs = 0.3.
transverse and longitudinal parton momentum by
ξ =
 p2
⊥ 
2 p2
L 
− 1. (9.71)
Using the nuclear saturation scale Qs, and τ0 ∼ Q−1
s ,  p2
⊥  ∼ Q2
s, and  p2
L  ∼ τ−2, we ﬁnd
for the free streaming limit
ξ(τ) =
τ2
τ2
0
− 1. (9.72)
Given that we start with an isotropic distribution, this poses an upper bound on the
anisotropy parameter, due to causality. The temperature stays constant and isotropiza-
tion is never reached: τiso → ∞.
The interpolating model, described in detail in [251] and [252], introduces the following
time dependencies of the hard momentum scale and the anisotropy parameter:
phard(τ) = T0
 
R
 
a2
iso − 1
  λ/4  aiso
a
 λ/3
, (9.73a)
ξ(τ) = a2(1−λ) − 1, (9.73b)
where λ(τ,τ0,τiso,γ) ≡ {tanh[γ(τ − τiso)/τ0] + 1}/2, with the free parameter γ, which sets
the width of the transition, R(ξ) =
 
1/(ξ + 1) + arctan
√
ξ/
√
ξ
 
/2, a ≡ τ/τ0 and aiso ≡
τiso/τ0. Then the energy density behaves as follows
E(τ) = Ef.s.(τ)
 
R
 
a2
iso − 1
  λ  aiso
a
 4λ/3
, (9.74)9.4 Total photon yield 131
Figure 9.15: Model energy density (left), hard momentum scale (middle), and anisotropy
parameter (right) for four diﬀerent isotropization times τiso ∈ {0.1,0.4,0.8,1.6} fm/c as-
suming τ0 = 0.1 fm/c. The transition width is taken to be γ = 2. Initial energy density and
τ0 are for LHC. [251]
where Ef.s. ∼ τ−1. In the limit τ ≪ τiso the system behaves as in the free streaming limit,
while for τ ≫ τiso it expands hydrodynamically. Fig. 9.15 shows the time dependence of E,
phard, and ξ assuming γ = 2 for diﬀerent values of τiso.
Implementing the model like this leads to diﬀerent multiplicities in the hydrodynamical
phase for diﬀerent τiso. However, what is measured in experiments is the multiplicity of
particles, such that we should have this quantity ﬁxed to be able to compare diﬀerent model
realizations as discussed in [252]. To guarantee the same multiplicity in the hydrodynamical
phase for diﬀerent τiso, we modify the time dependence of the hard momentum scale in the
following way:
phard(τ) = T0
 
R
 
a2
iso − 1
  λ/4
 
R
 
a2
iso − 1
  1/4
 aiso
a
 λ/3  
1
aiso
 1/3
(9.75)
Fig. 9.16 shows the modiﬁed ansatz (9.75), which leads to the same multiplicity in the
hydrodynamical phase, but, as a consequence, a diﬀerent initial hard momentum scale and
energy density for diﬀerent τiso.
We now present results for the expected photon yields at mid-rapidity for Pb-Pb collisions
at full LHC beam energy of
√
s = 5.5 TeV. The critical temperature is chosen to be TC = 160
MeV, which sets τf, the time at which all emission from the QGP-phase stops. The initial
time is τ0 = 0.11 fm/c and the initial temperature T0 = 0.845 GeV. The same values
as used in [93] and [14] to allow for a comparison. Fig. 9.17 shows the results for ﬁxed
initial conditions and parametrization (9.73), with τiso = τ0 = 0.11 fm/c, representing pure
hydrodynamical evolution and τiso = 2 fm/c including an evolving anisotropic stage for 1.89
fm/c before the system becomes isotropic and continues to expand hydrodynamically. We
ﬁnd that mainly due to the constant initial hard momentum scale the photon yield increases
in the second scenario (red squares in Fig. 9.17). Compared to the pure hydrodynamical
evolution (black circles in Fig. 9.17) the increase is approximately a factor of 6 at qt = 5
GeV. The yield even lies above the sum from all contributions considered by [14], which
apart from the thermal QGP contributions includes those from jet-photon conversion and
the hadron gas phase. However, it should be compared to the sum of all contributions
without the thermal QGP part (purple triangles in Fig. 9.17, because it replaces the thermal
calculation (neglecting bremsstrahlung as discussed above). This way we ﬁnd it to be the132 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.16: Modiﬁcation of the time dependence of the hard momentum scale for four
diﬀerent isotropization times τiso ∈ {0.1,0.4,0.8,1.6} fm/c assuming τ0 = 0.1 fm/c and
transition width γ = 2. τ0 is for LHC.
dominating contribution in the range 1 GeV < qt < 8 GeV. Assuming that the background,
mainly coming from pion decays, can be subtracted eﬃciently, one can extract information
about the anisotropy of the system from photon yields.
Fixing the initial multiplicity in the hydrodynamical phase leads to very similar results
in the two scenarios of pure hydrodynamical evolution and for an isotropization time of 2
fm/c. This is mainly due to the now adjusted initial hard momentum scale that goes down
for later τiso (see Fig. 9.16). The most realistic scenario lies somewhere between the two
presented parametrizations. The soft particles, which are responsible for the main part of
the entropy production, isotropize earlier while the hard particles remain anisotropic longer
and dominate the high momentum photon production. Hence, τiso(psoft) should be used
for ﬁxing the initial multiplicity, while τiso(p ≥ psoft) > τiso(psoft) should be used in the
calculation of the yield. In addition, modiﬁcations to the free streaming parametrization of
ξ follow from calculations in [254, 221].
9.5 Conclusions
We showed that the diﬀerential high-energy medium photon production rate is sensitive to
quark-gluon plasma momentum-space anisotropies with the sensitivity increasing with pho-
ton energy. In order to translate this behavior into an experimental observable, we applied
a phenomenological model that takes into account the evolution of the momentum-space
anisotropy of the parton distribution functions, and calculated the photon yield. For the9.5 Conclusions 133
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Figure 9.17: Photon yield for ﬁxed initial conditions.
√
s = 5.5 TeV, T0 = 845 MeV, yγ = 0.
The calculations for τiso = τ0 = 0.11 fm/c (Hydrodynamic case) and τiso = 2 fm/c are
compared to the results from Turbide et al. [14] where the thermal QGP result (also with
τiso = τ0 = 0.11 fm/c) additionally contains leading order bremsstrahlung and inelastic
pair annihilation contributions. The sum contains all contributions from prompt photons
(including jet fragmentation), jet bremsstrahlung, thermal QGP, jet-photon conversion, and
the hadron gas phase. The last line shows the sum without the thermal QGP contribution.
same initial hard momentum scale and energy density, the scenario with an initial anisotropy
lead to an approximately 6 times larger yield above qt = 4 GeV, as compared to the scenario
with instantaneous isotropization and a purely hydrodynamical evolution. Fixing the initial
multiplicity of the hydrodynamical phase reduced this enhancement dramatically, since the
initial energy density and hard momentum scale were reduced for a larger isotropization
time. However, since the isotropization time should be a function of the particle momenta,
the correct answer should lie somewhere between the two simpliﬁed scenarios. In addition,
other observables might help to remove the ambiguity in the plasma initial conditions at
τ ∼ Q−1
s .
In summary, we found that although the strong dependence on the system’s anisotropy
of the rate is reduced signiﬁcantly when integrating over the space-time evolution of the
system, there is still an eﬀect on the observable photon yield. Of course, extracting those
diﬀerences of factors of 2−6 in the photon yield, is a daunting task experimentally, especially
due to the large background from decay photons that we have not shown here.134 9 Photon production from an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma
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Figure 9.18: Same as Fig. 9.17 but for ﬁxed initial multiplicity in the hydrodynamic phase.
Again the last three curves are results obtained by Turbide et al. [14].135
10 Conclusions and Outlook
Wie alles sich zum Ganzen webt,
Eins in dem andern wirkt und lebt!
Faust. Eine Trag¨ odie, Nacht. Faust.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
In this work, we have investigated the collective modes of the pre-equilibrium quark-gluon
plasma, as created in heavy-ion collisions. We concentrated particularly on the unstable
modes, the so-called chromo-Weibel-instabilities, which could provide an explanation for
the fast isotropization and thermalization of the QGP. After having derived the framework
of kinetic theory for non-Abelian plasmas, we reviewed the extension to anisotropic sys-
tems, in which plasma instabilities are generically present. To answer the question, whether
plasma instabilities can actually contribute signiﬁcantly to isotropization and equilibration
during the early stage of a heavy-ion collision, we studied the eﬀect of collisions among the
particles, which are expected to reduce the growth rate of the unstable modes due to their
randomizing eﬀect. At inﬁnitely small coupling, instabilities dominate and collisions among
the particles are parametrically suppressed. However, at couplings present in heavy-ion
collision experiments, they become important. Additionally, the equilibration due to insta-
bilities only happens indirectly, because the instabilities driven isotropization is a mean-ﬁeld
reversible process, which does not produce entropy. Collisions, being responsible for the dis-
sipation are needed to reach the equilibrium state of maximum entropy. We investigated
the eﬀect of collisions on the unstable modes in a model calculation introducing a BGK-
collision-term (similar to the relaxation time approximation) in the hard-loop limit, as well
as in a classical real-time lattice calculation beyond the hard-loop limit, which allows to sim-
ulate the full dynamics of the system. In both cases it turns out that the randomizing eﬀect
of the collisions slows down the growth of the unstable modes. Furthermore, it was shown
that there exists an upper limit of the collisional frequency beyond which the instabilities
cease to exist. However, they are still present for a reasonable estimate of the collision rate
in heavy-ion collisions, and were shown to continue to dominate the isotropization of the
system in the numerical simulation.
The introduction of hard binary collisions to the colored-particle-in-cell simulation of
the Wong-Yang-Mills system lead to a new kind of parton-cascade including particle-
ﬁeld interactions in addition to the usually present collision term. With this advance the
simulation does not have to implicitly rely on assumptions from equilibrium physics, such
as thermal Debye-screening, to regulate infrared problems encountered in the existing
cascade codes. This way one can study non-equilibrium dynamics, for which the screening
mass can become imaginary, because the soft momentum exchanges are mediated by the
self-consistently generated ﬁelds and do not have to be screened artiﬁcially. This also means
that the simulations are capable of describing collective phenomena like plasma instabilities,
which is impossible in usual parton-cascade simulations.136 10 Conclusions and Outlook
In the simulation, interactions with momentum exchange below the separation momen-
tum are mediated by the ﬁelds, whereas higher momentum scatterings are described by
the collision term. A physically sensible choice for the separation scale is the temperature
(or hard momentum scale for a non-equilibrium system), because below the temperature
occupation numbers are large and the description of the degrees of freedom by classical
ﬁelds becomes valid. Above the temperature, occupation numbers are small and the used
collision term describes the interactions more appropriately. We showed that the momen-
tum space diﬀusion of high transverse momentum particles is independent of the lattice
spacing, and hence the separation scale between the ﬁeld and particle description, when
matching the energy densities of the ﬁelds and particles appropriately. This lead to the ﬁrst
cutoﬀ independent estimate for the transport coeﬃcient ˆ q. Another important result is that
the contribution from low momentum exchange scatterings, mediated by the ﬁelds, is not
negligible (contributes about 25%) when the separation momentum is of the order of the
temperature.
Extending the investigation of hard probes to pre-equilibrium situations, we studied the
eﬀect of plasma instabilities on jet propagation. Interestingly, the domains of growing ﬁelds
turn out to bend transversely directed particles stronger along the beam direction than in
the transverse plane. The reason is the creation of large domains of strong chromo-electro-
magnetic ﬁelds, with B⊥ > E⊥ and Ez > Bz, which cause the observed broadening. This
is not obvious for a non-Abelian plasma, because as opposed to electromagnetic plasmas
all ﬁeld components grow during instability evolution. This ﬁnding provides a possible
explanation (or at least a contribution to the full eﬀect) for the experimental observation
that high-energy jets traversing the plasma perpendicular to the beam axis experience much
stronger broadening in rapidity than in azimuth.
In the future, the extended CPIC-simulation will be used to further the understanding of
energy deposition of jets in the medium and study medium reponse to the jets. In addition,
one can study the shear-viscosity to entropy ratio of the simulated system, a measure that
is used to determine whether the system is strongly coupled or not.
To complete our investigation of unstable modes in the hard-loop limit, we extended the
exploration of the collective modes of an anisotropic quark-gluon plasma by studying the
quark collective modes. Speciﬁcally, we derived integral expressions for the quark self-energy
for arbitrary anisotropy and evaluated these numerically. In the direct numerical calculation
only real time-like fermionic modes and no unstable modes were found. Additionally, using
complex contour integration, we have proven analytically for the cases when the wave vector
of the collective mode is parallel to the anisotropy direction with arbitrary oblate distribu-
tions, and for all angles of propagation in the limit of an inﬁnitely oblate distribution, that
there are no fermionic instabilities.
Since we want to determine the the role of instabilities for equilibration in heavy-ion
collisions, the knowledge of the momentum-space anisotropy is particularly important. This
is due to the observation that the growth rate depends strongly on the degree of anisotropy.
Therefore, we turned to the possible experimental determination of the system’s anisotropy
using photon production. Electromagnetic probes are sensitive to the early phases of a
heavy-ion collision because of their long mean free path, which allows them to leave the
created medium without further interaction. This may provide an undistorted signal of the
momentum-space anisotropies in the quark and gluon distribution functions. It turned out
that the diﬀerential high-energy medium photon production rate is highly sensitive to quark-137
gluon plasma momentum-space anisotropies with the sensitivity increasing with photon
energy. However, the strong dependence on the system’s anisotropy of the rate is reduced
signiﬁcantly when integrating over the space-time evolution of the system. Principally, the
photon yield could provide a means to extract the system’s anisotropy, however, extracting
the diﬀerences of factors of 2 − 6 in the yield is a daunting task experimentally, especially
due to the large background.
The next step towards a complete description of photon production from an anisotropic
quark-gluon plasma should be the determination of additional photon sources, like that
from jet-medium interaction, in the presence of a momentum-space anisotropy.138 10 Conclusions and Outlook139
Appendices141
A Gauge covariance of the Coulomb type
gauge ﬁxing term
We show that the Coulomb type gauge ﬁxing term
Ga ≡
 
Di[A],ai a
= ∂iaa
i − gfabcAb
iaic (A.1)
transforms covariantly under inﬁnitesimal gauge transformations of the various gauge ﬁelds:
A  → hA h† −
i
g
h∂ h† ,
a  → ha h† , (A.2)
with
h(x) = exp(iθa(x)Ta) = 1 + iθa(x)Ta + O(θ2). (A.3)
That is,
Ab
i → Ab
i −
1
g
∂iθb(x) + fbdeAd
iθe(x),
aa
i → aa
i − fabcθb(x)ac
i . (A.4)
Under these transformations the gauge ﬁxing term (A.1) transforms into
∂iaa
i − gfabcAb
iaic → ∂iaa
i − fabc∂i
 
θb(x)ac
i
 
− gfabcAb
iaic + fabc
 
∂iθb(x)
 
aic
− gfabcfbdeAd
iθe(x)aic + gfabcfcdeAb
iθd(x)aie + O(θ2)
= ∂iaa
i − gfabcAb
iaic − fabcθb(x)∂iac
i
− gfaecfebdAb
iθd(x)aic + gfabefedcAb
iθd(x)aic + O(θ2), (A.5)
where we renamed color indices in the second step. If this result is equal to
hGh† , (A.6)
we have shown that G transforms covariantly under the gauge transformations (A.2). Using
(A.3) we can write (A.6) as
∂iaa
i Ta + iθb(x)∂iac
i [Tb,Tc] − gfabcAb
iaic Ta + igfebcθd(x)Ab
iaic [Te,Td] + O(θ2)
= ∂iaa
i Ta − gfabcAb
iaic Ta − fabcθb(x)∂iac
i Ta − gfebcfaedθd(x)Ab
iaic Ta + O(θ2). (A.7)
Using the Jacobi identity
fbecfade + faecfdbe + fdecfbae = 0, (A.8)142 A Gauge covariance of the Coulomb type gauge ﬁxing term
we can rewrite the last term in Eq. (A.7) to read
− gfebcfaedθd(x)Ab
iaic Ta = −gfaecfebdAb
iθd(x)aic Ta + gfabefedcAb
iθd(x)aic Ta , (A.9)
and have thereby shown that the right hand sides of Eqs. (A.5) and (A.7) are equivalent
and hence that
G → hGh† . (A.10)143
B Experimental evidence of the Weibel
instability in plasma physics
To stress that plasma instabilities are not merely theoretical ideas but can be observed
experimentally outside heavy-ion physics, we quote recent results in plasma physics showing
experimental evidence for the occurance of Weibel-like instabilities.
In measurements of energetic electron beams generated from ultrahigh intensity laser
interactions the beams have been shown to be unstable to ﬁlamentation instabilities in the
regime where the beam density approaches the density of the background plasma. [255, 256]
Development of laser systems producing pulses focused to extreme intensities made possi-
ble the exploration of relativistic plasma physics in the laboratory. When such high intensity
laser pulses are focused into a plasma, very energetic electrons, ions, and gamma rays can
be observed. One of the most exciting applications for these exotic laser-produced plasmas
is in the context of fast ignition [257, 258] for inertial conﬁnement fusion. In this scheme, a
high power laser generates a short pulse, high current electron beam at the edge of a cold,
highly compressed plasma of deuterium and tritium. This electron beam is then used to
spark a burn wave able to propagate throughout the fuel - consequently generating fusion
energy. Since current laser systems are unable to generate electron beams with suﬃcient
current density to be useful for fast ignition the propagation of electron beams produced by
state-of-the-art laser systems in lower density plasmas has been studied [255].
Figure B.1: Shadowgraph at later times in helium (300 ps after the main interaction) Target
is 50  m thick Mylar. The ﬁlamentation is likely the result of a Weibel-like instability.
Picture taken from [255]144 B Experimental evidence of the Weibel instability in plasma physics
Fig. B.1 shows the propagation path of an electron beam exiting a 50  m Mylar target
into a low density helium plasma. The probe image shown is taken at late time (300 ps
after the pulse). In this experiment the electron beam remains collimated over about 50
 m upon entering the gas plasma after which it ﬁlaments. This was observed for distances
of the order of 100  m which is about an order of magnitude larger than the electron
plasma wavelength. Clearly such structures cannot be the result of energy deposition by
radiation or by neutral plasma “jets” - but rather of the beam of electrons produced during
the interaction. Also no signiﬁcant proton or ion acceleration was observed at the rear of
the target during these experiments so this is unlikely to have contributed to the observed
structure. These data were also taken before shock breakout at the rear of the target
which occurs several nanoseconds later. Consequently, the observed ﬁlamentation in Fig.
B.1 is likely the result of a Weibel-like instability [152] which is observed after the beam
has propagated some distance in the plasma. The Weibel- instability is observed as a
ﬁlamentation of the electron beam due to variations in the plasma return current and will
grow until the ﬁlament charge density exceeds that of the return current.
This is the most direct observation of the Weibel-instability, which in a similar form is
expected to be relevant for the evolution of the quark-gluon plasma, as discussed in Section
4.4.145
C Abelianization
We explain the phenomenon of “Abelianization” as described by Arnold and Lenaghan in
[159]. At linear order in the hard-loop approximation unstable growth continues indeﬁnitely.
However, it is possible that the self interactions of the soft ﬁelds stop the instability growth.
To see how this can happen, we analyze the eﬀective potential energy without linearization
in the gauge ﬁeld A . The hard-loop eﬀective action for anisotropic distribution functions
f is given by [154]
Seﬀ = −
 
x
1
4
Fa
 νFa ν − cg2
 
x
 
p
f(p)
p
Fa
α (x)
 
v vν
(v   D)2
 
ab
Fb
ν
α
(x). (C.1)
The Penrose criterion for instabilities is fulﬁlled when the potential energy deﬁned by the
static limit (ω → 0) of the eﬀective action has an unstable direction. When we start with an
oblate momentum distribution f for that pz ≪ px,py then the spectrum of unstable modes
typically has kz ≪ k⊥, see [64]. That means, they vary more rapidly with z than with x or
y. Let us therefore consider gauge ﬁeld conﬁgurations that only depend on z:
A = A(z), (C.2)
for which we will now simplify (C.1). First rewrite (C.1) as
Seﬀ = −
 
x
1
4
Fa
 νFa ν − cg2
 
x
 
p
f(p)
p
Wa
αWaα , (C.3)
where Wα = Wα(x,v) = vµ
v DF α(x), using the anti-symmetry of v   D. For static conﬁgu-
rations A(x) in A0 = 0 gauge, we obtain the eﬀective potential
Veﬀ =
 
x
1
4
Fa
ijFa
ij + cg2
 
x
 
p
f(p)
p
Wa
kWa
k , (C.4)
where
Wk = Wk(x,v) =
vi
v   D
Fik(x). (C.5)
Let us now specialize to A = A(z), and use that
v   D
 
Aα −
nαv   A
n   v
 
= vνFν
α , (C.6)
which holds when A = A(n   x) for some constant four-vector n [259]. Now apply (v   D)−1
to both sides of (C.6) to get
Wα = Aα −
nαv   A
n   v
, (C.7)146 C Abelianization
which in our case (n = ez) becomes
Wk = Ak − δkz
v   A
vz
. (C.8)
Substituting this into the eﬀective potential, we ﬁnd that the second term is quadratic in
A(z), meaning that it must be the same as in the linear approximation. Using the result of
the linear theory we have
Veﬀ =
 
x
1
4
Fa
ijFa
ij +
 
x
1
2
Aa
iΠijAa
j , (C.9)
where Π is the self energy of the linearized theory. In k space the second part can be written
as  
k
1
2
Aa
i(k)∗ Πij(0, ˆ k)Aa
j(k). (C.10)
Since the Fourier transform of A = A(z) has support only for k’s proportional to ˆ ez, we can
replace Πij(0, ˆ k) by the matrix of constants Πij(0,ˆ ez). The eﬀective potential for A = A(z)
is then local in x and may be written as
V [A(z)] =
 
x
 
1
4
Fa
ijFa
ij +
1
2
Aa
i Πij(0,ˆ ez)Aa
j
 
. (C.11)
The ﬁrst term contains cubic and quartic interactions, while the second term, representing
the eﬀects of hard particles, is quadratic in A as in the linearized theory. In order to study
the stability of the system, we consider the eﬀective potential for the low momentum modes
k → 0:
V = −
1
4
g2[Ai,Aj]a[Ai,Aj]a +
1
2
Aa
i Πij(0,ˆ ez)Aa
j,
=
1
4
g2fabcfadeAb
iAc
jAd
iAe
j +
1
2
Aa
i Πij(0,ˆ ez)Aa
j, (C.12)
Let us now assume f(p) to be axially symmetric about the z-axis and Πij(0,ez) to have a
negative eigenvalue, which is the case for oblate distributions. Using the transversality of
the hard-loop self-energy (K Π ν = 0) and its symmetry, we ﬁnd Πiz = Πzi = 0. Then we
choose the other two eigenvectors to lie along the x- and y-axis and ﬁnd
V =
1
4
g2fabcfadeAb
iAc
jAd
iAe
j −
1
2
 2(Aa
xAa
x + Aa
yAa
y), (C.13)
where
 2 ≡ −Πxx(0,ˆ ez) = −Πyy(0,ˆ ez) > 0. (C.14)
V is unbounded below. In particular for an Abelian conﬁguration, which is one for that
all components Ai of A commute (e.g. Aa
i = Aiδa1), the quartic term vanishes, leaving
V = −1
2  2(Aa
xAa
x + Aa
yAa
y), which goes to −∞ as A increases. Note that this argument
only holds as long as A is small enough such that the assumption δf ≪ f is fulﬁlled. The
unstable growth of Abelian conﬁgurations should stop when A gets as large as the scale
phard/g.147
To visualize the topography of V for non-Abelian conﬁgurations we make some simplifying
restrictions to A: (i) assume A to lie in an SU(2) subgroup of color SU(3) and (ii) take
Az = 0. With (i) we can replace the fabc by εabc, use εabcεade = δbdδce − δbeδcd, and get
V =
1
4
g2
 
(Ab
iAb
i)2 − Ab
iAc
jAc
iAb
j
 
−
1
2
 2(Aa
xAa
x + Aa
yAa
y). (C.15)
To make use of the symmetries we rewrite (C.15) in the form
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with
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where the latter is the projector on the x-y-plane. V is symmetric under spatial rotations
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Figure C.1: Depiction of the potential V (φ1,φ2) of (C.19). The φ1 and φ2 axis are in units of
 /g, and the values of V are in units of  4/g2. There is a local maximum with V = 0 at the
origin. The four straight lines in the plots correspond to the equipotential V = − 4/2g2,
and the four intersection points of those lines are saddle points corresponding to static,
unstable, non-Abelian conﬁgurations.
in the x-y-plane and color rotations. Together we can write that it is symmetric under
the rotation A → RAC⊤, where C is a color rotation for the adjoint representation of
SU(2), represented by any 3 × 3 real, orthogonal matrix with detC = 1. R is a 3 × 3 real,
orthogonal matrix, representing spatial rotations in the x-y-plane. We can assume without
loss of generality that A is symmetric, since this can always be achieved by a color rotation.
Restriction to Az = 0 makes Aia zero except for i = x,y and a = 1,2. Then we can148 C Abelianization
diagonalize A in its 2×2 subspace by a simultaneous space and color rotation A → RAR⊤.
So we have for k → 0
Aa
i = φ1δixδa1 + φ2δiyδa2 , (C.18)
and the potential becomes
V(φ1,φ2) =
1
2
g2φ2
1φ2
2 −
1
2
 2  
φ2
1 + φ2
2
 
. (C.19)
This potential is depicted in Fig. C.1. The Abelian conﬁgurations correspond to the φ1
axis (φ2 = 0) and the φ2 axis (φ1 = 0). The static non-Abelian solutions are indicated
by the intersection points of the four straight lines in the ﬁgure. At these points, the
amplitude of the gauge ﬁeld is A ∼  /g. Recalling that unstable modes typically have
ksoft ∼  , this corresponds to the non-Abelian scale A ∼ ksoft/g. However, these solutions
are unstable to rolling down and subsequently growing in amplitude along one of the axes.
The picture suggests that, if we start from A near zero, the system might possibly at ﬁrst
roll toward one of these conﬁgurations with A ∼ ksoft/g, but its trajectory would eventually
roll away, growing along either the ±φ1 or ±φ2 axis until the eﬀective action breaks down
at A ∼ phard/g. This eﬀect of unstable growth of the gauge ﬁelds towards an Abelian
conﬁguration is called “Abelianization”.149
D Hamiltonian formulation of lattice gauge
theory
We present the derivation of the Hamiltonian formulation of lattice gauge theory based on
the work by Kogut and Susskind [260] using simple correspondences to the rigid rotator
in three dimensions.
D.1 Fermion ﬁelds on a lattice
Although we restrict our investigations to pure gauge ﬁeld dynamics, we now start with the
lattice formulation for fermion ﬁelds for generality. We denote a link between two lattice
sites by (r, ˆ m), where r denotes the position on the lattice, and ˆ m points in one of the 6
directions emanating from that site. Deﬁning the two-component spinor Ψ(r), we can write
down the discrete Hamiltonian that reproduces the Dirac theory in the continuum:
H = a−1  
r,n
Ψ†(r)
σ   n
i
Ψ(r + n) + m0
 
r
(−1)rΨ†(r)Ψ(r), (D.1)
with lattice spacing a.
The transformation of the fermion ﬁeld under global gauge transformations reads
Ψ′(r) = eiτ α/2Ψ(r) ≡ V Ψ(r), (D.2)
where τ is a vector of generators of the group and the parameter α the analog of a vector of
rotation angles. The Hamiltonian (D.1) is invariant under such transformations. However,
under local transformations
Ψ′(r) = eiτ α(r)/2Ψ(r) ≡ V (r)Ψ(r), (D.3)
this is not the case, since H in (D.1) contains products of ﬁelds at separated points. Note
that without loss of generality we concentrate on the invariance under spatially dependent
gauge transformations. Then we can set the time component of the vector potential to
zero when the gauge ﬁeld enters the theory. To compensate the lack of local invariance, we
introduce a gauge ﬁeld ˜ A and place it on each link. Furthermore, on each link we deﬁne a
unitary transformation:
U(r,m) = exp
 
i
2
τ   ˜ A(r,m)
 
. (D.4)
To place the gauge ﬁeld on the link is natural because it transports color information between
lattice points. The two indices of the matrix U(r,m)i
j can be identiﬁed with the two ends
of the link m.150 D Hamiltonian formulation of lattice gauge theory
A gauge transformation acts on U like
U′(r,m) = V (r)U(r,m)V −1(r + m). (D.5)
We can now use U to convert non-gauge-invariant products of spatially separated ﬁelds to
gauge-invariant products as initially intended. For example the non-gauge-invariant product
Ψ†(r)Ψ(r + m) → Ψ†(r)V −1(r)V (r + m)Ψ(r + m) (D.6)
is rewritten as
Ψ†(r)U(r,m)Ψ(r + m) →Ψ†(r)V −1(r)V (r)U(r,m)V −1(r + m)V (r + m)Ψ(r + m)
=Ψ†(r)U(r,m)Ψ(r + m), (D.7)
which is gauge-invariant. The gauge transformations acting on the ends of the link undo
the gauge transformations of the fermion ﬁelds.
Let us render the Hamiltonian gauge-invariant:
H = a−1  
r,m
Ψ†(r)
σ   m
i
U(r,m)Ψ(r + m), (D.8)
where we dropped the mass term, which is not aﬀected by the changes. To check whether
the continuum limit is correctly reproduced we ﬁrst write
H =a3  
r,m
Ψ′†(r)
σ   m
ia
eiτ ˜ A(r,m)/2
 
1 − e−iτ ˜ A(r,m)/2
 
Ψ′(r + m)
+ a3  
r,m
Ψ′†(r)
σ   m
ia
Ψ′(r + m), (D.9)
with Ψ′(r) = a−3/2Ψ(r). To take the continuum limit, we have to assume that (1 −
e−iτ ˜ A(r,m)/2) tends to 0 as a → 0. Then we can expand the exponential in H:
H =a3  
r,m
Ψ′†(r)
σ   m
ia
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2
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Ψ′(r + m)
+ a3  
r,m
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σ   m
ia
Ψ′(r + m). (D.10)
For a → 0,
Ψ′†(r)
σ   m
ia
Ψ′(r + m) → Ψ
′(r)γi∂iΨ′(r), (D.11)
the well known kinetic energy term. Reintroducing the mass term, the full continuum
Hamiltonian reads
H =
 
r
 
Ψ
′(r)iγi∂iΨ′(r) − Ψ
′(r)γi
˜ Ai(r)
a
 
τ
2
Ψ′(r) + m0Ψ
′(r)Ψ′(r)
 
, (D.12)
which we recognize as the one for usual Yang-Mills gauge theory when identifying
˜ Ai(r) = agAi(r), (D.13)
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D.2 Gauge ﬁeld on a lattice and analogy to the rigid rotator
In Yang-Mills theory the local degree of freedom, U(r,m), is an element of the group. The
SU(2) algebra is isomorphic to that of SO(3), the group of rotations in three-dimensional
space. This is fortunate, since, being a non-Abelian compact group, the topology of the
conﬁguration space at a link is closed and nontrivial. We use this correspondence to the
quantum rigid rotator to gain some insight of the nature of the gauge-ﬁeld degree of freedom.
A conﬁguration of the rigid rotator is speciﬁed by a rotation from the space-ﬁxed to the
body-ﬁxed axes. It may be represented in the form
Uj = exp(iTj   Ω) (D.14)
with Tj α,(α = 1,2,3) being the representation matrices of the generators of the rotation
group for angular momentum j. j = 1/2 corresponds to 2 × 2 matrices, the deﬁning
representation of SU(2) 1, j = 1 to 3×3 matrices, j = 3/2 to 4×4 matrices and so on. We
deﬁne lower indices of matrices and vectors to refer to space-ﬁxed axes, and upper indices
to refer to body-ﬁxed axes. So Vi are the components of a vector in the space-ﬁxed frame
and (U1)l
iVi = V l the corresponding body components. Remembering that we associated
the two indices of U in the Yang-Mills theory with the two ends of a link, we ﬁnd a ﬁrst
correspondence: Rotation from a space ﬁxed to a body ﬁxed coordinate system for the rigid
rotator corresponds to a ‘rotation’ from the beginning of a link to its end. Simultaneous
body and space rotations correspond to global gauge transformations, while separate body
and space rotations correspond to local gauge transformations. The body (upper) index
corresponds to the ﬁnal end of a link, the space (lower) index to the beginning end of a link.
The angular velocity of the rigid rotator is
ω =
d
dt
Ω. (D.15)
The angular momentum J, which is the generator of space rotations, is given by Iω, where
I is the moment of inertia of the rigid body. The Hamiltonian reads
H =
J2
2I
=
1
2
Iω2 . (D.16)
The action of a rotation of the space-axes on U is given by left multiplication of the appro-
priate rotation matrix, say V . Similarly, that of a rotation of the body-axes relative to the
body is given by right multiplication. Considering a spherical rotator (only a spherical rota-
tor has invariance under rotation of the body-axes), we ﬁnd that invariance under separate
space and body rotations for the rigid rotator corresponds to local gauge invariance in the
Yang-Mills theory. The Hamiltonian (D.16) is invariant under individual body and space
rotations. In fact, with J = U1J, the generator of body rotations, (D.16) may be written
as
H =
J 2
2I
. (D.17)
1This representation is responsible for the name SU, an acronym for ”Special Unitary”. Exponentiating
the generators of the j = 1/2 representation to get the representation of the ﬁnite group elements gives
the most general 2 × 2 unitary matrices with determinant 1. The ”special” means that the determinant
is equal to 1 instead of being a complex number of absolute value 1.152 D Hamiltonian formulation of lattice gauge theory
The body- (space-) ﬁxed angular momenta, J (J), correspond to the generators of gauge
transformations in the Yang-Mills theory that rotate only one end of the link. Let us
denote these operators as Q− and Q+, where the − (+) indicates the beginning (end) of a
link. By correspondence to
J α = (U1)α
βJβ , (D.18)
we ﬁnd
Qα
+ = (U1)α
β(Q−)β . (D.19)
We can further identify the total color carried by a link with the diﬀerence Q = Q+ − Q−.
Another important correspondence can be drawn from the expressions for rotations (D.4)
and (D.14):
Ω → ˜ A, (D.20)
and hence
˙ Ω = ω = J/I → ˙ ˜ A. (D.21)
D.3 Gauge-invariant space of states
We have now shown the correspondence between a link in the Yang-Mills theory with a
rigid rotator in three dimensions. Evidently the space of states of the Yang-Mills theory
is the product of an inﬁnite number of rigid rotators. The physical states are drawn from
the space of gauge-invariant states.
An arbitrary gauge transformation can be built from individual gauge transformations at
the points of the lattice. Therefore it suﬃces to consider only a gauge transformation at a
single lattice site i. This gauge transformation aﬀects all of the six links that emanate from
site i. Thus, the generator G must be equal to the sum of the generators Q+ over the six
links
G(r) =
 
m
Q+(r,m). (D.22)
In (D.21) we showed that J/I corresponds to ˙ ˜ A. Hence, by the correspondence between J
and Q+, Q+ is proportional to ˙ ˜ A. Accordingly, the generator G(r) may be written as
G(r) = const ×
 
m
˙ ˜ A(r,m). (D.23)
The time derivative of the vector potential can be identiﬁed with the component of the
non-Abelian electric ﬁeld at position r in direction m. The sum of electric ﬁelds emanating
from a single lattice site is the lattice analog of ∇   E at site r. Because E varies from
Q−(r,m) to Q+(r,m) along a link, there is an additional contribution to the lattice analog
of ∇ E, which is associated with the links: Q+(r,m)−Q−(r,m), the charge carried by the
links. So
G(r) = (∇   E)(r) −
1
2
 
m
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The gauge-invariance of the physical sector is deﬁned by G(r)|Ψ  = 0. Identifying 1
2
 
m Q(r,m)
as the local color density ρG (G for gluons), this constraint becomes the familiar
∇   E = ρG . (D.25)
Deﬁning |0 G as the gauge-invariant state given by the product over all lattice sites of
the individual gauge ﬁeld ground states, we can construct the full gauge-invariant space of
states by acting on |0 G with any product of components of U1/2(r,m)
 
r,m∈{s}
U1/2(r,m)i
l|0 G . (D.26)
The set {s} may contain any link any number of times. Note that (D.26) describes a gauge-
invariant state only if the color indices at each point are contracted to form a local singlet.
Indices associated with diﬀerent lattice sites may not be contracted, because they do not
transform identically under local gauge transformations. Let us give some examples:
U1/2(r,m)i
l|0  (D.27)
is not a gauge-invariant state because it has uncontracted indices.
U1/2(1)i
jU1/2(2)
j
kU1/2(3)k
lU1/2(4)l
i|0 , (D.28)
where the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to the links shown in Fig. D.1, is gauge-invariant.
However, if the contractions do not involve the same lattice site, the object would not be
3
i j
k l
1
4 2
Figure D.1: Graphical representation of the gauge-invariant operator
TrU1/2(1)U1/2(2)U1/2(3)U1/2(4).
gauge-invariant as in this example:
U1/2(1)i
jU1/2(3)
j
kU1/2(2)k
lU1/2(4)l
i|0 . (D.29)
When we include the fermion ﬁeld Ψ some more gauge-invariant objects can be constructed.
We can construct a gauge-invariant state by considering the lowest eigenstate of the gauge-
invariant charge-conjugation-invariant operator
 
r
(−1)rΨ†(r)Ψ(r)|0 F , (D.30)154 D Hamiltonian formulation of lattice gauge theory
where the state |0 F is a product of fermion vacua over all lattice sites. The product state
|0  = |0 F|0 G is gauge-invariant. In addition to the gauge-invariant operators formed from
closed paths (e.g. D.28) we can now form gauge-invariant operators from paths with ends.
For example, considering a path Γ beginning at site r and ending at site s, we can form the
gauge-invariant object
U(Γ,Σ) = Ψ†(r)ΣU1/2(r,n)U1/2(r + n,m)   U1/2(s − l,l)Ψ(s), (D.31)
where Σ is any 2 × 2 spin matrix. Physically the lines between occupied sites represent
electric ﬂux. To see this recall from above that the operator Q+(r,m) is proportional to the
electric ﬁeld at site r and points in direction m. On all links where there is no U1/2(r,m),
Q+(r,m) gives zero, while on the links through which a line Γj has passed, Q2
+(r,m) gives
j(j+1) (again in analogy to the rigid rotator). Hence, one can think of the lines as containing
electric ﬂux of magnitude
 
j(j + 1).
Now that the fermions have been added again, the generator of gauge transformations at
point r must include the additional operator Ψ†(r)1
2τΨ(r), which generates color rotations
of Ψ. The full gauge-invariance condition on the space of states becomes
 
 
m
Qα
+(r,m) − Ψ†(r)
1
2
ταΨ(r)
  
   
 
= 0, (D.32)
which is again analogous to the condition
∇   E = ρG + ρF , (D.33)
where ρG and ρF are the color densities of the gauge and fermion ﬁelds.
D.4 The gauge-ﬁeld Hamiltonian
To give the ﬁeld ˜ A some non-trivial dynamics we must add a pure gauge-ﬁeld term to the
Hamiltonian H. This term must be built from gauge-invariant operators to keep H gauge-
invariant. So H may contain objects like U(Γ) with any closed path Γ. In addition, gauge-
invariant operators can be built from the Q±(r,m). Note that in particular Q2
+(= Q2
−) is
the analog of J2 for the rigid rotator. Since J2 commutes with space and body rotations, Q2
+
commutes with left and right gauge transformations and is therefore gauge-invariant. Since
Q2
+ does not commute with U, its appearance in the Hamiltonian will generate non-trivial
dynamics. In analogy to the Hamiltonian for the rigid rotator let us include
 
r,m
Q2
+(r,m)/(2I) (D.34)
in the Hamiltonian, where I is a constant. (D.34) represents the energy of an assembly of
uncoupled rotators. We have already mentioned that Q+ is proportional to the color electric
ﬁeld. To get the correct continuum limit, the constant I in (D.34) has to be I = a/g2, such
that (D.34) becomes
a
2g2
 
r,m
˙ ˜ A2(r,m) =
a3
2
 
r,m
˙ A2(r,m) =
a3
2
 
r,m
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where we used that ˙ ˜ A = Q+/I and ˜ Ai = agAi. In the continuum limit this turns into
1
2
 
d3xE2 . (D.36)
To make the pure Yang-Mills theory non-trivial we have to include terms that couple
diﬀerent links using the operators U(Γ). Obviously there is a great deal of arbitrariness
involved in the choice of the Γ. Following Wilson [261], we pick the simplest object
U￿ := U(Γ) that reproduces the continuum Yang-Mills theory in the limit a → 0, with Γ
shown in Fig. D.2. Please note that from this point on we stick to the conventions of the
main text and set the τa to the Pauli matrices without a factor of two and absorb another
factor of 2 into A, such that U(r,x) becomes eiagAx(r) = eiagAa
x(r)σa
.
U￿ = U(r,x)U(r + x,y)U†(r + y,x)U†(r,y)
= eiagAx(r)eiagAy(r+x)e−iagAx(r+y)e−iagAy(r)
= eiagAx(r)eiagAy(r)+ia2g∂xAy(r)e−iagAx(r)−ia2g∂yAx(r)e−iagAy(r) (D.37)
where Ax = Aa
xτa etc.
Figure D.2: The simplest gauge-invariant closed loop, the so called plaquette U￿. The
crosses denote lattice sites.
Let us determine the continuum limit of U￿. Using
exey ≃ ex+y+ 1
2[x,y] , (D.38)
we can write
U￿ = exp
 
iagAx(r) + iagAy(r) + ia2g∂xAy(r) −
a2g2
2
[Ax(r),Ay(r)] + O(a3)
 
× exp
 
−iagAx(r) − iagAy(r) − ia2g∂yAx(r) −
a2g2
2
[Ax(r),Ay(r)] + O(a3)
 
≈ exp
 
ia2g (∂xAy(r) − ∂yAx(r) + ig[Ax(r),Ay(r)])
 
= exp
 
ia2gFxy(r)
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with the spatial components Fxy of the ﬁeld tensor. Realizing that
ReTr(U￿(r))
a→0 − − − → ReTr
 
1 + ia2gFxy − a4g2
2
F2
xy + ...
 
= Nc −
a4g2
2
ReTr
 
F2
xy
 
,
(D.40)
we can identify the lattice version of the color magnetic ﬁeld contribution to the Hamiltonian
to be
2
ag2
 
￿
(Nc − ReTrU￿) , (D.41)
where the sum runs over all plaquettes ￿, which includes all directions of the B-ﬁeld (B2
x,
B2
y and B2
z, where Bz is shown in the example path above) at every site. The prefactor is
chosen to reproduce the correct continuum limit, which reads
 
i≤j
2
ag2
a4g2
2
TrF2
ij = 2a3Fa
ijFa
ij =
1
2
 
d3xB2 . (D.42)
where you should note that we are sticking to our convention [τa,τb] = 2δab instead of
[τa,τb] = 1/2δab, and that Fij is half the conventional Fij. B is then the usual physical
B-ﬁeld.
Adding the two pieces that correspond to the continuum terms 1
2
 
d3xE2 and 1
2
 
d3xB2,
we ﬁnd the lattice version of the Hamiltonian to be
a3
2
 
r,m
E2(r,m) +
2
ag2
 
￿
(Nc − ReTrU￿) , (D.43)
which we can rewrite to lattice units using Ea
L = ga2/2Ea
H =
2
ag2
 
r,m
E2
L(r,m) +
2
ag2
 
￿
(Nc − ReTrU￿) . (D.44)
This form allows us to rescale and write
HL =
1
2
 
i
E2
L(r,m) +
1
2
 
￿
(Nc − ReTrU￿) =
g2a
4
H , (D.45)
the ﬁeld part of the Kogut-Susskind-Hamiltonian used in this work. The ﬁrst sum goes
over all (spatial) links, the second one over all (spatial) plaquettes. Note again that the
lattice is just a spatial one whereas time is continuous. Of course for actual calculations, time
will be discretized. As opposed to the usual lattice formulation the Hamiltonian formulation
derived above allows for realtime simulations. We only consider pure gauge ﬁeld simulations
in this work, but for completeness let us give the fermionic contribution to the Hamiltonian
as well:
HF = a−1  
Ψ†(r)
σ   n
i
U(r,n)Ψ(r + n) + m0
 
(−1)rΨ†(r)Ψ(r). (D.46)157
E The relativistic relative velocity
We derive the relativistic relative velocity of two particles and point out that ˜ vrel in Section
6.4.1 is not the actual relative velocity. The argument is based on [262].
Let us consider two particles with velocities v1 and v2 and go to a system in that v2 = 0.
In this system the number of collisions per time dt and volume dV is given by
dν = σvreln1n2dV dt, (E.1)
which is a Lorentz invariant. σ is the total cross section for a collision and n1 and n2 are
the particle densities. The probability for two particles to collide is
P = σvrel
dt
dV
, (E.2)
such that
dν = Pn1n2dV dV = P∆N1∆N2 , (E.3)
with N1 and N2 the number of particles of species 1 and 2 within the volume dV . Since dν
is an invariant and so are n1dV and n2dV , P is invariant as well. We shall now derive a
general expression for the invariant dν, which so far we have only expressed in the system
where v2 = 0. In all systems dν shall be given by
dν = An1n2dV dt, (E.4)
where A is equal to σvrel in the system where v2 = 0. Since dV dt is invariant, An1n2 has
to be invariant too. Let us rewrite the condition that An1n2 is invariant in terms of the
energies of the particles: n transforms as
n =
n0 √
1 − v2 , (E.5)
because ndV is invariant and dV transforms as dV = dV0
√
1 − v2, where n0 and dV0 are
given in the rest frame of the particle. Because E = γm = 1/
√
1 − v2 m, we can write
n = n0
E
m
. (E.6)
This means that if An1n2 is invariant, so is AE1E2. Now we may as well demand that
AE1E2/P1 P
 
2 is invariant, since we just devided by another invariant P1 P
 
2 . In the rest
frame of particle 2 we have E2 = m2 and p2 = 0, such that
A
E1E2
P1 P
 
2
= A. (E.7)158 E The relativistic relative velocity
Furthermore, in this rest frame, A = σvrel, such that in an arbitrary frame it has to hold
that
A = σvrel
P1 P
 
2
E1E2
. (E.8)
Again going to the rest frame of particle 2, we can calculate the invariant
P1 P
 
2 =
m1  
1 − v2
rel
m2 , (E.9)
which leads to
vrel =
 
1 −
m2
1m2
2
(P1 P
 
2 )2 =
 
1 −
m2
1m2
2
(E1E2 − p1   p2)2 . (E.10)
Now using p = mv/
√
1 − v2 and E = m/
√
1 − v2, this becomes
vrel =
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1v2
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2(1 − cos2 φ))
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1 − v1   v2
. (E.11)
This is the correct expression for the relative velocity, which is bounded from above by 1.
To see how on the other hand ˜ vrel is deﬁned, let us plug Eq. (E.10) into (E.8) and then A
into (E.4). We get
dν = σ
 
1 −
m2
1m2
2
(P1 P
 
2 )2
P1 P
 
2
E1E2
n1n2dV dt = σ
 
(P1 P
 
2 )2 − m2
1m2
2
E1E2
n1n2dV dt. (E.12)
In the massless limit m1, m2 → 0, we have
dν = σ
P1 P
 
2
E1E2
n1n2dV dt, (E.13)
which can be expressed as
dν = σ
s
2E1E2
n1n2dV dt, (E.14)
using the Mandelstam variable
s = (P1 + P2)2 = (E1 + E2)2 − (p1 + p2)2
= E2
1 + E2
2 + 2E1E2 − p2
1 − p2
2 − 2p1   p2
= 2(E1E2 − p1   p2) = 2P1 P
 
2 , (E.15)159
because p2 = E2. One may now deﬁne ˜ vrel = s
2E1E2 and write
dν = σ˜ vreln1n2dV dt, (E.16)
however, one should keep in mind that
˜ vrel = vrel
P1 P
 
2
E1E2
, (E.17)
is not the true relative velocity, which is given by (E.10) or (E.11). ˜ vrel is not even less than
1, i.e., can be larger than the speed of light. The diﬀerence is just that we have absorbed
the factor P1 P
 
2 /E1E2 into ˜ vrel.160 E The relativistic relative velocity161
F Validity of the equilibrium ﬂuctuation
dissipation relation in the hard-loop limit
In this appendix we argue that Eq. (9.37) is valid for a non-equilibrium system within the
hard-loop- (HL-) framework. This is necessary because Greiner and Leupold showed in
[263] and [249] that it does not hold in a general non-equilibrium system. As Baier et
al. did in [244], we resum in the following way, using the self energy calculated from free
propagators):
D = D0 + D0ΣD0 + D0ΣD0ΣD0 + ... = D0 + D0ΣD. (F.1)
With the deﬁnitions Γ0(  p,p0) := i
2p0[Σ>(  p,p0)−Σ<(  p,p0)] and ReΣ := ReΣret = ReΣav we
end up with
Dret = Dret
0 + Dret
0 ΣretDret =
1
p2 − m2 − ReΣ + ip0Γ0
, (F.2)
Dav = Dav
0 + Dav
0 ΣavDav =
1
p2 − m2 − ReΣ − ip0Γ0
, (F.3)
D< = DretΣ<Dav = (−2i)
p0Γ0
(p2 − m2 − ReΣ)2 + p2
0Γ2
0
Σ<
Σ> − Σ< . (F.4)
The quantity
nΣ(  p,p0) :=
Σ<
Σ> − Σ< (F.5)
appearing in the emerging ﬂuctuation dissipation relation has to be interpreted as the ‘occu-
pation number’ demanded by the self energy parts [249]. If the equilibrium KMS conditions
(9.52) apply for the self energy part, then nΣ(  p,p0) KMS −→ nB(p0) becomes just the Bose
distribution function. In the limit g → 0 this factor is just 1/2 (cf. Eq.(9.51) and the discus-
sion thereafter). Generally D< has to be proportional to some non-equilibrium distribution
function f:
D<(  x,t;p) ≈ (−2i)
p0Γ(  x,t;p)
(p2 − m2(  x,t) − ReΣ(  x,t;p))2 + p2
0Γ2(  x,t;p)
f(  x,t;  p) , (F.6)
which it is not in all cases, when one uses the resummation (F.1). Greiner and Leupold
argue that the reason for this is that the self energy parts Σ< and Σ> should also evolve with
time, and do not in this scheme. They should depend on the evolving distribution function
and not persistently on the initial one which enters Σ in (F.1). Thus the resummation of
(F.1) does not cover all relevant contributions. Speaking more technically, the self energy
operators must also be evaluated consistently by the fully dressed and temporally evolving162 F Validity of the equilibrium ﬂuctuation dissipation relation in the hard-loop limit
one-particle propagators. To get the correct description for every possible non-equilibrium
situation, one would need to apply the appropriate (quantum) transport equations with
the diﬀerence to the resummation of (F.1) that the propagators entering into the self-
energy operators are then the fully dressed ones. Unfortunately, the full quantum transport
equations are generally hard to solve and thus are not so much of practical use.
However, when we use squeezed equilibrium distributions as we do in Chapter 9, the
same arguments as those for the equilibrium case hold and the resummation (F.1) and in
particular Eq. (F.4) is valid. To make this more explicit, we can rewrite the expression
(F.5) using Σ12 = −Σ21, which holds for all self energies in the HL-limit, now for the case
of Fermions:
nΣ(  p,p0) :=
Σ<
Σ< − Σ> =
Σ<
Σ< + Σ< =
1
2
(F.7)
This is equivalent to writing f to order O(1):
f(p,ξ) =
1
e
√
p2+ξ(n p)2/phard + 1
→
1
2
, (F.8)
because all components of p are of order gphard. This shows that at leading order in the
coupling constant g (and for g → 0), the ﬂuctuation dissipation relation is valid for the hard
loop self energies Σ and hence can be used in the derivation of the soft contribution to the
production rate as done in Section 9.2.2.163
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